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Abstract 
Structure of bicyclic pseudo octapeptides containing a sequence arginine-glycine-aspartic 
acid (RGD peptides) was investigated by high-resolution NMR spectroscopy. The com-
pounds, synthesized by General Electric Healthcare, are used as contrast agents in 
imaging of cancer. They bind primarily the cE/33 integrin that is up-regulated during 
angiogenesis initiated by tumors reaching to existing blood vessels. Their basic pep-
tide skeleton is conjugated with polyethylene glycol moieties of varying length which 
improve their bioavailability. The peptides also carry a metal binding site that is used 
to chelate a radioactive metal. 
The structures were investigated by standard methods of solution NMR spectroscopy, 
relying primarily on the determination of distance restraints via NOESY and ROESY 
experiments. Structures were generated using different protocols in vacuum or explicit 
solvent. The best results were obtained through the analysis of a series of NOESY 
spectra acquired using varying mixing times. Full relaxation matrix analysis in ex-
plicit solvent was performed on these data yielding a consistent set of structures. The 
polyethylene glycol moiety and the metal binding site did not show any signs of tertiary 
structure. 
The distance restraints for structure calculations were supplemented by dihedral re-
straints provided by the analysis of vicinal coupling constants. Towards this end, an 
extensive set of coupling constants related to dihedral angles of amino acids was ob-
tained. Various experiments, including HMBC, HSQC and HETLOC, were evaluated 
yielding a basic set of experiments suitable for the measurement of coupling constants 
of peptides with natural abundance of isotopes. 
The structures of the studied peptides were found to be similar and to adopt a reverse 
,y-turn centered on the aspartic acid of the RGD motif. Despite the bicycling nature of 
these peptides the compounds showed signs of flexibility, which was more pronounced 
in H2 0. Side chains of the compounds are flexible as implied from the analysis of the 
distributions of x' angles. 
Parameter such as chemicals shifts; temperature coefficients of HN  protons and Ra-
machandran plots were evaluated to validate the structural homogeneity of the final 
structures. Unrestrained molecular dynamics was carried out on the final structures 
and they were found to be stable during 1 ns runs. 
Structures were determined in two solvents, 1120 and DMSO. It was found that the 
water-based structures are more extended, while the DMSO based structure are more 
compact. The DMSO-based structure of one peptide was compared with a published 
NMR structure of a similar peptide and a good agreement was found for the common 
RGD loop. The water-based structures are similar to a published X-ray structure of a 
RGD peptide in complex with a/33 integrin. 
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Part I 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
Diagnostic Tools for Angiogenesis 
This project deals with the structure determination of contrast agents used in imaging 
of angiogenesis associated with cancer. Contrast agents bind to proteins that are up 
regulated during angiogenesis thereby enhancing the intensity of the radiations at the 
position of a tumor using radio-tracers. This forms a basis of a non-invasive method 
for diagnosis of cancer. The following chapter explains the biological relevance of the 
target proteins, integrins, describes the process of cancer progression and the clinical 
applications of medical imaging. 
1.1 Angiogenesis and cancer 
1.1.1 Cancer, a public health problem 
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the Western world. Despite advances 
in diagnosis and treatment, the survival of patients remains poor. Constant advances 
in therapy and diagnosis did not prevent the number of deaths from cancer from 
increasing over the past fifty years [1]. Cancers can be defined as an abnormal growth 
of tissue. The malignant neoplasm show a higher degree of anaplasia and has properties 
of metastasis and invasion compared to benign neoplasms. Malignant cancer cells can 
escape the primitive tumor, reach either the blood or the lymphatic network, and 
create metastasis in other locations. Despite these generic features, cancers cover more 
than one hundred diseases. It is this diversity that is a challenge for early detection 
and treatment. Frequencies and types of cancer vary with sex, age and geography. 
2 
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Since many cancers can be treated by surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy, chances 
of a cure increase significantly if cancer is detected in early stages. Early detection of 
cancer, development of efficient drugs that inhibit or kill cancer cells and the research of 
specific cancer target molecule are the major topics of cancer research. Because most 
cancers display angiogenic pathways, when developing diagnostic tools, it is worth 
targeting angiogenesis rather than the tumor itself. 
1.1.2 Angiogenesis and cancer progression 
Blood vessels are fundamentally composed of endothelial cells. These cells form tubes 
which control and direct the blood flow and maintain tissue perfusion. Blood vessels de-
velop via two distinct processes: vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. Vasculogenesis takes 
place in embryo during the formation of blood vessels. The endothelial cells are formed 
from precursors, angioblasts. In adults, the blood vessels are produced only through 
angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is the formation of new blood vessels from pre-existing ones. 
Vasculature in adult mammals is quiescent under normal conditions except during the 
female reproductive cycles (ovulation, menstruations, pregnancy). Outside of female 
reproductive cycles, angiogenesis in adult is largely confined to pathological situations 
such as wound healing, tumor growth, diabetic retinopathy or inflammation-related 
diseases [2-6]. 
In adults, endothelial cells are one of the longest-living cells in the body. The esti-
mated turn over time of endothelial cells is measured in years [2]. The importance of 
angiogenesis for solid tumor growth and metastasis is well documented. Implants of 
tumor cells in avascular sites such as the cornea of a rabbit eye, have shown this con-
clusively. The implants attracted capillaries and the tumor grew [7]. If the implants 
were prevented from reaching the blood supply or if the angiogenesis was inhibited, 
the tumor was considerably reduced. 
Under non-pathological conditions, angiogenesis is tightly regulated by a balanced 
action of endogenous angiogenic stimulators and inhibitors. It was postulated that 
angiogenesis starts when the balance between pro-angiogenic factors (growth factors, 
cytokines, enzymes, adhesion molecules, metals, hypoxia or peptide fragments) and 
antiangiogenic factors (proteolytic fragments, cytokines, chemokines, soluble receptors, 
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collagenase inhibitors, vitamins, tumor suppressor genes) is disturbed by a growing 
tumor. This is referred to as the "angiogenic switch" [3-5]. 
Abnormal angiogenesis is a hallmark of cancer progression. It is generally accepted 
that solid tumors in avascular phase can grow until they reach 2-3 mm (i.e 10 5 106 
cells), supplied in nutrients and oxygen by diffusion trough the existing vasculature. 
Beyond this size, tumors promote the formation of blood vessels. Hypoxic stress seems 
to be one of the principal stimuli for the tumor cells to start the angiogenesis cascade. 
The access to the blood network has two major consequences: (i) efficiently supplied in 
nutrient and oxygen, the tumors start growing exponentially and (ii) these new vessels 
can transport anaplastic tumor cells and form metastasis. Angiogenesis mediated by 
tumor growth is a complex continuous process involving many different molecules and 
can schematically be divided into three stages [8, 9]: initiation, invasion/proliferation 
and maturation/differentiation (Fig. 1.1). During the initiation phase, the tumor cells 
release angiogenic factors into the extra cellular matrix (ECM). 
These factors bind to various receptors of the endothelial cells (tyrosine kinase receptor, 
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor, etc.) inducing activation signals for the 
endothelial cells. The activation is characterized by increased proliferation, invasion, 
differentiation and expression of receptors and secretion of proteolytic enzymes in the 
ECM. Several molecules have been suggested to promote the invasion and proliferation 
including selectins and integrins. Proteases such as matrix metalloproteinases or senile 
proteinases degrade the matrix and allow the endothelial cells to migrate towards the 
tumor cells. Changes in the ECM can modulate ECM-cell interactions. One group of 
molecules that can mediate the remodeling of the ECM and is involved in adhesion 
and proliferation events, are the integrmns-cell adhesion receptors. Eventually, the 
endothelial cells align into vascular cords and form a new lumen for the newly created 
blood vessels. 
The proteolysis of the ECM is associated with the release of angiogenic factors nor-
mally sequestered by the ECM. However, it appears now that the degradation of large 
ECM proteins also play an important part in angiogenesis regulation. These proteins 
are, under normal conditions, not ligands for the receptors involved in angiogenesis and 
expose, after proteolysis, the cryptic arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) sequences 
 mom	a_....._._....._... !mlmml! . ..... . ....... 
wiiiuiu•iuuii uii•iunuuu•uuuiuuuui ..._.... Mill: ...._... ...._....._._.... ..._....._._....._... ...._.... ._._... ..._....._._. ...._... 
._.._. ..._.... ._........_...._.... ._._....._. ..._..... 
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binding specificity is determined by the combination of subunits. Sometimes the same 
ligand is recognized by several integrins [10, 11, 14, 15]. For instance, the RGD se-
quence is a common primary binding motif for various integrins [14, 161 including a 
containing integrins and aII03, a501, a8/31. Cells control the activity of integrins, 
although the details of this regulation are unclear. This mechanism is particularly 
important for white cells and platelets. The regulation of adhesion allows white cell 
to migrate in the body until they meet the stimulus that will activate their anchoring. 
The platelets will express/activate /33 subunit through a contact with damaged blood 
vessels [17]. Many integrins are associated with angiogenesis, c integrins in particular 
[8, 16, 18]. 
In order to localize angiogenesis, one must use a target which is upregulated and present 
at significant levels at the sites of angiogenesis and genetically stable. With this regard 
the integrin av/33 is a potential marker for angiogenesis. 
The o03 integrin and its interactions with the RGD motif 
In adults, the c03 integrin (or vitronectin receptor) has a limited distribution and 
appears at low levels in several cells including intestinal cells, vascular cells, activated 
leukocytes and macrophages. On the other hand, endothelial cells in tissues undergoing 
angiogenesis present high levels of c03 integrin [19-21] and hence represent a potent 
marker of angiogenesis. The role of this integrin during angiogenesis has now been 
investigated for two decades. cv03 was first thought to directly promote angiogenesis 
and ligands were designed to block its activity. However, experiments carried out by 
Hynes 'et al. [22, 23] showed that the presence of gene coding for the 3 subunit in 
mice is not essential for neovascularization and in fact the absence of this gene leads 
to an increase of angiogenic response. The authors suggested that a/33 acts as a trans 
dominant inhibitor over other integrins of the epithelial cells involved in angiogenesis, 
namely ai/31,  c5/31 and o2/31.  In the absence of integrin a03 the inhibition can not 
occur, which explains the increased angiogenic behavior of mice lacking a03 integrins. 
As pointed out by Carmeliet [24], the lack of /33 integrins could be compensated through 
other mechanisms and the author concluded that our understanding of the role of 
integrins in angiogenesis is incomplete. 
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Vitronectin receptor is a type I transmembrane protein with an extracellular N-terminus 
and cytoplasmic C-terminus consisting of a 125 kDa a subunit and a 105 kDa /33 sub-
unit. The vitronectin receptor shares common features with other members of the 
integrin family i.e. a seven helix-protein with a short cytoplasmic tail and a large ex-
tracellular domain. Figure 1.2 schematically shows the different parts of this integrin. 
RGD ligand 
	 MIDAS 
Pa domain 
P propeller 	
PSI 
Tight domain 
	 Hybrid domain 
Calf domains{ 
	
EGF-like repeats 
STSTTiTiITTTI1 
.4 
-4 
a subunit 	J3 subunit 
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the a/33 integrin: The a subunit is 
composed from calf domains (0-sandwich domains), a tight domain (Ig-like domains) 
and a 0 propeller domain. The 0 subunit consists of a plexin, semaphorin and integrin 
(PSI) domain, repeats of epidermal growth factor (EGF) domains and a 1@A domain. 
The black arrows indicate the borders of the C-terminal construct that yielded the 
crystal structure [25]. 
Both a and 3 units are required for the formation of an RGD binding site. The struc- 
ture of an extracellular segment of ctf33 has been solved at 3.1 A by X-ray crystallog- 
raphy with and without an RGD ligand, cyclo(RGDf-N(Me)V)' also called Cilengitide 
1  Small letter "1" stands for D-phenylalanine 
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[25-27]. This provides an important insight into the mode of binding and the changes 
occurring upon the formation of the complex. 
The heterodimer is formed by two nearly parallel tails that are ended by a "head" 
which brings both parts together at an angle of 135° creating a V shape binding site. 
This head forms the putative RGD binding site by participation of a seven bladed 0 
propeller domain from a, and a 13A  domain from /33 (Fig. 1.3). The /3A  contains three 
divalent ions which are part of the metal ion-dependent adhesion site (MIDAS), an 
adjacent MIDAS (AMIDAS) and a ligand-associated metal binding site (LIMBS)[25]. 
In these sites the cations are coordinated by a characteristic sequence of amino acids 
(DXSXS) [28]. 
In the RGD-integrin complex, the RGD motif bridges both units of the a v,33 integrin. 
The arginine guanidium group forms salt bridges with the carboxylate groups of Asp218 
and Asp120 of the ce subunit of the propeller. The side chain of the arginine is partially 
exposed to the solvent. The carboxylic group of the aspartic acid of the ligand is totally 
buried in the integrin and its side chain has hydrophobic contacts with the side chain 
of Arg214 of the /3A  domain. One of the oxygens of carboxylate group of the peptide 
forms a polar interaction with Mn 2 of MIDAS in the /3A  domain. The other oxygen 
forms hydrogen bonds with the backbone amide protons of Tyr122 and Asn215. The 
glycine residue lies at the interface between the two subunits forming hydrophobic 
interactions. The LIMBS and AMIDAS sites do not interact with the ligand but 
stabilize the conformation of the 13A  domain [25]. It has also been suggested that the 
phenyl group of the RGD ligand forms air-stacking interaction with the side chain of 
Tyr122 [29]. 
The RGD motif is the minimal recognition sequence as confirmed by cross-linking ex-
periments [30] and crystallographic studies [25]. The RGD sequence is the cornerstone 
of many molecules aimed at targeting integrins, c03 in particular. 
1.3 RGD targets and imaging of angiogenesis 
The strategy, which aims at using the newly formed endothelial cells during tumor 
formation for therapy/imaging, is attractive for several reasons: (i) endothelial cells, 
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Figure 1.3: Structure of the integrin a/33 in complex with an RGD ligand: 
Structure solved by Xiong et al. [25] of the extracellular segment of integrin a/33 with 
RGD ligand and Mn2  ions. The RGD ligand (green) bind mutually the c (blue) 
and 3 (cyan) subunits. The expansion of the binding site is shown on the right. The 
backbone and the side chains of the integrin are shown as thick lines and narrow lines, 
respectively. The residues indicated directly interact with the RGD ligand. 
although contributing to tumor progression, are normal, stable cells ; (ii) the en-
dothelium is readily accessible for commonly used therapeutics via the blood network. 
Cyclopeptides, containing the RGD sequence and RGD-like compounds, have been in-
vestigated to improve their affinity and specificity for targeted integrins. Mainly c/33 
has been studied for angiogenesis related to cancer progression. Nevertheless other 
targets have been defined including o/35 or f3 1 integrins [31]. RGD-based molecules 
have three potential applications in cancer therapy [11]: 
• Diagnosis and prognosis: tumor imaging. 
• Therapeutics: inhibition of angiogenesis with antagonists. 
• Site-directed delivery, conjugating the RGD ligand with other drugs for optimal 
efficacy and safety [32, 331. 
Numerous RGD-mimicking or RGD-containing peptides have been synthesized to specif-
ically target the a/33 integrin at the surface of activated endothelial cells. However, 
the RGD recognition is shared by several integrins and it appears that subtle conforma-
tional changes in the RGD motif are responsible for integrin specificity. The specificity 
and affinity of the ligands are often compared with that of vitronectin, a protein natu- 
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rally occurring in the ECM (the a33 integrin was formerly called vitronectin receptor). 
Their specificity is established by binding studies using various integrins. Cyclic pep-
tides are advantageous since they resist exopeptidases and at the same time restrain 
the conformation of RGD loops. Incorporation of amino acid analogues based on RGD 
templates or D-amino acids also prevent degradation of the molecules [6, 27, 34-411. 
Imaging techniques are non-invasive methods for in vivo investigations of tissues. An-
giogenesis can be observed by using magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomogra-
phy, positron emission tomography, ultrasonography and optical imaging (see reference 
[42] for review). Imaging of angiogenesis with RGD-based molecules makes use of ra-
dioactive labels that are employed within the context of standard medical methods 
such as scintigraphy ( 18 F, 99Tc, 111 1n or 90Y) [43-45] or positron emission tomography 
(64 Cu or 1231)  [46, 47]. These techniques can locate sites of angiogenesis, the amount 
of blood vessel growth and elucidate features that distinguish normal vessels from an-
giogenic ones. RGD containing cyclic peptides must therefore be modified in order to 
carry radioactive elements. 
The pharmacokinetics can also be improved by conjugation of polyethylene glycol 
(PEG), hydrophilic amino acids or sugar moieties to the peptides [48]. PEG also 
serves to increase the molecular mass of small molecules to avoid excretion via the 
renal route. PEG protects molecules from enzymatic degradations by its steric effects 
and increases the solubility of compounds in water. PEG is not toxic and does not 
induce immune response [49]. To date, two a v,33 binding agents have entered clinical 
trials: 
• The humanized monoclonal antibody LM609 to av03 (Vitaxin) developed at 
the Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, California, USA and licensed to Ap-
plied Molecular Evolution, San Diego, California, USA and Medlmmune, Inc., 
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA for cancer treatment. 
• Cilengitide, EMD 121974 or EMD 85189 from Merck KgaA, Darmstadt, Germany 
a synthetic cyclic peptide mimicking the RGD sequence, cyclo(L-arginyl-glycyl-
L-aspartyl-D-phenylalanyl-N-N-methyl-L-valyl) tested for cancer treatment 
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1.4 Aims of the work 
G. E. Healthcare has developed a series of bicyclic octapeptides aimed as contrast 
agents for imaging of angiogenesis during cancer progression [50]. They are conjugated 
with PEG moieties, in order to improve the bioavailability, and with a chelating site 
to carry a radioactive metal for the detection by imaging techniques. 
The aims of this study are: 
. Solution structure determination of series of RGD-based peptides designed by 
GE Healthcare using NMR spectroscopy. 
• Assessment of possible conformation changes of the peptide core as a result of 
the presence of functional groups. 
• Assessment of the flexibility of the peptides in water and DMSO. 
• A comparison with existing NMR or X-ray structures of related compounds. 
• Binding interaction of the peptides with oI33  integrin using automated docking. 
Chapter 2 
High Resolution Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance 
We used Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) as a tool to study the conformation of 
small, cyclic peptides. This technique is non-destructive and allows to work with mg 
quantities of material. NMR is capable of providing three dimensional coordinates in 
solution and also indicating flexibility. For small constrained peptides, flexibility might 
be an important part of the binding process [51]. The following chapter describes 
the nuclear magnetic resonance phenomenon and focuses on the methods that were 
employed during this investigation. 
2.1 The nuclear magnetism 
Energy levels and populations 
NMR spectroscopy relies on the magnetic properties of nuclei. In general, NMR of 
peptides makes use of 'H, 13 C, 15 N nuclei which all possess spin 1/2, thus, only spin 
1/2 will be considered when placed in a strong magnetic field (no), spins with a spin 
quantum number 1/2 will create a two-state distribution with different energies. Ac-
cording to Boltzmann distribution, the equilibrium population of spins at the two levels 
can be calculated as: 
N 
- =e kT 
Nc, 
where Nc, and N0 are the number of nuclei aligned with and against the external mag- 
netic field, AE is the energy gap between these states, k is the Boltzmann's constant 
(2.1) 
12 
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and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. Spins will precess around the exter-
nal magnetic field which is aligned with the z-axis. Associated with the spin angular 
momentum is the collinear nuclear magnetic dipole moment (/1) defined by: 
	
1Z ,yf 
	
(2.2) 
where -y  is the gyromagnetic ratio. The projection of I onto the z axis (Ii ) can take 
21 + 1 discrete values in units of h = h/27r where h is the Planck's constant. For spins 
1/2 nuclei I can take only two values of ±h/2. The energy of the interaction of a spin 
magnetic moment 1Z with the external magnetic field B is defined by: 
E= —jLE 
	
(2.3) 
ii   
Ir 
Figure 2.1: Spin behavior in a static magnetic field: A spin with a positive 
gyromagnetic ratio precesses clockwise at Larmor frequency (w0) around B0 . The 
magnetic i moment is indicated by an arrow. 
Using a projection onto the z axis, the energy gap between the two states can be 
calculated as = Ea - E,3 = —hyBo . When combined with Planck's equation 
LE = hv, the Larmor frequency (vo) of nuclear precession is obtained: 
'yBçj 
-'0 = 2ir 
(2.4) 
sometimes expressed using the angular velocity as wo = — yB0 . At a macroscopic level, 
precessing spins will create a "bulk magnetization" along the z axis (Me ) due to the 
excess of their population at a lower energy level (Fig. 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Population difference and bulk magnetization: The population dif-
ference between a and 3 states is created in the external magnetic field B0 . The 
resulting bulk magnetization (Me ) is indicated by a grey arrow. 
This magnetization is the source of NMR signal and its size is related to the population 
difference between the two states. Combining equations 2.1 and 2.4, an expression that 
the incorporates gyromagnetic ratio can be derived: 
N3 ,-yhBp 	 'yhBo 
= e" 2,rkT 1 - 	 (2.5) 
Na 	 2irkT 
Using this equation, the sensitivity of different nuclei can be assessed. When calcu-
lating the relative sensitivity, the natural abundance of individual nuclei must also be 
considered (Table 2.1). 
Table 2.1: Nuclear properties of nuclei used in this study. 
Nucleus Natural abundance (%) Gyromagnetic ratio (x 108) Relative sensitivity 
'H 99.98 2.67 1.000 
1.11 0.67 0.016 
15N 0.36 -0.27 0.001 
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2.2 Chemical shift 
Each nucleus experiences a magnetic field that is the sum of the external magnetic 
field and local magnetic fields originating primarily from bonding electrons, but also 
from more remote sources. The local magnetic field resulting from shielding of nuclei 
can be described as: 
B1 0 1 = Bo (1 - a) 	 (2.6) 
where a is the shielding constant. The shielding constant is affected by surrounding 
atoms whose contribution can be divided into diamagnetic and paramagnetic compo-
nents: 
a = adiamagnetic + apararnagnetic 	 (2.7) 
For example, the magnetic field B0 induces a diamagnetic current in the phenyl ring 
which opposes the external magnetic field. As a result, the protons in the region above 
or below the plane of the ring are shielded and the atoms in the plane of the ring are 
deshielded. 
The shielding effects lead to dispersion of signals of the same nucleus in NMR spectra, 
opening a possibility for assigning the observed resonance to individual atoms. In order 
to compare spectra acquired at different field strengths, the chemical shift (5) scale has 
been introduced. This is a relative scale describing the position of a signal relative to 
the position of a reference compound, 
ii  
5(ppm) 	
- Vf .  < 106 	 (2.8) = 
Vref 
where ii and L'ref.  are the absolute frequencies. 
Temperature dependence of chemical shifts 
Temperature dependence of the amide protons is often used in peptides to assess the 
solvent accessibility of these protons and to identify donors of hydrogen bonds [27, 38, 
52-54]. Due to the reasonable dispersion of the amide protons and a small number of 
residues in peptides, the temperature dependence is readily accessible using standard 
11) proton spectra. Variations of chemical shifts versus the temperature are often linear 
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and calculated slopes are referred to as the temperature coefficient (HN  /zT), often 
quoted in parts per billion per degree Kelvin (ppb.K' 
The temperature dependence of amide proton chemical shifts is related to the inverse 
third power of the distance between the donor and the acceptor [52]. It is assumed 
that, in proteins and peptides, all amide protons are involved either in inter or intra 
molecular interactions. The strength of these interactions decreases with increased 
molecular motion as a result of higher temperature. The average donor-acceptor dis-
tance increases causing amide proton chemical shift to move to their random coil chem-
ical shifts. For those involved in hydrogen bonds, the effect induced by the acceptor 
persists and the protons are less temperature dependent. However, the temperature 
dependency of amide protons is also influenced by their environments [53]. The chang-
ing effect of the aromatic ring current as a result of the temperature change can lead to 
false interpretations of the temperature coefficients [55]. Finally exchange phenomena 
have to be considered when interpreting the experimental results. 
2.3 Scalar couplings 
NMR signals acquire a more complex character through the interaction of spins with 
close-by NMR active nuclei. These through-bond interactions are mediated by bonding 
electrons occupying overlapping orbitals and are quantified by scalar coupling constants 
(J couplings). The effect of scalar couplings can be illustrated conveniently by inspect-
ing two coupled nuclei, A and X. Their spins can orient in a parallel or antiparallel 
fashion with respect to the external magnetic field yielding the following four combina-
tions AaXa , AaX, AXa or AOXO. Parallel orientations of spins are less energetically 
favorable than the antiparallel ones and their energies expressed in Hz are consequently 
incremented by +1/4J,  while the energy of the antiparallel orientations will decrease 
by the same amount. Focusing on spin A, the frequency of its transition is not uniform 
any more and depending on the state of spin X will either increase or decrease by 1/2J 
(Fig. 2.3). Energy levels of spin X are changed in the same way as those of spin A 
producing splitting that also corresponds to the value of J. 
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Figure 2.3: Energy diagram of a J-coupled two spin system. Shown are the transitions 
for spin A cci -* 3a and a@ -* 313 for J=O and JO together with corresponding 
spectra. The coupling constant arises due to change of energy levels caused by the 
presence of spin X. 
Scalar coupling constants and geometry 
The existence of J couplings indicate that the coupled nuclei are separated by few 
bonds which provides immediate structural information and forms the basis for numer-
ous NMR experiments. Potentially even more useful for three dimensional structure 
determination of molecules, the sizes of coupling constants can be related to geomet-
rical parameters. In particular the three-bond coupling constants can be related to 
dihedral angles via the semi-empirical Karplus relation. 
The Karplus equation has the following general form: 
Acos (0 + z.) + Bcos(0 + z) + C 	 (2.9) 
where A, B and C are adjustable parameters reflecting the effect of substituents and 
L is the phase difference between the 4, / and x' dihedral angles and dihedral an-
gles corresponding to the measured coupling constants. Karplus equations have been 
parametrized for 0, b and x' angles of peptides. These dihedral angles are defined as 
N-C-C'-N 1 and 	 (C)' —S, cysteine a) for 0, /' and x' 
angles. The values of the Karplus parameters have been parametrized and are reviewed 
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Figure 2.4: Selected dihedral angles of peptides: Central nuclei defining a par-
ticular dihedral angle are connected by a thick line. The boxes indicate atoms whose 
coupling constants can be related to the particular dihedral angle. 
elsewhere [56, 57]. 
The coupling constants related to the x 1  angle can also be used to determine the 
stereospecific assignment of the prochiral protons of the side chains. Side chains can 
adopt one of the three staggered conformations shown below. 
Co 
H5 pro-S 	H5 pro-S 	 R 
Ha 	 HN 	 Ha 
Ho pro-R 
Ho pro-: 	
::
HP  pro-S 
HN 
Ho pro-S 
 
ANGLE 600 	 ANGLE 1800 	 ANGLE -60° 
Figure 2.5: Newman projection of staggered conformations described by the x' dihedral 
angle 
The rotamer population is commonly calculated via the Pachler equations that assume 
that only trans and gauche conformations (1800  and ±60°) are present. The model as-
sumes that the observed coupling constant is a weighted sum of the coupling constants 
of individual rotamers: 
Jobserved = aJ(-60) + bJ(180) + cJ(60) 
	
(2.10) 
where a, b and c are the population fractions (a+b+c=1). Pachler's equation uses 
values of coupling constants synclinal and anticlinal to calculate the ratio of rotamers 
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based on two different experimental coupling constants. This leads to stereospecific 
assignment of prochiral protons. 
2.4 Fourier transform NMR 
Fourier transform NMR spectroscopy uses series of pulses to manipulate the macro-
scopic magnetization and rotate it from its equilibrium position. It is convenient to 
look at the evolution of magnetization using a reference frequency. Spins rotating at 
the same frequency as the reference frequency will seem to be immobile in this frame. 
This frame of reference is called the rotating frame and its frequency is identical to 
the carrier frequency. Application of a radiofrequency pulse (r.f.) from the transverse 
plane will flip the magnetization by an angle a: 
a = 'yB l tp/27r 
	
(2.11) 
where, B 1 is the strength of the r.f. pulse and t, the length of the pulse. In NMR 
pulse sequences 90° and 180° pulses are the most commonly used. Once M is moved 
away from the z-axis, the system is perturbed and must return to its Boltzmann's 
distribution of energy states. This is achieved through relaxation phenomena. 
The energy absorbed by the spins is released to the environment or the lattice; this 
phenomenon is called longitudinal or spin-lattice ielaxation. It is characterized by the 
time constant, T 1 : 
dM - M - M 0 (2.12) 
dt T 
where R1 = 11Ti is the rate constant of the transition of the perturbed system to its 
equilibrium state. In addition to the longitudinal relaxation (z magnetization), the 
loss of phase coherence of the x-y component of the magnetization is characterized by 
the transverse relaxation sometimes called spin-spin relaxation. This process does not 
lead to any net energy transfer between spins. As spins return to equilibrium, the 
transverse component decays exponentially to zero at the rate R2 = 1IT2 . 
In FT NMR, the receiver detects oscillating electric currents induced by the rotating 
macroscopic magnetization in the x-y plane, which can be described as a mixture of sine 
and cosine waves decaying via spin-spin.relaxation to zero. This signal is called the free 
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induction decay (FID). Fourier transform of the FID gives rise to the NMR spectrum 
with the peaks observed at frequencies relative to the carrier frequency. Detection 
of both real and imaginary components of signals allows determination of a relative 
position of the peaks with regard to the carrier position. Several operations can be 
performed on FIDs prior to Fourier transform in order to enhance either the resolution 
of the peaks or to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of spectra. 
Weighting functions. A signal-to-noise ratio enhancing weighting function acceler-
ates the decay of FID giving more weight to the initial parts of FID which contain less 
noise. Many functions are available for this purpose (exponential, sine, sine squared, 
etc.). However, if the signal decays too fast, the linewidth will increase. If the signal 
resolution is the priority, the latter parts of FID can be enhanced, leading to resolution 
enhancement. This is typically achieved by Gaussian functions. Two parameters of 
the Gaussian function can be optimized: the maximum of the Gaussian function (GB), 
and the line broadening (LB). The latter is set to correspond to the linewidths of the 
FT signal, while the first, expressed as an increasing fraction of the acquisition time, 
provides progressively stronger resolution enhancement. 
Zero filling. The digital resolution of spectra can be increased by a procedure called 
zero filling. This consists of adding points beyond the end of the FID with zero intensity 
and leads to spectra with increased digital resolution. This is particularly useful for 
accurate measurement of small coupling constants performed in this work. 
2.5 Two-dimensional NMR 
Two-dimensional experiments can be represented by a general scheme (Fig. 2.6) con-
taming four periods: the preparation, evolution, mixing and acquisition periods. 
The second dimension is generated by incrementation of the evolution period by Ati. 
In this way, numerous FIDs will be acquired, modulated by various NMR parameters 
in t 1 and t2. Two successive Fourier transforms of this 2D array of FIDs will create a 
two-dimensional spectrum (Fig. 2.7). 
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Preparation Evolution 	Mixing Acquisition 
ti 	 t2 
Figure 2.6: General scheme of 2D NMR experiments: The preparation period, 
also containing the relaxation interval, prepares spins into a desired state for the evolu-
tion interval. Here, either spin-spin couplings and/or chemical shifts are coded. Mixing 
transfers the magnetization between spins; this is detected in the directly-detected di-
mension during acquisition. 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a 2D NMR experiment: The signal 
acquired during t2 is also modulated during t 1 . The first FT creates a 2D interferogram, 
with peaks at their Larmor frequencies in F 2 modulated by different (cross peak) or 
identical (auto peak) Larmor frequencies in tj. The second Fourier transform generated 
a 2D spectrum with peaks at their chemical shifts in both dimensions. 
2.6 Polarization transfer 
Homonuclear polarization transfer allows the magnetization to be transferred between 
two identical nuclei. The coherent transfer of magnetization between J couplings is 
behind the powerful 2D experiments used for resonance assignments. The incoher-
ent transfer utilizing dipolar coupling leads to detection of spacial proximity between 
protons. 
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Polarization transfers play an important role in multidimensional NMR experiments. 
Heteronuclear transfer of magnetization between protons and nuclei with lower gy-
romagnetic ratio, dramatically increases the sensitivity of experiments involving bet-
eronuclei. INEPT (Insensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization Transfer) makes use of 
the scalar couplings between protons a heteronuclei such as 13C  or ' 5N. Via creation 
of an antiphase magnetization, the INEPT pulse sequence transfers the magnetization 
between these different types of nuclei. Heterocorrelated experiments benefit greatly 
from two successive INEPT transfers thus utilizing the more favorable Boltzman dis-
tribution of protons and detection of signal at higher frequencies. This, for example, 
leads to sensitivity increase of ' 5N detection by a factor of 300. 
In INEPT type experiments single quantum coherences are utilized for chemical shift 
labeling of heteronuclei. HMQC (heteronuclear multiple-quantum correlation) uses 
multiple quantum coherence for chemical shift labeling. 
2.7 Pulse field gradients 
Pulse field gradients (PGF) are short, typically millisecond, pulses during which the 
static magnetic field B0 is made inhomogeneous. This disturbance is not random. 
The strength of PFGs varies linearly along a certain axis, typically the z axis. During 
PFGs, spins experience different magnetic fields depending on their position in the 
NMR tube, resulting in a loss of coherence for any magnetization not aligned along 
the z axis. This magnetization, temporarily lost, can be recovered by applying an 
identical gradient with opposite sign, or as in polarization transfer experiments, with 
an appropriately scaled gradient. Gradients are also used for purging of unwanted 
magnetization, for example, after storing the useful magnetization along z-axis or by 
manipulating selected signals by selective pulses. The latter principle is used for water 
suppression in the WATERGATE experiment [5 8] and double-pulse field gradient spin 
echo (DPFGSE) experiment [59]. Gradients are also used for coherence selection e.g. 
in HMBC (Hetero multiple-bond correlation) experiments used in this work. 
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2.8 The Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement (NOE) 
Structure calculations based on NMR data make an extensive use of the distance-
intensity relationship contained in the NOE enhancements. The following section 
presents the NOE phenomenon and explains how it can be influenced by the motion 
of the molecule or the magnetic field of the spectrometer [60-62]. 
In principle, spin systems can return to equilibria via stimulated relaxation or sponta-
neous relaxation. It can be shown that spontaneous relaxation is too slow to account 
for the observed relaxation [60]. Relaxation is caused by local fluctuating magnetic 
fields that have the required frequencies to induce transitions. 
NOE is a significant part of relaxation processes whereby spins return to thermal 
equilibria. NOE involves concerted flips of spins mediated by their mutual dipolar 
interactions and contributes to the changes of the longitudinal magnetization. It is 
therefore part of the longitudinal relaxation processes. The efficiency of NOE is closely 
related to the motion regime of the molecules in solution which is characterized by 
the rotational correlation time (re). The rotational correlation time is defined as the 
time required to rotate the molecule from its initial position by 1 radian and can be 
approximated by the Debye expression for isotropic molecular tumbling: 
4iria3 
3kT 
(2.13) 
The rotational correlation time is measured in seconds (re ); a is the radius of a spherical 
molecule in m, 77 the viscosity of the solvent (N.s.m 2 ), and T is the temperature in 
Kelvin. This rotational correlation time varies with the size of the molecule (tens 
of ps for small molecules, tens of ns for large proteins) or with the viscosity of the 
solvent for the same molecule (e.g. DMSO and water). Molecular motion determines 
the correlation function (G(t)) which, when Fourier transformed, yields the spectral 
density J(w) function: 
J(w) B1201 
2r 	 (2.14) 
also expressed via a reduced spectral density j (w) as J(w) = Bj (w) where Bloc are loc 
the local magnetic fields. 
For a two spin system with dipolar interacting nuclei I and S (Fig 2.8), the relaxation 
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Figure 2.8: Energy levels and transition probabilities for a two spin-system, 
IS: Transition rate constants W2 and W0 correspond to transitions in which both spins 
are flipped, cc *- 3/3 and /3a 4-k  a/3. 
rates can be described by the Solomon equation. For I: 
dI 
= 	- I)Rj - (S - S)ais 
dt 
(2.15) 
where I and S z represent the non-equilibrium z-magnetization of spin I and 5, while 
Jo and So represent their equilibrium magnetization. R1 = 2W1 + W2 + Wo is the self 
relaxation rate and oIS = W2 - W0 the cross relaxation rate. This cross relaxation 
rate describes the rate of dipole-dipole transitions giving rise to NOE enhancement. 
The above relaxation rates are related to the spectral density via the following rela-
tionship: 
Wj = Ab 2j(w) 	 (2.16) 
where Aij is a coefficient derived from quantum mechanics, b 2 is related to the magni-
tude of the local field and j (w 3 ) is the reduced spectral density. Considering two nuclei 
of the same kind, the rates are: 
Wii = 1.5b2j(w 2 ) 
Wo = b2j(0) 
W2 = 6b2j(2w 2 ) 
(2.17) 
where b = ( o y2)/(7rT 3 ), Ito is the permitivity in vacuum, y is the gyromagnetic 
ration and r 3 is the distance separating the nuclei i and j. The above equations, 
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illustrate that the NOE enhancement depends on the molecular motion of the molecules 
characterized by the rotational correlation time, r, the frequency of the spectrometer 
(Loo) and the interatomic distance r 2 . 
This motional model considers molecules as rigid spheres tumbling isotropically, which 
is not generally the case. To account for internal motion, Lipari-Szabo's often referred 
to as "model free" approach introduced an order parameter (S) and an internal cor-
relation tine (Te) into the correlation function. If we call Tell the effective correlation 
time with = T-,— 1 + 7-1 , the reduced spectra density becomes: 
TeIf 
j(w) = 2 	
Tc 
1+W2  Tc2 + (
1 - S2)
1+W2  Te2II 	
(2.18) 
Where S2  accounts for the rotation of the inter-proton vector relative to a molecule 
axis. If the molecule is rigid, 52 = 1, and the movements of the vector follows only from 
the overall molecular motion. On the other hand, if S 2 = 0, a completely isotropically 
movement of the vector is superimposed on the movement of the molecule. If we 
consider that the internal motion is much faster than the overall tumbling (Te <<Ta). 
Thus, ref f is comparable to Te  and the second term of the equation 2.18 becomes 
negligible. This is the approximation used in NOE based calculations (see chapter 3). 
NOE in multispin system 
In a multispin system, the cross relaxation between protons leads to apparent cross 
relaxation between protons that are not coupled by dipolar coupling. This also causes 
lowering of the intensity of NOE cross peaks. To account for these effects, arising 
particularly at long mixing times, the peak intensities can be calculated at any mixing 
time using a matrix of the relaxation rates. For a multispin system in transient NOE 
experiments, the Solomon equation can be written as: 
- 	- I)Ri n - 	 (Imz - i nz )t7mn 	 (2.19) 
dt - 
M 
which can be expressed in a matrix form as: 
d[a(Tm)]  
d 	
- 
—Ra('rm ) 	 (2.20) 
Tm - 
These differential equations can be solved to give: 
a(Tm) = c(Tm)ao 	 (2.21) 
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where a(rm) is the matrix of cross-peak intensities at mixing time Tm, R is the relax-
ation matrix and ao is the diagonal matrix of equilibrium which corresponds to the 
volumes of the diagonal peaks at (7-m)0. 
R1 a1 o•ln 
0'21 R2 0'23 0'2n 
R = 1731 32 R3 	... (2.22) 
anl an2 cY3 	... R 
The diagonal elements of the relaxation matrix are related to the longitudinal relax-
ation rates and the off-diagonal elements are the cross relaxation rate constants. The 
eigenvalue A and the eigenvector x of the matrix are then used to calculate the intensity 
of the NOE at any given mixing time. 
a(Tm) = Xe(ATm )Xao 	 (2.23) 
where a is the matrix whose elements give the cross peak intensity between i and j, x 
are the eigenvectors of the rate matrix describing the relaxation behavior of the system 
of spins. A are the diagonal matrix elements giving the eigenvalues for the system. 
This method can be used to calculate cross peak intensities in NOESY spectra. Given 
a motional model (using parameters T and S2 ) the reduced spectral densities can be 
calculated. This leads to the definition of relaxation rate constants of the relaxation 
matrix and cross peak intensities for any given mixing time. In practice, as not all the 
intensities can be obtained, the process iteratively compares the result of the calculated 
intensities with the observed ones [63, 641. 
Nuclear Overhauser spectroscopy (NOESY) 
The NOE enhancements are most conveniently detected by 2D NOESY experiments. 
In NOESY experiments, cross peaks arise between dipolarly coupled spins. At short 
mixing times, zero-quantum (ZQ) coherences generated during the NOESY experiment 
give rise to cross peaks between J coupled protons, which are superimposed on top of 
the NOESY cross peaks in a form of antiphase and dispersive peaks. NOE enhance-
ments are the main source of geometrical information and the quality of the data at 
short mixing times is essential for structure calculations. Several methods have been 
described in the literature for the removal of the unwanted zero-quantum coherences. 
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The most efficient method uses a combination of swept-frequency 1800  pulse and a low 
intensity pulsed-field gradient [65]. The advantage of this method is that it works in 
one scan. The gradient leaves the z magnetization, which is present during the NOESY 
mixing time, unaffected. The swept-frequency 1800  pulse flips the spins at different 
positions in the sample at different times. Hence, the ZQ coherences acquire different 
phases as a function of the position of spins in the sample resulting in their averaging 
to zero. 
NOE enhancement in the rotating frame 
Rotating frame NOE experiment (ROESY) provides a possibility of observing rotating 
frame NOE enhancements (ROEs). A weak magnetic field B 1 is applied along the 
axis perpendicular to B0 (e.g. y axis) resulting in spins precessing around an effec-
tive field that now forms an angle 0 with the z axis. The consequence is that the 
extreme narrowing limit always applies (wr, << 1) and the enhancements are thus al-
ways positive [61]. This is an alternative to NOESY experiments for molecules when 
the NOE enhancements are close to zero. ROESY experiments suffer from TOCSY 
transfers and off-resonance effects. The off-resonance effects arise because the tilt of 
each spin dep ends on its Larmor frequency. This angular dispersion affects the quan-
titative exploitation of cross peaks and their interpretation in terms of distances. A 
way to circumvent these effects is to apply the off-resonance irradiation alternatively 
at high and low frequencies. This averages the angular dispersion and makes the spins 
experience similar effective fields irrespective of their Larmor frequency. It has been 
shown when the off-resonance irradiations are placed at more than 158m  the TOCSY 
transfers and the off-resonance effects are significantly decreased (öm  is the frequency 
difference between the carrier frequency and the maximum spectral frequency) [66, 67]. 
Rotating frame nuclear Overhauser spectroscopy (ROESY) 
ROESY experiments are an alternative to NOESY experiments when the NOE en-
hancements are weak. The first 90° pulse of ROESY pulse sequence is followed by a 
weak spin-locking whose length is equivalent to the mixing time of the NOESY ex-
periment. The irradiation can either be applied at the carrier frequency, i.e. in the 
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middle of the spectra, or off-resonance at equal and opposite frequencies with respect 
to the carrier frequency. The experiment using such double off-resonance irradiations is 
referred to as T-ROESY. This modification reduces the coherent magnetization trans-
fer mediated by scalar couplings (TOCSY transfer) and the off-resonance effect which 
depends on the effective spin-lock angle. 
2.9 Homonuclear methods 
2.9.1 Correlation spectroscopy (COSY) 
The COSY experiment is used to establish pairs of protons that have a mutual scalar 
coupling. The cross peaks in COSY spectra have a fine structure. The active coupling, 
which gave rise to the cross peak, is in antiphase (sin(irJti) modulation), while all the 
other passive couplings appear in phase (cos(7rJti ) modulation). The spectra can be 
used to identify, step by step, the protons belonging to the same spin system. COSY 
experiments are typically acquired with a double quantum filter (DQF). The advantage 
of the DQF-COSY experiment over a simple COSY experiments is that both diagonal 
and cross peaks can be phased to pure absorption. The DQF coherence pathway can 
be selected by applying two gradient pulses contained within spin echoes which remove 
the offset evolution taking place during the PGFs. 
2.9.2 Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) 
The TOCSY experiment transfers the magnetization between protons that are not 
directly coupled. This experiment allows facile identification of protons belonging to 
the same spin-system. The advantage of TOCSY, compared to COSY, is that TOCSY 
cross peaks are in-phase, avoiding attenuation of signals seen in COSY spectra as a 
consequence of the antiphase nature of COSY cross peaks. In the TOCSY experiment, 
a strong magnetic field is applied along the y axis. This field locks the spins, effectively 
removing their chemical shift differences, initiating the magnetization transfer. In 
practice, multi-pulse sequences, such as DIPSI-2 [68], are used to achieve an efficient 
and uniform spin-lock within a complete range of proton chemical shifts. The length 
of the spin-lock, referred to as the mixing time, dictates the number of remote protons 
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to which the magnetization is transferred. This parameter has to be chosen carefully 
to detect all the protons of the spin system. erence, on or off resonance. 
2.10 Heteronuclear methods 
2.10.1 Heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) 
HSQC - a double INEPT experiment - provides one bond chemical shift correlations 
between X (' 5N or 13C) nuclei and protons. Its main use is in the assignment of 
heteronuclei resonances, providing the proton signals have been assigned. In cases 
where a complete proton assignment is not possible via homonuclear methods, mainly 
because of overlaps, capitalizing on the dispersion of 13C chemical shifts, the HSQC 
experiment greatly assists in completing this task. 1 11- 15 N HSQC is also the method 
of choice for the determination of 1HH  coupling constants. Due to the quadrupolar 
relaxation of 14N, doublets are broadened considerably. Together with overlap of 11N 
signals, this makes coupling constant determination from 1D 111  spectra often impos-
sible. The quadrupolar broadening is absent in ' 5N molecules and the dispersion of 
15N chemical shifts removes the overlap problem. 
2.10.2 Heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) 
Heteronuclear long-range correlations are provided by HMBC experiments which uti-
lize the evolution of multiple quantum coherences to achieve the heteronuclear chemical 
shift labeling. These experiments were extensively used in this project and will there-
fore be described here in detail. 
The cross peaks in HMBC experiments show a mixed phase due to the evolution proton-
proton couplings and proton chemical shift during the preparation delay. The shape 
of HMBC cross peaks is further complicated by the long-range heteronuclear coupling 
appearing in antiphase. As a result, HMBC multiplets have a complex phase making 
the determination of heteronuclear coupling constants difficult. Several methods have 
been proposed to achieve this task. They rely on fitting of the cross sections extracted 
from the HMBC by using templates [69-71]. 
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Two approaches, used in this project, have been proposed by Edden et at. [69]. Long-
range heteronuclear coupling constants can be determined by reconstructing the mixed-
phase multiplet by using either 1D spectra or one-bond correlation cross peaks as 
templates. The latter are recorded simultaneously with long-range correlations in 
gradient-enhanced HMBC experiments (ge-HMBC). 
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Figure 2.9: Pulse sequences of HMBC experiments used for multiplet re-
construction: Open and filled rectangles represent 180° and 90° pulses, respectively. 
The proton 180° placed in the middle of the t 1 period refocuses proton chemical shifts. 
The final proton 180° pulse ensures that the phase of HMBC multiplets is identical to 
the phase of left-shifted multiplets obtained from 1D TOCSY experiments. Figure A 
shows the pulse sequence used in conjunction with 1D templates. Figure B shows the 
pulse sequence with one-bond multiple-bond filter at the beginning of the sequence. 
This experiment also provides one-bond cross peaks that are used as templates. 
Reconstructing the multiplets by simulating the mixed phase: In the first 
approach, the ge-HMBC cross peaks are reproduced by multiplets extracted from z-
filtered 1D TOCSY spectra. These multiplets, excised from 2D spectra, are inverse 
Fourier transformed and the resulting FIDs are left-shifted by the length of the prepa-
ration delay A and the time accommodating the gradients (26) (Fig. 2.9 A). Followed 
by Fourier transformation, the phase properties of these 1D multiplets are identical 
to those of HMBC multiplets with respect to the homonuclear couplings and chemical 
shifts. Two such proton multiplets are then gradually shifted from their chemical shift 
positions in opposite directions and subtracted. In this way a reconstructed HMBC 
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multiplet is obtained. A fitting procedure is employed that minimizes the differences 
between HMBC and a reconstructed multiplet. The displacement yielding the best fit 
corresponds to the amplitude of the long-range heteronuclear coupling constant. 
This method requires pure phased multiplets that are manipulated and compared with 
the HMBC multiplets in the frequency domain. A series of 1D TOCSY spectra are 
acquired using the same acquisition parameters as those used to acquire the HMBC 
spectrum (acquisition time, dwell time, offset and spectral width). The HMBC signal 
(SHMBC) can be described as follows: 
SHMBC(t 2) = AHMBC x S,. 0t(t2 + ) x sin(IrJXH(t2)) 	(2.24) 
where AHMBC is the amplitude of the SHMBC  cross peak extracted from the from the 
F2 dimension of an HMBC spectrum, S Tn.ot is the proton multiplet without heteronu-
clear coupling and i is the evolution delay of the HMBC. The factor sin(7rJxHt2) 
converts in-phase proton into a multiplet with a heteronuclear coupling in antiphase. 
The fitting procedure reproduces the HMBC multiplets by using the signal, which is 
equivalent to an inphase multiplet acquired with a preacquisition delay: 
SID = 90° - - Acquisition (2.25) 
The SID  is generated using 1D TOCSY spectra. A proton multiplet of interest is 
extracted from a 1D spectrum and an inverse Fourier transform generates its the time 
domain signal. This FID is then left-shifted by the value of A in the time domain and 
Fourier transformed again. The resulting peak has an identical phase modulation as 
the cross peaks extracted from the HMBC spectrum and the scaling factor. 
SHMBC = At riat X  ((SID + JXHtaj ) -(S + 2 	 2 	
(2.26) 
The extraction of the coupling constants is performed in the frequency domain. The 
trial J coupling is introduced and the inphase multiplet is reconstructed by shifting 
(J/2) and subtracting two SID  multiplets. At the same time the scaling factor At rial 
is optimized. The in-house fitting program "decoupantiphase" performs a Powell min-
imization of the function given by Eq. 2.27 in a two-dimensional space of the coupling 
constant. 
Jmax  
A = T,  AtriaiJ[(Sprotono - Sproton - SHMBC)2] 	 (2.27) 
i=Jmin 
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where Jmin and Jmax are the limits for the minimum and the maximum coupling 
constants, respectively. The program shifts S p,,toi  point by point and compares it to 
SHMBC. At the minimum value of A, the program returns the value of the coupling 
constant and the value of Atriai. 
Reconstructing the multiplets from one-bond templates: The second ap-
proach makes use of one-bond cross peaks which have the same phase properties as 
the long-range cross peaks. This reflects identical evolution of proton-proton couplings 
and chemical shifts for both types of cross peaks. HMBC spectra containing only 
long-range or one-bond cross peaks are obtained by manipulating four HMBC experi-
ments in which a one-bond multiple-bond (OBMB) filter is implemented. The OBMB 
filter makes use of the difference between the values of the long-range and one-bond 
coupling constants (2-5 Hz and 140 Hz, respectively). Small changes in the overall 
evolution delay will not affect the intensity of the long range couplings whereas these 
modifications will have a definite effect on the evolution of one bond couplings. The 
separation of one-bond and multiple-bond cross peaks relies on a movable 1800  13C 
pulse applied during the A0 delay (Fig. 2.913). This does not affect the evolution of 
the proton-proton couplings which evolve during A 0 + Li delay in all cases. On the 
other hand, the heteronuclear couplings will be affected by this pulse which forms a 
spin-echo and refocuses the heteronuclear couplings. Different position of this pulse 
leads to different effective evolution via 1 JHX. If Ao is chosen to be (2 x ('JxH' 
or Ti,  two experiments acquired with the 13C 1800 pulse placed a times 0 and Ti will 
result in an evolution of 'JXH equal to (z. + Ti) and (z - r1), i.e. the difference is 
11 1 JxH . Hence, their subtractions yield a spectrum containing one-bond cross peaks 
while their sum yields a spectrum containing only the long-range cross peaks. How-
ever, due to the high frequency of the one-bond coupling evolution, it is possible that 
a particular setting of intervals could lead to zero intensity of one-bond cross peaks in 
both spectra. Another pair of experiments is therefore required in order to guarantee 
that, at least in one of the two pairs of HMBC spectra, a particular one-bond cross 
peak will be found. This is achieved by using To = (4 x 'JxH'. Using the following 
delays in four experiments with Tf = (0, TO, Ti, Ti + TO) and labeling the experiments 
a, b, c and d, a combination of (a - c) ± (b - d) yields spectra containing one-bond 
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cross peaks whereas a + b + c + d yields long-range cross peaks only. 
Rather than simulating the phase-modulated multiplets from pure phase TOCSY mul-
tiplets, the templates used to extract the coupling constants could be acquired simul-
taneously with the long-range cross peaks. The one-bond cross peaks appearing in the 
HMBC will have acquired the same phase modulation as the long range ones. Both 
kinds of cross peaks contain heteronuclear coupling constants. In the case of the one-
bond correlations, the antiphase components of cross peaks are separated by large 'JCH 
coupling constants. Their two parts are therefore modulated only by proton-proton 
coupling constants and proton chemical shifts and can be taken individually to recon-
struct the long-range correlation cross peaks. The coupling constants are determined 
by minimizing the following equation. 
= IScoupi&i - Atrial(Sonebond leftshift - S•iC_bidright$hift )I 	(2.28) 
where Se—bd  is the one-bond template. The amplitude of the coupling constant 
corresponds to the difference in Hz between the right-shifted and the left-shifted tem-
plates. 
The preparation delays (typically 60 to 120 ms) used in the HMBC experiments are 
tuned to long-range coupling constants (typically < 6 Hz in peptides). During this 
delay large one-bond coupling constants modulated the proton magnetization in an 
unpredictable manner. In order to ensure that some antiphase magnetization with re-
spect to the one-bond coupling constants is generated before the conversion to multiple-
quantum coherences, a one-bond multiple-bond filter (OBMB) needs to be set up. The 
filter is calibrated for a one-bond coupling constant. Four separate experiments are 
acquired with an effective evolution of one-bond coupling constants set to 3 ps, 1/4 
'J, 2/4 'J and 3/4 'J. This ensures, that in one pair of experiments, the one-bond 
correlation cross peaks will be present and, within a pair, their phase will be opposite. 
At the same time, such small changes of evolution intervals do not affect the long-range 
cross peaks. which do not change their phase. Separation of the one-bond and the 
long-range cross peaks is therefore possible, which helps to remove overlaps. 
The HMBC experiment can also be used in a different way for the measurement of 
long-range couplings. This method proposed by UhrIn et al. [72] uses two refocused 
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HMBC experiments yielding the heteronuclear coupling constants as in-phase compo-
nents of HMBC multiplets. These otherwise identical experiments are acquired with 
and without carbon decoupling and pure phase multiplets with respect to heteronuclear 
couplings are obtained by applying purging 13 C pulses immediately before acquisition. 
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Figure 2.10: Pulse sequence of refocused HMBC experiments: See Fig. 2.9 
for meaning of the symbols. The gradients Gi and G2 are set to -50% and 30%, and 
-30% and 50%, for real and imaginary data, respectively. The broad-band decoupling, 
indicated by a dashed box, is applied during the acquisition time of the decoupled 
experiment. 
As a result, decoupled cross peaks will be twice as intense as the coupled ones. Know-
ing the scaling between cross peaks extracted from the two spectra facilitates the 
multiplet reconstruction process and the coupling constant determination. The re-
constructed multiplet is obtained by shifting, in opposite directions, and adding two 
identical decoupled multiplets. The fitting process minimized the difference between 
the reconstructed and coupled multiplet. The coupling constants are calculated by 
minimizing the following equation: 
	
A = Scoupled - 0.5(Sdewupledleftahjft + Sdecoupledright8hift )I 	(2.29) 
The decoupled refocused HMBC experiment can also be used to estimate the values 
of coupling constants based on cross peak intensities. The intensities of cross peaks in 
refocused HMBC experiments is proportional to sin  (irJ/) where A is the preparation 
and the refocusing delay. For one particular proton, if one heteronuclear coupling 
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constant (JA)  is known, another coupling constant (JB)  can be calculated as: 
A = I0sin2 (7rJA) 
B = IOsin2(rJBL) 	 (2.30) 
JB = asim (,/S_in2(7rjAA) x (B/A)) /ri 
where A and B are the cross peak intensities. This equation leads to two solutions. In 
most of the cases, one of these solutions can be safely discarded by inspection of the 
splitting in the coupled spectrum. 
2.10.3 Heteronuclear long range coupling (HETLOC) 
Although categorized as a heteronuclear method, both axis of HETLOC spectra have 
proton chemical shifts. HETLOC experiment provides a mean to measure heteronu-
clear coupling constants which are smaller than the linewidth of the signals. This 
experiments is a (Wi) half-filtered TOCSY. It produces E.COSY (Exclusive COSY) 
pattern of cross peaks split in F 1 by one-bond couplings and shifted in F 2 by the 
value of JXH  coupling constant. Not only can the amplitude of the couplings be 
measured but also their sign, by comparing the direction of the displacement of cross 
peaks with those of the diagonal peaks. The latter correspond to one-bond coupling 
constants, the sign of which are known. The original experiment proposed by Kessler 
[73] has been modified by UhrIn et. al [74]. In this modification, 13C or 15 N attached 
protons are selected by a gradient-improved X-filter. A gradient enhanced bilinear ro-
tation decoupling (G-BIRD) pulse applied in the middle of the t 1 periods refocuses the 
homonuclear couplings of CH protons leaving only the proton chemical shifts and the 
one bond couplings to evolve. This removes the proton-proton coupling constants in 
F 1 improving resolution and sensitivity. The t 1 period is followed by a proton-proton 
TOCSY block which transfers the magnetization to coupled protons of the same spin 
system. The heteronuclear long-range coupling constants are easily determined by 
shifting the two parts of the same cross peaks. The drawback of this method is that it 
relies on proton-proton couplings to build the magnetization of remote protons coupled 
to the heteronucleus. This method is therefore not suitable for the measurement of 
inter-residue coupling constants. 
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2.11 Structure calculations using NMR data 
Molecular structures are calculated using molecular mechanics based on Newtonian 
physics. The potential energy of the system is calculated based on molecular mechanics 
.force fields. This potential energy is the sum of individual energies that arise from 
covalently bonded atoms (bonds length, valence angles, dihedral angles), non-bonded 
interactions (van der Waals and electrostatic terms) and experimental restraints: 
Etotai = 	Evdw + Eeiec + Eb0ds + Eangies + Eimpropers + Eexperimen tai 	( 2.31) 
This equation evaluates the energy as a function of the molecular geometry. Each term 
calculates the energy contribution arising from a deviation of individual parameters 
from its equilibrium value as described in the force field. The total energy without 
the experimental energies is often referred to as the empirical energy. The calculations 
make use of several variables and so a multidimensional energy landscape must be 
explored. This potential surface energy is minimized during structure calculation. 
For large systems like peptides or proteins many minima exist for the potential en-
ergy and the aim of the calculation is is to sample a large conformational space in 
order to localize the global minimum. Molecular dynamics (MD) which uses Newton's 
law of motion is suitable for conformation searches in large systems. Kinetic energy 
is introduced to the simulation and Newton's law of motion is solved for each atom. 
Each atom moves in proportion to its kinetic energy and the force-field potential en-
ergy. This molecular dynamics can be combined with a simulated-annealing scheme 
(MDSA) which improves the search for global minima. At high temperature, large 
conformational changes are possible and as the temperature decreases, the structures 
are frozen out. These molecular dynamics steps are followed by minimizations that 
regularize the structure within the minima found by molecular dynamics [75-77]. 
Solutions can be modeled using explicit or implicit solvents, periodic boxes for in-
stance. These calculations are aimed at reproducing the conditions in solution and 
therefore, generating more realistic structures. Electrostatic interactions are neglected 
in calculations performed in vacuum where the non-bonded interactions are governed 
by the volume of the atoms (Van der Waals radii) and purely repulsive forces. Calcu-
lations in solvents also account for the attractive forces, by means of atomic charges 
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and Leonard-Jones potentials. Such calculations should therefore lead to more real-
istic structures. The drawbacks of this approach are the computational cost and the 
fact that it is not possible to heat the system to temperatures of 1000 K or 2000 K, 
ordinarily used in simulated annealing protocols. This prevents random coordinates 
being used as a starting point for structure calculations. Because of this, calculations 
performed in solvents are used to refine structures. 
2.11.1 Restraining function for experimental data 
The structure determination is carried out by means of restrained minimization and re-
strained molecular dynamics (MD). The calculated structures have to be in agreement 
with experimental data, otherwise the potential energy of the system will increase. 
The experimental data report on an average conformation on the time scale of NMR 
experiments therefore the manner in which they are used can influence the outcome of 
calculations. Therefore it is important to understand how the experimental parameters 
are treated during the calculations. 
Distance restraints: NOE 
The distances are restrained during the calculations using a "soft-square" function. 
Within the "switching" region a square well function is set whereas outside of the 
switching region a "soft" asymptote is applied. The average distance, R, between the 
two sets of atoms (i and j) is computed as follow. 
1 
R,j= (R_6)6 	
(2.32) 
ij 
The calculated distance is then compared to the distance, d, obtained from experimen-
tal data and the difference, z, is calculated as: 
( R(d+dpl s doff) 	if 
L=0 
	
if 
ddminus R 	 if  
d + dpl,, - doff <R 
d - dminus <R < d + 	- d011 
R < d - dminus 
(2.33) 
where d1 8 and dminus are the upper and lower limits and doff is the offset function 
(often set to 0). The "soft square" restraining function is a combination of two func- 
tions. Within the limit defined by d, dminus  and d1 8 , the energy penalty is null. 
d 	
uistance caicuiated(A) 
4 
d-minus d-plus 
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Inside of the switching region the energy penalty is a power function while outside of 
this region the energy increases linearly (softexp = 1) as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. In 
practice, d is set to the maximum distance, d15  is 0 (except for degenerate protons) 
and dminus  is equal to d. The energy resulting from the distance restraints derived 
from NOESY or ROESY spectra Eno€ is calculated as follows: 
ENOE = rnin(ceil, SC) { a± softexp 
+ cA 1?> (d + d15 I doff + r5) 	(2.34) plus 	off T5 
This function is suitable for the calculations of distance restraints as the exact distance 
remains unknown. The use of upper and lower limits efficiently absorbs errors arising 
from miscalibrated cross peak volumes, the effect of spin diffusion or the distance 
variations due to the local dynamics of the molecule. 
Energy (kcal.moI'.A 2) 
Figure 2.11: Restraining function used for the calculation of NOE energy: 
See text for details. 
The treatment of the distance restraints outlined above takes into account several 
factors that influence the accuracy of the experimental distances. 
Dihedral restraints: CDIH 
The dihedral angles are restrained by a square-well penalty function defined by the 
experimentally determined centroid (9), an angle range (A9) accounting for errors of 
the measurement, inaccuracies in the parameterization of Karplus curves or limited 
flexibility, a weighting factor (W), the exponent (a) of the square-well function and 
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the energy constant (C in kcal mol' rad 2 ). The dihedral angle energy restraint 
(ECDJH) is calculated using 0 as: 
ECDIH = W E C well (modulo2(0 - 00)M)a 	 (2.35) 
where the well (0, O) function is calculated as: 
10 - (O + z0) 	if 	0> (O + AO) 
0 	 if —(0 + AO) <0 < (0 + AO) 	(2.36) 
( 0-00 -10a+b 	if 	0< —(0+i0) 
The energy profile of the dihedral restraint function is shown in Fig. 2.12. 
Energy (KcaI.mol1.rad2 
0. 	
Angle (degrees) 
Figure 2.12: Restraining function for dihedral angles: Within a range of /.0 
around the experimentally-determined dihedral angle 0, the dihedral angle energy is 
zero. Outside of the range, the energy follows a parabolic function. 
Full relaxation matrix: FRM 
The principle underlying the FRM formalism is to back-calculate the spectra using 
three-dimensional structures and to minimize the difference between the observed NOE 
intensities and those calculated by the full relaxation matrix. The target function 
Erciaxation is defined in XPLOR (X-ray Crystallography and NMR) as: 
Nsw 
Ereiaxatic,n = WN 	 F(I, ksI, 	 (2.37) 
Spectra i=1 
where WN is the overall energy constant for the relaxation term, lic and If are respec- 
tively the calculated and observed intensities, Ai is an error estimate for I°, which was 
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set to 0 with the use of a parabolic function (F). It is suggested to use rn=2 (parabolic 
function) and m=1/6 for NMR [78]. wi is a weighting factor for individual spectra. 
This allows the contribution individual spectra. In calculations, the weights were uni-
form for all spectra to be weighted. ks is the calibration factor which is determined 
for each spectrum by: 
çNs jc 
kS = 	 ( 2.38) NS ro 
L.ii=1 i 
where Ns is the number of cross peaks in each spectrum. The function F(a, b, A, n) 
is defined, for a parabolic function, as the difference between the flth  powers of If and 
lic as Ili,,n-  I'. By analogy with the R value used in crystallography, a R value is 
calculated to measure the fit of the refined structures to the NOE intensities. 
RTh = >lSpectra 	
i . F(I, 	L, n) 	
(2.39) 
>lSpectra EiN=sl W 
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Chapter 3 
Materials and Methods 
This chapter introduces the molecules studied during the course of tis work and the 
procedures that were used to collect, process and analyze the data obtained by NMR 
spectroscopy. 
3.1 The cyclic peptides 
The compounds studied were designed, synthesised supplied by G.E. Healthcare. They 
are four bicyclic pseudo-peptides labeled throughout the work as peptide 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
The samples, chemically pure, were stored under dry conditions at -20 °C as powders. 
Structure and numbering of the peptides 
The cyclic peptides have a common octapeptide core with the following sequence of 
amino acids: KCRGDCFC (Fig. 3.1). There are two rings in each molecule. The first 
ring is formed by a disulphide bridge between the central cysteines 2 and 6. The second 
cyclisatiori is achieved through a head-to-tail linkage between the N and C terminal 
lysine and cysteine. This linkage, NHCO-CH2-S- can be thought of as being formed 
between the amine of the lysine and a modified side chain of the cysteine 8. Peptides 
2-4 are obtained from peptide 1 by the derivatisation of the C-terminal cysteine and/or 
side chain of the lysine. Cysteine carries a polyethylene glycol chain of increasing length 
in compounds 2-4 and a metal chelating moiety is attached to lysine in compounds 3 
and 4. It was decided to describe these hybrid molecules purely as peptides linked by 
42 
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Figure 3.1: Primary structures of bicyclic pseudo-peptides 1-4. 
amide bonds. It can be seen in Fig. 3.1 that the polyethylene glycol motif of peptide 
2 is repeated two times in peptide 3 and four times in peptide 4, each of these motifs 
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Figure 3.2: Residue numbering of peptide 4: 
being separated by an amide bond. This motif was called "Ncc" and was formally 
treated as an amino-acid. The reasons behind this arbitrary descriptions are: 
• Limit the number of new parameters that will be required for the modified force 
field. 
• Ease the assignment of resonances which is usually performed by using the fin-
gerprint region (one amide proton usually corresponds to one residue) 
The nomenclature and the structure of these unusual amino-acids were described using 
three and one letter codes as described below. 
Residue 8, Cya or B: The final residue of the peptide core was classified as a 
modified cysteine that carries an ethanoic group attached to the sulfur of the side 
chain (Fig. 3.3). The connection with the N-terminal of Lysi is achieved via an amide 
bond between the side-chain of residue 8 and the amine of residue 1. This link was 
named "CLL". 
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S --Y 
0 	N 
Figure 3.3: Cya residue 
Polyethylene glycol tail, Ncc or X: The polyethylene glycol motifs (Fig. 3.4) are 
linked to Cya8 or to themselves through amide bonds. 
a. 	y 	s 	Tj 	t 	? 	v 	o 
0 0 
II 
OH 
0 	K 	ji 	4 	it 
Figure 3.4: Nec residue. 
Modified lysine, Lym or J: These modifications occur only in peptides 3 and 
4; this is a regular lysine in peptides 1 and 2. Similarly to Cya these modifications 
concern the side chain of an amino-acid. This residue was described as a sequence of 
three moieties lysine-link-MBS (MBS: metal binding site). The "link" can be described 
as a pentan-(1,5)-dioic and the MBS is a 3,3,11,11-tetramethyl -4,9- diazatridecane - 
2,12- dione dioxime bearing an ethylamine in position 7. 
The amide group of the C terminal: The amide group attached at the C-terminus 
of the peptides was considered as part of the last residue (Cya in peptide 1 and Ncc in 
peptides 2-4). 
This nomenclature outlined above will be used throughout this thesis. The one-letter 
and three-letter codes are summarized in appendix A. 
3.2 Preparation of NMR samples 
The study was carried out in water and per-deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO- 
d6). All peptides were dissolved in water (H 20:D2 0 9:1). The samples in water were 
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Figure 3.5: Lym residue: lysine, link and MBS moieties are represented in red, green 
and black. The numbering of the unusual part of the modified lysine is shown on the 
left. Detailled numbering is shown in chapter 5. 
stored at 4°C between the experiments while the sample in DMSO was stored at room 
temperature. Peptide 2 was also dissolved in pure D20 and pure DMSO-d6. The 
structures of peptides 1, 2, 3 and 4 obtained in water are referred to throughout the 
thesis as P1w, P2w, P3w and P4w while symbol P2d is used for the structure of peptide 
2 in DMSO. 
Peptides were dissolved in a solution containing 10 mM deuterated acetic acid/acetate. 
Sodium aside (NaN3, 0.01% v/v) was added to prevent bacterial contamination and 
biological degradation of the samples. The samples were stable in solution and no 
substantial degradation was observed (Fig. 3.6). The deuterated acetic acid and the 
deuterated water were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were analytically pure (> 
99.9 %). 
Based on a series of one dimensional proton spectra acquired by G.E. Healthcare 
at various pH, the pH of the samples were adjusted to between 3.3 and 3.6. This 
range has been chosen because at higher pH the amide protons were exchanging too 
fast with the water protons and their signals were severely attenuated when water 
presaturation experiments were used. The final pH and concentrations of the samples 
were for peptide 1: pH 3.58, 11.21 mM; peptide 2: pH 3.3, 3.71 mM (another 44.7 mM 
sample was prepared for acquisition of NOESY spectra); peptide 3: pH 3.65, 15 mM; 
P4w pH 3.60, 4.45 mM and pH 3.3, 8.9 mM). The variations of concentrations used are 
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A) 
Figure 3.6: Stability of peptide 4 in water: One dimensional spectra acquired of 
peptide 4 acquire immediately after sample preparation at 298K and 800MHz (A) and 
three months later (B) using an identical receiver gain. No degradation of the sample 
or signal loss were observed. 
explained by the varying amount of peptides available and the need to keep a constant, 
small sample volume for NMR experiments. Shigemi tubes and sample volumes of 320 
pL were used in order to maximize the concentration. 
A series of one-dimensional spectra was acquired at various temperatures. A tem-
perature of 298K was chosen for structural investigation of peptides according to the 
largest dispersion of the H  signals in proton spectrum of peptide 2. This relatively low 
temperature was also chosen in order to minimize possible conformational exchange. 
Lowering the temperature further lead to broadening of H   resonances due to increased 
efficiency of quadrupolar relaxation of ' 4 N. 
The sample of peptide 2 prepared in 90% v/v H 2 O was lyophilised and re-dissolved in 
350 pL D2 0 keeping the concentration of buffer ions and thus pD values identical to 
the original sample. 
Small peptides are often studied by NMR in DMSO. Dirnethyl sulfoxide is advantageous 
for NMR experiments on small peptides because: 
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• The solubility of peptides at acidic pH in aqueous solutions is uncertain and 
amide protons cannot be observed at higher pH (fast exchange with 1120) [79]. 
DMSO overcomes this problem; it is a polar but aprotic solvent and the amide 
protons can be observed since the chemical exchange of labile peptide protons 
with protons of the residual water is slow. 
• The viscosity of the DMSO (twice that of water) slows down the molecular tum-
bling of peptides in solution facilitating the observation of NOEs. 
The signal of residual water appears between the HO and the H regions, in 
the part of the proton spectrum that contains few resonances, thus reducing the 
overlap problems. The residual DMSO signal appears at the edge of the H 
region (high field) and overlaps with few signals. 
. The NMR structure of a related peptide has been solved in DMSO [38]. It was 
therefore of interest to compare it with the structures of peptides 1-4. Peptide 2 
was taken forward for complete structure determination in DMSO. 
Peptide 2 was dissolved in 500 pL DMSO-d6 (>99.5% pure, purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich). This peptide was very soluble in DMSO and the final concentration of the 
sample of 13.6 mM was achieved. Similarly to the experiments carried out in water, 
a series of spectra were acquired at various temperatures in order to optimize the 
dispersion of the 11N  and H protons. A temperature of 303 K was chosen for the 
structure determination. 
3.3 NMR experiments 
An extensive set of NMR experiments were used to obtain structural restraints, local 
geometry and to assess flexibility of peptides. NMR experiments were carried out on 
Bruker Avance 600 MHz and 800 MHz spectrometers equipped with a triple-resonance 
cryoprobe (600 MHz) and a 800 MHz triple resonance probe with triaxial pulse field 
gradients. Two NOESY spectra of peptides 1 and 3 were acquired on a Varian IN-
OVA 900 MHz spectrometer (The Henry Wellcome Building for Biomolecular NMR, 
Birmingham). 
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3.4 Processing NMR spectra 
NMR data were processed using two programs: AZARA [80] and XWINNMR (Bruker). 
Unless specified otherwise, all spectra were processed in XWINNMR. AZARA was 
used to prepare files for ANSIG [81] (volume measurement of NOE cross peaks). The 
AZARA package includes programs PROCESS, PLOT2, CONTOUR and CONNECT. 
PROCESS has all the facilities for processing FIDs (zero-filling, phase correction, base-
line correction, weighting functions, etc.) and is also capable of converting the XWIN-
NMR processed spectra to a format compatible with ANSIG. PLOT2 was used to 
visualize the spectra created by PROCESS. CONTOUR created the contour file re- 
 
- 
quired by the assignment program ANSIG. CONNECT converted the assignments and 
volumes from ANSIG to a readable format for XPLOR or CNS. 
NOESY spectra acquired on Bruker spectrometers were processed in XWINNMR and 
"blocked" in PROCESS. Data were processed using a Gaussian window function. Spec-
tra used for coupling constant and temperature coefficients determination were pro- 
 
- 
cessed in XWINNMR and zero filled to 32K points in the directly-detected dimen-
sion to achieve a digital resolution of approximately 0.2 Hz per point. Data acquired 
on the VARIAN spectrometer were Fourier transformed with PROCESS. Resolution 
enhancement was achieved by multiplying the data with a Gaussian function in the 
directly-detected dimension and with a sine squared function in the F 1 dimension. The 
digital resolution was doubled by zero filling. 
3.5 Resonance assignments 
The assignment of proton resonances within the same residue was achieved through the 
analysis of homonuclear 2D COSY spectra. A summary of experimental parameters 
for J-based homonuclear experiments is reported in Table 3.1. 
3.6 Distance restraints 
The assignment and integration of the NOE cross peaks were performed in ANSIG. A 
contour file was created using processed spectra by the program CONTOUR [80] and 
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Table 3.1: Experimental parameters of 2D homonuclear experiments used for 
the assignment of protons resonances: Differences between individual peptides 
arise from varying availability of spectrometers time and sample concentrations. The 
spectra were acquired at 800 MHz. Water suppression was achieved using DPFGSE 
for samples in 1120. 
Peptide 	- Experiment Mixing time (ms) NS timax (ms) 
1 (1120) DQF-COSY 32 85..2 
TOCSY 80 2 170.5 
2 (1120) DQF-COSY 2 204.8 
TOCSY 65 4 102.4 
3(1120) DQF-COSY 12 160 
TOCSY 60 8 146.3 
4(1120) DQF-COSY 12 75 
TOCSY 60 32 75.3 
2 (DMSO) DQF-COSY 2 142.7 
TOCSY 60 32 35.5 
U  Number of scans per increment. 
imported into ANSIG. The cross peak volumes were calculated using the integration 
procedure in ANSIG. The accuracy of the volumes was improved by employing variable 
box sizes that were adjusted manually in order to avoid over estimation by inclusion 
of neighboring cross peaks. When possible, the volume of partially overlapped cross 
peaks was determined by estimating the contribution of each cross peak. In such 
case the total volume of both cross peaks was measured and the contribution of each 
cross peak was determined by using peak areas of individual peaks obtained by a 
resolution-enhancing window function. Alternatively, line deconvolution was performed 
using 1D cross sections in XWINNMR. When working with a series of NOESY spectra 
acquired with different mixing times, the sizes of integral boxes were fixed and no 
volume prediction was done. 
For the smallest peptides, ROESY experiments were acquired to circumvent the prob-
lem of weak NOE enhancements. ROESY experiments were acquired for peptides 1, 2 
and 3 in water. The distance restraints were extracted as for the NOESY spectra. 
The T-ROESY experiment was acquired for peptide 2 in water at 800 MHz. According 
to Maliavin et al. [671, the offsets for off-resonance irradiation were placed at 11.58m 1 of 
the carrier frequency. The maximum frequency between the carrier frequency and the 
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Table 3.2: Acquisition parameters for 2D NOESY spectra used for sequential 
assignment and initial structure calculations: The water suppression in H20 
samples was achieved by DPFGSE [59]. The residual water in D20 was suppressed by 
a soft presaturation of the water signal. Unless specified otherwise, the spectra were 
acquired at 800 MHz. 
Peptide NS Mixing time (ms) timax (ms) 
1 (H2 0)a 48 250 109 
2 (1120) 64 200 98 
2 (D20) 16 200 150 
3 (H2 O)a  48 250 109 
4 (1120) 32 250 160 
2 (DMSO) 16 100 160 
a Spectra acquired at 900 MHz 
Table 3.3: Acquisition parameters for 2D ROESY experiments: Unless spec-
ified otherwise, the spectra were acquired at 800 MHz. 
Peptide NS Mixing time (ms) tlmax (ms) 
1 (1120) 32 200 151 
2 (H20) 8 400 146 
2 (1120) a 16 200 102 
3 (1120) 32 200 128 
a acquired at 600 MHz 
spectral frequencies was set to 3000 Hz. The carrier frequency was measured at 3814 
Hz which gives the off-resonance frequencies at 8314 Hz and -686 Hz. The irradiation 
strength was set to 2.45 KHz. These settings yielded a tilt angle of 50°. A 200 ms 
mixing time T-ROESY was acquired with 32. scans for tlmax  of 68.9 ms. 
Distance restraints obtained from a series of NOESY spectra: XWINNMR 
automatically scales each spectrum based on the intensity of the largest signals. The 
spectra were therefore re-scaled manually in order to ensure a direct comparison of 
intensities at various mixing times. Integration of cross peak volumes leads to build-
up curves, showing the kinetics of NOE enhancements. The volumes were calculated 
using constant area (0.01 x 0.02 ppm) boxes in order to avoid inconsistencies between 
individual spectra. Only unambiguously assigned cross peaks were integrated. Abso-
lute intensities were used to generate the XPLOR restraint file, which allowed direct 
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comparison between individual spectra. 
Table 3.4: Series of 2D NOESY spectra with increasing mixing time: Unless 
specified otherwise, the spectra were acquired at 600 MHz. 
Peptide NS Mixing times (ms) timax (ms) 
2 (H2 0) 16 55, 75, 100, 200, 400 149 
2 (D2 0)a 16 55, 75, 100, 200, 400 150 
3 (1120) 16 55, 75, 100, 150, 200, 400 149 
4 (H2 0) 16 55, 75, 100, 150, 200, 400 160 
2 (DMSO) 16 55, 75, 100, 200, 400 160 
a acquired at 800 MHz 
3.7 Measurement of coupling constants 
Table 3.5: NMR Experiments for measurement of scalar coupling constants. 
Experiments Vicinal coupling constants 
1D proton spectrum 
1D TOCSY 3JHNH 	HH'JHcH 
1D COSY 3JHNH JHaH 3 ' 
21) ' 3C HETLOC 3 JHNCI , 3 JHC 
2D ' 5N HETLOC NH' 	NH 
2D ' 5N HSQC JHNHQ 
2D ' 3C HMBC decou- 3 JHNC/ 	3 JHNC$ , 	 JHC 	
, 
3jHoCf' 
pled and refocused 
2D 13 C ge HMBC 3 JHNCI 	3 JHNCO , 3JHCY 
' 
3jHoCf' 
3 JHQCç_, 
2D 15N ge HMBC NH 	' 	 1NH 	' 
Scalar coupling constant were extracted from the one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
spectra listed in Table 3.5. Different experiments provide coupling constants with 
different efficiency. The factors influencing this vary from experiment to experiment. 
A major factor usually, but not always, is the size of the coupling constant. Some 
experiments are limited by their poor sensitivity at natural abundance of 13 C and ' 5 N. 
Imperfect suppression of 1120 protons renders some (usually H) protons unobservable. 
The coupling pattern of H' of lysine and arginine residues led to complicated cross 
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peaks from which the coupling constants were difficult to extract. In addition, proton 
and carbon chemical shifts of CH 3 moieties HO were partially overlapped. A series of 
1D TOCSY and 1D COSY experiments with selective excitation of H protons solved 
this problem since the chemical shift of these protons for the two residues were resolved. 
At the same time, these two spectra offered a convenient way for coupling constant 
determination from such poorly-resolved multiplets. Both spectra were acquired using 
the same experimental parameters (acquisition time, number of scans, receiver gain, 
temperature, offset, selective pulse). The peaks in the COSY spectra were antiphase 
with respect to couplings. The 1D TOCSY yielded pure phase multiplets in 
which all the coupling constants were in-phase. 
In principle, the methods employed for the determination of long-range coupling con-
stants employed in this work can be divided into two groups: 
Direct methods. The coupling constants are directly measured from the split-
ting of multiplets. This method was used only when the peaks were in pure 
absorption mode. In particular it was used to extract 3 JHN HU coupling constants 
from 1D 'H spectra (basic, 1D TOCSY and 'H- 15 N HSQC spectra). Simple 
reading of the resonance frequencies was also employed when the coupling con-
stant was coded as the frequency shift between two otherwise identical multiplets 
Extraction of coupling constants by reconstructing multiplets. This 
method was applied to the analysis of ge-HMBC spectra, where the signals are 
antiphase with respect to the heteronuclear coupling but have a mixed phase 
with regard to proton-proton couplings. 
A home-written program I  performing a two-dimensional search (scaling and shifting) 
was used for the extraction of coupling constants from mixed phase multiplets. The 
details of this method are discussed in chapter 4. 
1  The program was written by Dr. Tran Pham. It performs a Powell minimization with two variables, 
the scaling factor and the frequency shifting. The function that is minimized is the root square of 
the difference between the reconstructed (added, shifted and scaled) signal and the experimental 
multiplets. 
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'5N coupled 'H 15 N-HSQC experiments 
At natural abundance, molecules contain 99.63% of 14N. This nucleus, has a spin 
quantum number I = 1 and associated with a non-spherical charge distribution. This 
induces quadrupolar relaxation of nearby nuclei and thus broadens the lines of H  
protons attached to the '4N. 3 JHNHa coupling constants are therefore more accurately 
measured from 'H- 15 N HSQC experiments where 'H attached to 15 N are detected 
[82]. In order to increase the digital resolution of the directly-detected dimension, the 
spectra were acquired without 15 N decoupling. This eliminated heating and allowed 
the use of acquisition times of 0.5 to 0.6 s. The 11N  multiplets were therefore, in addition 
to 3 JHNHa coupling constants, also split by one-bond 1 H-' 5N coupling constants. The 
latter splitting appears in antiphase. An additional advantage of this approach is that 
the overlap often seen in 1D spectra is eliminated due to dispersion of 15 N chemical 
shifts. 
Parameters used for 15 N coupled 1 H'5N-HSQC are presented in table 3.6. Coupling 
constants were measured from the 1D cross sections in XWINNMR. Spectra were 
acquired at 600 MHz. 
Table 3.6: Experimental parameters for 15 N coupled 'H- 15N HSQC. 
Peptide NS timax (ms) AQ  (ms) 
1 (1120) 128 45 526 
2 (H2 0) 512 53 621 
3 (112 0) 128 70 620 
4 (1120) 128 70 619 
2 (DMSO) 64 140 310 
I Aquisition time in the directly detected dimension. 
HMBC experiments 
HMBC experiments for multiplet reconstruction from one-bond templates: 
The experimental time for each HMBC experiment was 16 hours. Each experiment 
was acquired with 512 increments and 64 scans per increment. The preparation delay 
was set to 80 ms and the overall evolution delay for proton chemical shift and 
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Table 3.7: Experimental parameters for HMBC experiments: The 13 C HMBC 
were acquired using spectral widths of 6250 and 27156 Hz in F2 and Fl, respectively. 
For ' 5N HMBC these parameters were set to 6250 and 2128 Hz. Four delays i.f 
for HMBC experiments using OBMB filter were set to 3is, 1.786 ms, 3.571 ms and 
5.357 ms. All spectra were acquired at 600 MHz with a 328 ms acquisition time in the 
directly-detected dimension. 
Peptide 	X Evolution delay (ms) NS t 1 max (ms) 
HMBC experiments using 1D TOCSY template 
1 (H20) 'C 82.4 72 	29.5 
3 (H0) ' 5 N 104.64 1856 16.9 
13c 86.631 128 	18 
HMBC experiments using one-bond template 
3 (H2 0) 13c 80 64 	9.4 
4 (H90) 13 C 80 64 9.4 
proton-proton coupling constants was identical to the experiment described in 4.3.2 
i.e. 86.631ms. Cross peaks, either long-range or one-bond, should present a similar 
shape compared to the reconstructed multiplets and the HMBC experiments described 
above. 
All spectra were processed using identical parameters. No phase correction in the F 2 
dimension was applied and spectra were zero-filled to create a 2D matrix of 32K x 1K 
points. The addition and subtraction of 2D spectra was performed in XWINNMR using 
the "add2d" command. The spectra were processed to alternatively remove the one-
bond or the long-range cross peaks as shown in Fig. 3.7. The different combination of 
HMBC spectra yielded different intensities for one bond cross peaks. Figure 3.7 shows 
the reconstructed HMBC spectra containing separated long-range and one-bond cross 
peaks. For well-resolved and intense cross peaks, both methods returned the same 
values of coupling constants. The method using one-bond cross peaks as templates 
produced better results than when 11) TOCSY multiplets were used. However, few 
long-range coupling constants could be extracted from HMBC experiments in general, 
which was particularly true for 'H- 15 N coupling constants. 
There are two main problems associated with both methods: (i) the low signal-to- 
noise ratio which accompanies cross peaks mediated by small coupling constants and 
again, (ii) a particular problem for small coupling constants, the possibility of the 
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Figure 3.7: OBMB HMBC spectra of peptide 3: The spectra on the top show 
the separation of (A) long-range cross peaks (1+2+3+4) and (B and C) one bond 
cross peaks (1+2-3-4 and 1-2-3+4). The spectra at the bottom show expansions of the 
aliphatic region illustrating the efficiency of the filter. 
analysis converging on incorrect scaling factor/coupling constant pair. It was found 
that the results could vary dramatically depending on the region taken to extract the 
coupling, and/or window function applied. For small peptides with natural abundance 
of isotopes the extraction of long-range coupling constants is challenging mainly due 
to the increased linewidths compared to small organic molecules (< 500 g/mol) such 
as glucose where these methods work better. 
For these reasons, another implementation of HMBC was investigated and applied to 
the measurement of heteronuclear long-range coupling constants. 
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HMBC refocused and decoupled experiments The low signal-to-noise ratio 
observed for cross peaks mediated by small coupling constants is caused, to a large 
extent, by the cancellation of lines with opposite phase in HMBC spectra. This leads 
to an inability of program algorithms to determine correctly the scaling factor. A 
method that would present the heteronuclear coupling constants in phase and would 
also remove the necessity of determining the scaling factor would be more appropriate 
to the measurement of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants in peptides. This 
is possible to achieve within a framework of HMBC experiment, but in its refocused 
form. These experiments were acquired for all peptides using identical parameters 
summarized in Table 3.8. 
Table 3.8: Experimental parameters for refocused and decoupled HMBC 
experiments: The spectral width was set to 6614x2715 Hz for all the experiments. 
Peptide NS timax  (ms) AQ (ms) 
1 (1120) 128 9.4 200 
2 (112 0) 192 7.1 174 
2 (DMSO) 192 7.1 174 
3 (1120) 256 5.9 200 
4 (H2 0) 192 9.4 200 
HETLOC experiments 
HETLOC experiments were used to determine the intra-residue heteronuclear cou-
plings constants. The long-range proton-carbon coupling constant corresponds to the 
frequency difference between the corresponding TOCSY peaks in the low and high field 
parts of a multiplet separated by 'JXH in F 1 . In principle, their values can be deter-
mined by a simple reading of peak frequencies, and the HETLOC method is therefore 
included in direct methods. In practice, the coupling constants were determined using 
a modified version of "decantiphase". This program minimizes the difference between 
two peaks that were substracted and shifted (Fig. 4.6). The value of the optimal shift 
corresponds to the value of a coupling constant. Very small coupling constants could 
be measured from the w 1 -X half filtered TOCSY spectra. 
The parameters used to acquire the X-filtered HETLOC experiments are given in Table 
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3.9. The scaling factor in F 1 was set to one and the 'JCH  and 1JNH  were set to 140 
Hz and 100 Hz, respectively. All spectra were acquired at 600 MHz. 
Table 3.9: Parameters for X-filtered experiments. 
Peptide X tlmax (ms) NS Mixing time (ms) AQ (ms) 
1 (1120) 13 78 64 60 492 
15 N 74 136 60 492 
2 (H20) 13 C 78 72 60 492 
15 N 74 136 60 492 
3 (1120) ' 3 C 78 128 80 492 
15 N 74 128 80 492 
4 (H2 0) 13C 78 64 60 492 
15 N 57 192 60 492 
2 (DMSO) 13 C 43 80 60 171 
15 N 74 88 60 492 
3.8 Referencing the proton spectra 
The temperature sensors of spectrometers measure the temperature below the sample 
and not directly in the sample. Also the set value may not correspond accurately to 
the actual temperature. Therefore the temperature of the sample must be calibrated in 
order to obtain accurate temperatures. The correlation between the set and the actual 
temperature was obtained using a sample of glycol. The separation of the peaks of the 
ethane and hydroxyl protons is proportional to the temperature. The macro "tecalib" 
in XWINNMR was used to calculate the temperature of the sample according to the 
frequency difference between the two signals. 
The chemical shifts were referenced using the solvent signal (water or DMSO). In water, 
the carrier frequency was set on the water signal and its chemical shift (6H2o)  [83] was 
calculated according to the equation as: 
H2O = 4.766 - 0.0119(t - 25) - 0.002(pH - 7) - 0.009[salt] 	(3.1) 
where t is the temperature in °C. XWINNMR macro "ref', which calculates the chem-
ical shift of water, was used to reference the spectra. 
The chemical shift of the DMSO signal also varies with the temperature. This variation 
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Figure 3.8: Temperature calibrations: Calculated temperature of the sample versus 
the temperature returned by the sensor of the spectrometer. The crosses represent the 
experimental points. The dotted line is the best fit between the temperature of the 
sample and the target temperature. 
was assessed using a sample containing DMSO and silicone oil, an internal standard. 
The chemical shift of silicone oil signal is temperature-independent. The chemical shift 
of the DMSO signal was set to 2.510 at 295 K and sampled every 2 ° C from 298 K 
to 340 K. The figure 3.9 shows the chemical shift changes of DMSO signal with the 
temperature relative to that of the silicon oil. The obtained correlation is shown in 
Fig. 3.10. 
A linear regression was applied to fit the temperature versus the chemical shift of the 
DMSO signal. The resulting equation 3.2 was used to reference the proton spectra for 
the experiments carried out in DMSO. 
5DMso(ppm) = — 6.047 x 10 x T + 2.6798 	 (3.2) 
3.9 Structure calculation protocols 
The following section describes the protocols used in this work. The three-dimensional 
structures were calculated using the programs CNS (Crystallography and NMR system) 
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Figure 3.9: Expanded regions of DMSO and silicon oil signals at different 
temperatures: The series of spectra on the left shows the chemical shift variation 
of DMSO signal with the temperature whereas the series on the right shows that the 
chemical shift of the silicon oil signal does not vary with the temperature. 
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Figure 3.10: Temperature dependence of the chemical shift of DMSO: The 
crosses represent experimental points and the straight line is the best linear fit. 
version 1.0 [84] and XPLOR-NIH version 2.1[78]. Various force fields can be used 
within CNS and XPLOR (PARALLDG, AMBER/OPLS, CHARMM, PROSLQ) [85]. 
The commonly employed PARALLHDG force field, whose geometric parameters are 
derived from the Cambridge Structural Database [86], was used. 
For distance restraints, parameters used during the course of the calculation are sum- 
marized in Table 3.10. The parameters that were fixed during the calculations are 
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given in bold. 
Table 3.10: Parameter for distance restraints. The table describes parameters of 
the CNS restraining function used to calculate NOE energy. 
Parameter Definition Statementa 
cell Ceiling value for energy constants ceiling = 100 
S Scaling factor for NOE classes scale 
C Additional scaling factor sqconstant = 1 
softexp Exponent for the soft square func- soexponent 
tion 
a and b Constants determined by the pro- No statement 
gram (the function is smooth at 
edge of the switching region) at R 
= (d + d13 - doff + r8 ) 
c Slope of asymptote asymptote 
R Effective distance defined in 2.32 
exp Exponent for the square well func- sqexponent = 2 
tion within the switching region 
d011 Offset Sqoffset = 0 
d, d1 8 , dminus Distance, upper and lower limits ASSIGN 
rsw  Switching region between asymp- Rswitch = 1 
tote and square 
I Unless specified otherwise, these values were used in CNS scripts 
For dihedral restraints, unless specified otherwise, the energy constant (C) and the 
weighting factor (W) were set to 20 and the exponent (a) to 2. These settings led 
to rather stringent restraints that kept the conformation of peptides in the regions 
defined by the experimentally-determined dihedral angles. The dihedral restraints 
out-weighted the distance restraints because they were determined accurately by com-
bining coupling constants related to the same dihedral angle. This also meant that the 
conformational search was performed within regions strictly defined by the dihedral 
restraints. In cases where distance and dihedral restraints would not converge toward 
the same conformation, distance restraints would be violated rather than the dihedral 
restraints or, in a situation where no violations of the experimental parameters were 
observed, the restrained dihedral angles would be found at the limit of the region de-
fined by the dihedral restraints. The structure determination strategy is comprised of 
three sequential steps which are summarized in Fig. 3.11: creation of structure files 
that included the unusual residues, calculation of the initial structures and structure 
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Figure 3.11: Structure determination. The figure summarizes the different steps 
used for NMR structure determination. The scripts are underlined, the black arrows 
show the flow of the calculations, the dashed lines indicate a loop aimed at tuning the 
parameters, the red boxes represent the experimental data extracted by NMR, the blue 
boxes indicate the calculated structures or parameters. The figure is adapted from the 
XPLOR manual [78]. 
Generating the template and the structure files 
The structure calculation process requires a structure file that defines and quantifies 
empirical parameters and a template file that is used to regularize the structures. The 
structure file is created from the parameter, topology and link files. The template file 
contains the coordinates of the molecule calculated via free molecular dynamics and 
energy minimization in CNS and XPLOR. These calculations allow possible mistakes 
in the definitions of the chemical parameters to be revealed. 
The topology file was first created for the residues and pre-residues in order to link the 
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different residues by defining the atom types, atom names, geometrical relations (an-
gles, dihedral angles, improper angles, bonds), local charges and atomic masses. Two 
methods were used to create the parameters for the unusual parts of the molecules. 
The parameters for residues Cya and Ncc and the pre-residue CLL were derived from 
existing parameters of the force field or taken from the Hic-Up database [87]. The 
structure of residue Lym was constructed and minimized using the program HYPER-
CHEM. The equilibrium parameters were calculated using Cartesian coordinates of 
the energy-minimized structure and the definitions of the topology file using protocol 
learn.inp (appendix B). The new parameters were appended to the original parame-
ter file. The topology (appendix C), parameter (appendix D) and link (appendix E) 
files were employed to create a new structure file reflecting the amino acid sequence 
with unusual residues. The uniqueness of the parameters was checked and a template 
structure was generated. 
Calculating the first vacuum structures 
The first set of structures were generated from random coordinates using restrained 
molecular dynamics in vacuum. Starting from random coordinates, three steps are 
necessary to calculate the structure [88]. The first stage rand. cns [89] minimizes the 
energy (Evdw) of the molecule at high temperature (2000 K and 1500 K) using atom 
volumes. The calculations start with a simplified representation of the molecules using 
1 or 2 atoms per residue, typically C  and CO. The radii of the chosen atoms are 
large while the other atoms have no volume. The covalent energies are set to low 
values and no impropers are included in the energy term. When the other atoms are 
added, the covalent and the experimental energies are progressively increased whilst 
the radii are brought back to their normal values. The second stage regularizes the 
structures by slowly introducing planarity and chirality. A test checking the correctness 
of the enantiomers is performed by comparing the energy of two enantiomers for each 
chiral center. The enantiomer showing the lowest energy is selected. This procedure is 
adapted to prochiral groups where the protons have been arbitrarily stereospecifically 
assigned [90]. The regularization is achieved by molecular dynamics and simulated 
annealing (MDSA) (2000 K to 100 K) in rrsa.cns. 
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The final step refines the regularized structures using a linear slow-cooling scheme (see 
protocol A page 64 for details). The overall length of the molecular dynamics' is 2.43 Ps 
followed by a test for correct enantiomers and Powell minimizations of the structures 
obtained from molecular dynamics. These scripts used were developed by Nilges and 
are available on the XPLOR website [78]. The weighting of the experimental param-
eters were kept constant (NOE 25 kcal/mol/A2 , CDIII 20 kcal/mol/rad 2 ) throughout 
the simulation. 
Structure refinements 
The structure refinements are aimed at giving a more accurate and more realistic 
representation of the peptides in solution. This step was performed in two different 
ways. The vacuum structures were refined in solvent and both the vacuum and water 
structures were also calculated using the full relaxation matrix. The molecules were 
refined in an explicit solvent where the dielectric interactions are accounted for 2 . 
A full relaxation matrix protocol calculates the relaxation matrix from NOESY cross 
peaks obtained at various mixing times and therefore leads to more accurate calibration 
of intermolecular distances. Therefore this protocol was used to refine the structures 
calculated using single mixing time NOESY spectra. 
Vacuum: protocol A 
The first structures were calculated in vacuum using a single set of distance restraints. 
The NOE restraints were divided into four distance classes according to their normal-
ized intensities (very weak, weak, medium and strong). This process is discussed in 
detail in section 5.2. The experimental restraints were introduced in the early stages of 
the structure calculation starting from random coordinates as detailed in Table 3.11. 
During the first cooling stage of the refinement, the NOE asymptote was linearly in-
creased in order to improve the convergence of the structures. The prochiral protons 
were not assigned stereospecifically; prochiral assignment was achieved by swapping 
their assignment and comparing the energy of the resulting enantiomers. This proce- 
2  In vacuum the atoms are treated as purely repulsive spheres whereas in solution both the repulsive 
and attractive interactions are used. 
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dure worked well for 3 protons, but was not efficient for a protons of the glycine. A 
filter was therefore set up for this residue as described in section 5.2. 
Table 3.11: Stages of simulated annealing in vacuum: The high temperature 
conformational search is followed by two simulated annealing runs with a linear cool-
ing scheme. The weight of the restraining functions was kept constant for NOE and 
dihedral restraints at 25 and 20 respectively. 
Cooling stage High temperature Cooling stage 1 Cooling stage 2 
temperature(K) 2000 2000 to 1000 1000 to 100 
length (ps) 150 1800 480 
NOE asymptote 0.1 0.1 to 1.0 1.0 
Water refinement: protocol B 
The structures obtained using protocol A were "soaked" in water or DMSO. The TIP3 
model was used for water. The parameters for DMSO were taken from the examples 
provided by the program XPLOR. Non-bonded parameters for water were similar to 
OPLS (Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations) parameters and the PARALL-
HDG5.3. force field was employed to account for solvatation effects and dielectric 
interactions. The dihedral angle term, DIHE 3  was removed from the empirical pa-
rameters as it was not included in vacuum and undefined in the topology file [91]. 
The distance restraints parameters used in structure calculations in explicit solvent 
differ from those employed in vacuum (Table 3.12). The slope of the asymptote of 
the restraining function is 2, rather than 1 and the scaling factor is 50 instead of 25. 
These parameters are chosen to make NOEs more significant during the refinement pro-
cess. This is justified because of the energy increase arising from the water molecules 
surrounding the peptides and concomitant increase of the electrostatic energy terms. 
A thin layer of solvent was created around the solute with a minimum distance of 4 A 
between the oxygen atoms of the solvent and a maximum distance of 8 A. Solvent boxes 
of 18.856 A (TIP3 model) containing 216 water molecules [92] or 29.096 A (DMSO) 
containing 208 molecules [93] were duplicated until the solute was immersed. The 
DIHE and CDIH energies are used in XPLOR. DIHE energy increases if the dihedral angles are not 
in the allowed region whereas CDIH energy increases when dihedral angles differ from those derived 
experimentally. 
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Table 3.12: Restrained molecular dynamics protocol used for refinement in 
explicit solvent: The coordinate restraints are indicated by fixed (F) and harmonic 
(H) positional restraints. The atom name and the scaling factor are also indicated for 
the harmonic restraints. 
Stage Pos. Res. Length Temp. K ang  Kimpr 
(ps) (K) (kcal.mol 1 rad 2 ) (kcal.mol 'rad 2 ) 
Mini F 20 
Mini H C=10 40 
Heating H C°=10 1.25 100—+500 50 5 
Refinement 0 12.5 500 50 5 
Cooling 0 1.25 500-400 50-500 5-500 
Mini 0 100 
refinement in explicit solvent starts with the relaxation of the solvent around the solute 
(two minimizations). The solute is initially kept at a fixed position and progressively 
released. Three stages of MDSA bring the system from 100 K to 500 K and cool it 
down again. The weight of the improper and angle terms is lowered during the heating 
and at high temperature stages. Without these modifications, the conformation would 
stay very close to the initial one. During the cooling stage the energy constants are 
brought back to the values defined by the force field. 
Full relaxation matrix: protocol C 
The relaxation matrix calculations were performed in XPLOR using NOE intensities 
at various mixing times (55 ms to 400 ms). During the FRM calculation, the compar-
ison between the back-calculated and the observed distances is minimized (R factor). 
The "model-free" approach was chosen to describe the relationship between the NOE 
intensities and the flexibility of the molecule. The backbone protons were assumed 
to be less flexible than the side chain protons. This was implemented in the protocol 
by setting the order parameter to 0.85 for backbone-backbone cross peaks, 0.80 for 
backbone-side chain cross peaks and 0.65 for side chain-side chain cross peaks. The 
overall correlation times of all peptides were set to 0.75 ns. 
The refinement of the structures calculated using protocol A was achieved by MDSA 
followed by three minimizations. The temperature was linearly decreased from 1000 K 
to 75 K during 1 Ps followed by three cycles of minimization of 30 steps each. 
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Full relaxation matrix: protocol D 
Protocols B and C were combined yielding the full relaxation matrix calculations in 
explicit solvents. 
3.10 Docking of peptides 1-4 into av/33 integrin 
Docking of the water structure of peptides 1-4 was performed using the AUTODOCK 
3.05 [94]. The following section describes the parameters used to dock peptides into 
the binding site of cv/33 integrmn. 
Preparation of the receptor. The crystal structure of the extracellular domain of 
the av 03 integrin co-crystallized with Cilengide (PDB entry code = 1L5G) was used 
for docking. Calculations were performed at the RGD binding site of of a63,  which 
is clearly identified in this crystal structure. 
Hydrogens were added to the receptor using a modified version of the generateeasy.inp 
script in CNS (available at the CNS website). Subsequently, conformation of side 
chains was optimized using a 200 steps Powell minimization keeping the position of 
the backbone atoms fixed. 
Manganese ions (Mn2+) of the original X-ray structure were replaced by calcium ions 
(Ca2 ) for which parameters are available for AUTODOCK [94]. This substitution 
was also used by Marinelli et al. [29] in the docking of Cilengitide to the a33 integrin. 
Kollman charges were used to calculate partial atomic charges and solvation parameters 
were automatically added by AUTODOCK. Calcium ions were given a charge of +2. 
Parameters of calcium ions, required for the calculation of the grid map of the receptor, 
were taken from "1j4.py" script available at the AUTODOCK website. This script 
calculates Lennard-Jones parameters for various pairs of atoms (Table 3.13). These 
parameters were manually added to the grid file. The grid map was calculated using 
AUTOGRID with 1213  points (intact peptide 1 to 4) and 61 3  points (Cilengitide, intact 
peptides 1, truncated peptides 2-4), respectively. A grid-point spacing of 0.375 A was 
used and the grid was centered on the center of mass of Cilengitide complexed with the 
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av i33 integrin. AUTOGRID was used to calculate the electrostatic (distance-dependent 
dielectric constants of -0.5) and steric maps of the receptor. 
Table 3.13: Lennard-Jones parameters for Ca 2 in AUTODOCK 
atoms i-j Radius i-j (A) eps i-j (kcal.mot') 
Ca-C 2.99 0.0426195 
Ca-N 2.74 0.0441045 
Ca-0 2.59 0.049302 
Ca-S 2.99 0.049302 
Ca-H 1.99 0.0155925 
Preparation of the ligands. Partial Gasteiger charges [95] added in AUTODOCK 
were used rather than charges calculated with semi-empiral methods. Peptides struc-
tures used for docking were the closest-to-mean NMR calculated structures of peptides 
1-4 and Cilengitide was extracted from the PDB file 1L5G. The peptide backbones 
were kept rigid and only the side chains were allowed to rotate. 
The size and the number of potential rotatable bonds in peptides 2, 3 and 4 are larger 
than the maximum number of rotatable bonds in AUTODOCK (max. 32 rotations). 
Therefore, peptides 2-4 were modified in order to reduce the size of the non-peptidic 
moieties. Two docking runs were performed using peptides 2 to 4 in order to assess 
their bound-state conformations. First, the docking made use of truncated peptides in 
order to improve the convergence and to reduce the number of rotatable bonds whereas 
the entire peptide was used in a second run. 
In order to reduce the number of possible rotatable bonds (30, 69 and 106 for peptides 
2, 3 and 4 respectively) and to ensure that the box was large enough to contain the 
ligands, Ncc residues were truncated after CO. Similarly, the Lym residue in peptides 
3 and 4 were truncated after C. This had reduced the number of rotatable bonds 
to 15 in truncated peptides 2-4. The truncated structures were used to analyse the 
results of the docking. In order to perform the docking on entire peptides, in addition 
to the 13 rotatable bonds of the peptide core, the first 4 rotatable bonds of Ncc9 were 
allowed to rotate while others were kept rigid. 
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Docking. Docked conformations were sampled using the Lamarckian genetic algo-
rithm (LGA) and a local search implemented in AUTODOCK. An initial population of 
50 randomly placed individuals were used for the LGA with 1.5 x 106  maximum num-
ber of energy evaluations, 2.7 x 104 maximum number of generations, an elitism of 1, a 
mutation rate of 0.01 and a crossover rate of 0.8. The local search was performed using 
the pseudo-Solis and Wets algorithm for maximum of 300 iterations. The LGA-LS run 
was repeated 50 times and produced 50 conformations. The structures of truncated 
ligands were clustered according to an rmsd of 2.0 A for calculations performed in a 
613 points grid. 
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Chapter 4 
NMR Experiments 
NMR parameters related to the conformation of peptides were measured and used in 
structure calculations and conformational analysis. This chapter presents the results 
of the NMR experiments and describes the procedures that were used to extracted the 
data from the NMR spectra. The peptides were studied in two solvents, 1120 and 
DMSO. The first solvent is more physiologically relevant but results obtained in DMSO 
can be compared with related peptides that have been solved in this solvent. 
4.1 Resonance assignments 
A method described by Wüthrich [79] was employed to assign 'H resonances of the 
peptides. The assignment of the resonances and establishing sequential connectivi-
ties was carried out in XWINNMR and ANSIG. The known primary structure of the 
peptides was confirmed during the process of assignment of the 'H, 13C and 15 N 
resonances, particularly via the analysis of 2D NOESY and HMBC experiments. 
4.1.1 Analysis of the homonuclear spectra 
In peptides there are no scalar proton-proton couplings across peptide bonds; each spin 
system is confined to one amino acid residue. Individual spin systems were identified 
from 2D TOCSY experiments, more specifically their fingerprint regions. The separa-
tion of signals in this region allowed an easy identification of cross peaks (Fig. 4.1). 
71 
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Figure 4.1: Fingerprint region of the TOCSY spectra for peptides 1-4 in 
water and peptide 2 in DMSO: From the bottom to top peptide 1, 2, 3, 4 in water 
and peptide 2 in DMSO. Residue numbers and H   chemical shifts are indicated for 
each spectrum. 
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The sequential connectivities were established based on the analysis of 2D ROESY 
and 2D NOESY spectra. Starting from glycine, which is a unique residue, and shows 
a characteristic pattern of an AMX system, the sequential assignment was achieved by 
identifying the H   (i)H' (i+1) cross peaks. It was possible to complete the sequential 
assignment of residues 1 to 8 in all peptides unambiguously. The cross peaks observed 
between the amide proton of cysteines and the H of the other cysteine (611N  - 211' 
and 211N  -611 ) confirmed the presence of a disulfide bridge. Likewise, cross peaks 
between 1HN  and 811 confirmed the presence of the CLL link. 
All protons of the peptide core were unambiguously assigned, apart from the degenerate 
protons of the ethylene groups and labile protons of the arginine and aspartic acid 
residues. The assignment of resonances of Ncc was only possible for protons at the 
beginning and end of the residue, but not for the ethylene glycol parts in peptides 
2 and 3. In peptide 4, the signals of protons in residues NcclO, Nccll and Ncc12 
were strongly overlapped and no specific assignment of these groups could be made. 
In peptide 3 and 4, protons of residue Lym were assigned starting from the backbone 
untill H 10 which is the junction between two symmetrical branches. Further resonances 
could not be specifically assigned. 
Heteronuclear experiments were used to assign 13 C and 15 N resonances starting from 
the proton assignments obtained above. The 15 N resonances were assigned using 
15 N coupled 1 11- 15N HSQC spectra, which were also used to extract 3 JHNHQ coupling 
constants. 'H- 13 C HSQC and '11- 13 C HMBC experiments were used to assign 13 C 
resonances. In peptides 3 and 4, the presence of the Lym residue increased the over-
lap in the aliphatic region of the spectra. The ambiguities were resolved by using a 
1 11- 13 C HSQC with multiplicity editing. In this experiment, the CH and CH3 groups 
yield cross peaks with opposite phase to those of C11 2 groups. Heteronuclear cou-
plings between two consecutive residues mapped by HMBC experiments confirmed the 
sequential assignments (via 3JHaCOi_1)  and the CyaS-CLL-Lysl connectivities (cross 
peak between 811' and 8H 6 through the thioether bond). The HMBC experiments 
also provided the assignment of quaternary carbons, the carbonyl resonance of the 
backbone in particular. 
The chemical shifts of 111, 13C and 15N are given in appendix F. The proton chem- 
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ical shifts were referenced using the water or DMSO signals, while the heteronuclear 
resonances were referenced using the ratio of gyromagnetic ratios ('YH /'yx) [83]. In the 
absence of stereospecific assignments of prochiral protons, indices 1 and 2 were used 
for down and high field signals, respectively. 
4.2 Determination of distance restraints. NOESY, ROESY 
and T-ROESY experiments. 
Several experiments utilizing dipolar interactions such as NOESY, ROESY and T-
ROESY were carried out in order to determine the interatomic distances. 
The set of distance restraints used for the initial, exploratory structure calculations 
were extracted from various two-dimensional experiments mapping the dipolar inter-
actions. Fast correlation times of medium-size molecules, in particular peptide 1, are 
associated with weak nuclear Overhauser enhancements. ROESY experiments were 
therefore also acquired in order to increase the intensity of cross peaks that are impor-
tant for structure determination of molecules by NMR. 
The mixing times for the two-dimensional experiments were optimized using build-up 
curves (50 ms and 1000 ms) obtained by acquiring a series of 1D NOESY and 1D 
ROESY experiments. The amide region of the spectra was selectively inverted and the 
build up of the magnetization was observed on the remaining protons. For all peptides, 
the NOEs obtained were negative i.e, the cross peaks had the same sign as the inverted 
peaks. The choice of the mixing time for 2D experiments was based on the quality 
of the enhancements. This generally increases with increasing mixing times, however, 
for long mixing times the amount of spin diffusion in NOESY experiments increases as 
does the TOCSY transfer in ROESY experiments. Conversely, NOESY experiments 
using short mixing times contain only short distance information and often display 
artifacts (J-cross peaks from zero quantum coherence and t 1 ridge from subtraction 
artifacts) which causes problems when used in structure determination. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the dependency of the enhancements upon the mixing time for 
peptide 2 in DMSO. The intensity of the enhanced peaks grows linearly at short mixing 
times, reaches a plateau and eventually starts decreasing for longer mixing times. The 
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Figure 4.2: NOE build-up curves followed by 1D NOESY experiments: The 
enhancement of the aliphatic region (B) is followed for peptide 2 in DMSO after inver-
sion of the amide region (A). The intensity of the 4Ha,  indicated by an arrow in figure 
B, is plotted versus the mixing time of the experiment (C). Negative peaks arising 
from Nec (indicated by "X") residues illustrate a tumbling regime different from the 
peptide core. 
"reference" mixing time was chosen to be in the linear part of the NOE enhancement 
curves and the value of 100 ms was used for DMSO. In water the NOE enhancements 
increased until a mixing time of 1000 ms; initially linearly until 400 ms after which the 
rate of change decreased. Mixing times of 200-250 ms were therefore chosen to acquire 
spectra in H2 0, which represent a good compromise between intensity of the NOE 
peaks and limited spin diffusion. Earlier onset of maxima of NOE enhancements in 
DMSO (750 ms) compared with water (1000 ms) indicates faster relaxation in DMSO, 
and more efficient and earlier onset of spin diffusion in DMSO. This is a consequence 
of slower molecular tumbling in DMSO. This also implied that the spectra obtained 
at identical mixing times but in different solvents do not contain exactly the same 
information. In an attempt to alleviate this problem the mixing times chosen for 
DMSO were 50-100 ms shorter than those in 1120 [38, 96, 971. 
The magnetic field at which NOESY spectra are acquired also contributes to the effi- 
ciency of NOE transfers. Therefore spectra were acquired and compared separately on 
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800 MHz and 600 MHz spectrometers for peptide 2 (water and DMSO), 3 and 4. Poor 
NOESY transfer for peptide 1 lead to acquire its NOESY spectra also on a 900 MHz 
spectrometer'. For comparison, a NOESY spectrum of peptide 3 was also acquired at 
this field. The 900 MHz speètra contained more cross peaks. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of ROESY and T-ROESY spectra for peptide 2 in 
water. Fingerprint regions of ROESY (left) and T-ROESY (right) spectra acquired 
at 800 MHz. The boxes indicate regions for which T-ROESY experiment improved the 
quality of the spectra. 
A comparison of the fingerprint region of ROESY and T-ROESY spectra in Fig. 4.3 
shows that T-ROESY greatly improves the intensity of H   cross peaks. It also shows 
that the exchange with the water is limited which allow the assignment of the cross 
peaks near the water. It can also be noticed that the ti noise in the aromatic region is 
reduced in T-ROESY spectra. 
A series of 2D NOESY experiments using five or six mixing times from 55 ms to 400 ms 
were acquired for peptides 2-4. For peptide 2, NOESY spectra were also acquired in 
D2 0 and DMSO. When these experiments were collected, an efficient purging scheme 
for removal of zero-quantum artifacts from NOESY spectra had been published [65]. 
This scheme was incorporated into the NOESY pulse sequences. A purging element, 
consisting of an adiabatic inversion pulse and a low level pulsed field-gradient, inserted 
1  The Henry Welcome Building for Biomolecular NMR Spectroscopy, Birmingham 
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into the mixing time reduced zero-quantum contributions from J coupled protons. This 
reduction is particularly important at short mixing times, where it is also followed by a 
reduction of t 1  noise resulting in much higher quality of NOESY spectra. In particular, 
low intensity of the cross peaks at short mixing times suffers from ti noise and mixed 
phase of J-mediated contributions to the cross peaks. Although in principle, the latter 
have zero integrals, this could be difficult to achieve due to the long dispersive tails of 
these peaks. Obtaining "clean" spectra at short mixing times is essential for structure 
calculations as these are not contaminated by spin-diffusion. 
4.3 Determination of scalar coupling constants 
The following section presents NMR experiments and methods that were used to ex-
tract the three-bond coupling constants of the peptides. Three-bond coupling constants 
are related to dihedral angles via Karplus equations and thus the goal of these exper-
iments is to obtain extra information about the local geometry of peptides. Coupling 
constants play an important role in the structure determination of peptides due to the 
limited number of dipolar interactions present in this class of compounds. Angles such 
as 4, '& and x 1  report on the conformation of the peptide bonds and side chains and 
are therefore valuable supplements to NOEs. There are two reasons why more than 
one coupling constant is required in order to restrict a dihedral angle within certain 
range. Firstly, Karplus curves are degenerate; a unique relationship between a coupling 
constant and a dihedral angle does not exist. Secondly, it is impossible to ascertain 
from one coupling constant whether 'its value reflects a rigid geometry or is a result of 
some conformational averaging. Only one heteronuclear coupling constant (3JHH1) 
can be measured that describes the 'ii,  angle. Furthermore, this is a small coupling 
constant that varies little with the angle. Therefore, only coupling constants related 
to 0 and x' angles were measured. 
In compounds with natural abundance of isotopes, 'H-'H homonuclear and 'H-X (X 
= 13 C or ' 5N) heteronuclear coupling constants can be measured provided mg quanti-
ties of material are available. On the contrary 13 C- 13 C or 13 C- 15 N coupling constants, 
accessible in labeled proteins, cannot be measured because of the low natural abun- 
dance of such pairs in unlabeled compounds. Numerous methods have been described 
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in the literature for the measurement of coupling constants in compounds with natural 
abundance of isotopes [98]. It was therefore decided to carry out preliminary studies 
in order to select experiments that are most appropriate for small peptides. 
4.3.1 Direct methods 
As described in chapter 3, the extraction of coupling constants from spectra by mea-
suring the frequency difference between the individual lines of multiplets is the most 
straightforward method. The cases where this method can be used successfully are 
described next. 
1D proton experiment with water presaturation: Occasionally, the dispersion 
of signals in 1D 111  spectra was sufficient to allow extraction of proton-proton coupling 
constants. This was only possible for 12C attached protons. The HN  protons were 
either overlapped or too broad to yield the coupling constants directly. In practice, 
few coupling constants were measured in this way and 1D TOCSY was usually the 
experiment of choice as here overlap-free spectra were obtained. 
1D TOCSY experiments: A series of selective 11) TOCSY experiments was ac-
quired to resolve the spin-system of each residue and to measure the 3JHaH/3  and 
coupling constants. Overall, few proton-proton coupling constants could directly be 
measured from the 1D TOCSY spectra because of the degeneracy of the HO protons. 
In principle also, the 3 JHNHQ couplings could be measured from 1D TOCSY spectra, 
but because, as discussed below, there is a better method to achieve this, 1D TOCSY 
spectra were not used for this purpose. 3 JHNH are the largest and best parameter-
ized amongst the couplings related to the 0 angle; accurate values of these coupling 
constants are therefore an important source of information about this dihedral angle. 
15N coupled 'H' 5 N-HSQC: 1D cross sections were extracted from these 21) spec-
tra and the 3J coupling constants were measured using the peak picking routine of 
XWINNMR (Fig. 4.4). 
All backbone 3 JHNH coupling constants could be extracted for all peptides, except for 
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Figure 4.4: Extraction of 3 JHNHQ from 'H'5N-HSQC: The NH doublet of C ys2HN 
extracted from a 1D spectrum (A) and the cross section of the 2D spectrum (B) of 
peptide 2 in water. The line width of the Cy52HN  is narrower in the 2D spectrum and 
the coupling constant could be extracted more accurately. The spectrum shows the 
one-bond proton-nitrogen coupling in antiphase. The digital resolution was 0.2 Hz per 
point. 
residues Asp5 and Cys2 of peptide 2 in DMSO which displayed large line widths (Fig. 
4.5) 
The values of 3 JHNHa extracted from 1D spectra were systematically lower compared 
with those extracted from the HSQC spectra. This is a well known consequence of mea-
suring coupling constants from poorly-resolved multiplets caused by the quadrupolar 
relaxation of the ' 4N [62]. Since the value 3 JHNH coupling constants have the largest 
amplitude and are the best parametrized amongst the coupling constants related to 
the 0 angle, accurate values of this coupling constants are important for dihedral angle 
determination. 
HETLOC experiments: Cross peaks with poor signal-to-noise ratio or overlapped 
cross peaks are unsuitable for computerized coupling constant determination. Cou-
pling constants were manually extracted from such multiplets using the dual display 
capability of XWINNMR. In cases where even this approach was problematic, only 
a qualitative assessment of coupling constants was done and these were classified as 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the line widths of 15NH protons of residues 1, 2 
and 5 for peptide 2 in DMSO extracted from a 15 N coupled 1 H- 15N HSQC: 
The 3 JHNH could be extracted only for residue 1. Figures show for each residue the 
1D doublet from 1D-TOCSY and the cross-section extracted from 2D 15N HSQC. 
small or large. 
The limitation of this technique is that proton-proton coupling constants must exist 
between directly- and long-range bonded protons, which are then used to spread the 
magnetization using proton-proton TOCSY transfer. No inter-residue couplings can 
therefore be measured. Also, only long-range coupling constants of protonated hetero 
atoms can be measured. This, for example, excludes the carbonyl backbone atom. 
Some of the coupling constants that in theory are accessible could not be measured 
either. For example, 3JHCY  coupling constants were not measured because of the 
overlaps with the other aliphatic protons and/or the proximity of the water sigia1 to 
the resonances. 
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Figure 4.6: Example of extraction of heteronuclear coupling constants from 
w1 half-filtered TOCSY spectra: Peptide 3, Cys2, JHNC$  coupling con-
stant: The fingerprint (A) and the aliphatic (B) regions show the separation of cross 
peak components in F 1 by 'JCH  coupling constants. The expanded regions show the 
11N1113 cross peaks (C) and the cross section (D). The area of the subtracted peaks 
as a function of the peaks displacement in Hz is shown in (E). The minimum at (0.6 
Hz) corresponds to the three-bond coupling constant. The shifted overlaid peaks are 
visualized in (F) 
4.3.2 Indirect methods 
Determination of most of the coupling constants related to the peptide dihedral angles 
required a reconstruction or comparison of cross peaks. A simple measurement of the 
peak frequencies was not possible. 
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Gradient selected phase-sensitive HMBC experiments: This type of exper-
iment yields complex multiplets with a mixed phase in the proton F 2 dimension as 
explained in chapter 2. Two techniques, described in the literature were tested [69,70]. 
The feasibility of this approach was tested using a sample of 13 C1 D-glucopyranose for 
which the values of coupling constants are known and can also be determined from 
its 1D 'H spectra (Fig. 4.7). Analysis of the coupled and decoupled 'H spectra 
of glucose allowed the two coupling constants to be measured, independently from 
the HMBC experiment This also served as a test for another implementation of the 
HMBC experiment, discussed later, that was used for determination of long-range cou-
pling constants. The coupling constants were determined by minimizing the following 
function: 
A = ISco'upled - 0 . 5 (SdecOupledi ef ts hif ted + Sdecoupledrightsh if ted)i 	 (4.1) 
A modified version of the home written program, "decoupantiphase", performed the 
fitting. Coupling constants determined in the frequency domain were 2JcH=6.2  Hz 
and JCPH50 	Hz. 
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Figure 4.7: Determination of the 3 C' H' (left) and 
2 jCOH2
19 
 (right) coupling 
constants: Coupling constants determined by reconstructing the coupled multiplet 
from two shifted decoupled multiplets (A and B). The experimental and reconstructed 
coupled multiplets are overlaid in C and D and indicated by solid and dashed lines, 
respectively. 
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A 2D HMBC spectrum was acquired along with 1D coupled and decoupled 'H spectra 
of glucose focusing on the heteronuclear coupling constants 'H - 13 C1. Two long-range 
coupling constants of C were analyzed, one small and one large. The delay in the 
HMBC experiment was set to 82.410 ms and the acquisition time in the directly-
detected dimension of 0.85 s was used. The data were zero filled to 32 K point increasing 
the digital resolution to 0.076 Hz per point. Two long-range cross peaks mediated via 
and were analyzed using a home written program "decoupantiphase" 
and the values of 0.3 and 6.1 Hz were obtained, i.e. identical to those determined from 
the analysis of 1D spectra. 
The examined protons had two very different coupling constants and the reconstruction 
of the coupled multiplet using two decoupled multiplets showed that this approach 
works successfully also for very small coupling constants. 
The XWINNMR macros written by Edden et al. [69] were also tested and returned 
values Hz and 3JcPHI3=1.6  Hz. Comparing the results of the two methods 
revealed that the Powell minimization used in "decoupantiphase" combined with a re-
striction of the range of possible coupling constants gave better results. This method 
was chosen to extract the coupling constants. Simple modifications of the minimized 
function made this program applicable also to the analysis of in-phase multiplets ob-
tained in refocused/decoupled HMBC or X-filtered experiments. 
The intensity of the HMBC multiplets is related to the amplitude of the coupling 
constants. The amplitude of multiplets depends on factor sin(7rJxH), where L 
delay was calculated as A = 1/2J and the values of J between 4 and 6 Hz were used. 
For smaller coupling constants, lower intensity of coupling constants is to be expected. 
Smaller scaling factors are therefore associated with smaller coupling constants and 
the results could therefore be verified by comparing the two variables between related 
cross peaks. 
Following preliminary studies on glucose, the HMBC experiments were acquired for 
peptides 1, 3 and 4. Shorter relaxation times of peptides meant that optimal acquisition 
times of 330 ms were used in the directly-detected dimension. 
Fig. 4.9 shows the coupling constant determination of peptide 3 using 1D TOCSY 
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Figure 4.8: Extraction of 2  JC ,3H2e and 3C'H'  coupling constants from HMBC 
spectra of 13 C labeled glucose: (A) 13 C coupled and (B) decoupled 'H spectra of 
glucose. (C) Mixed phase multiplets obtained by inverse FT, left shifting the FID and 
FT that simulate chemical shift and J evolution of HMBC spectra. (D) Reconstructed 
multiplets containing the heteronuclear coupling in antiphase best fitting the HMBC 
multiplets. B and F show overlay of multiplets from D with the experimental HMBC 
multiplets. 
as a templates. A visual comparison shows that the achieved reconstruction is not 
always ideal. In other instances the reconstruction is satisfactory, but the value of the 
coupling constant was suspiciously small. This is due to the fact that the scaling and 
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the shifting, the two parameters of the search, are not independent. Very different 
combinations of scaling factors and coupling constants could reproduce the experimen-
tal multiplet equally well. A simple inspection of the intensity of the cross peaks in 
the HMBC spectra could therefore, in some cases, confirm or invalidate the values of 
coupling constants returned by the program. For example, multiplets in Fig. 4.9 E,F 
although showing visually a good fit have a large discrepancy between the returned and 
estimated scaling factors based on the cross peak intensity indicating that the returned 
coupling constant is in error.The signal-to-noise ratio is also a limiting factor in these 
reconstructions ; in particular, for small coupling constants the increased noise could 
significantly distort the shape of a cross peak. 
'N VAH 
Asp5 3J11, 	Asp5 3HC' 	 Asp5 	
Asp5 2  JH3C' 
J=4.2 Hz (64, 70) J=5.0 Hz (43, 65) J=5.0 Hz (101, 109) J=5.0 Hz (86, 128) 
H H 
2 J6HN5CF 	Cys6 3 JHNCF 	 Cys6 
3jHOC, 
	 Cys6 
3 
2 	 JHOCI 
J=1.0 Hz (79, 20) J=1.0 Hz (14, 4) J=3.6 Hz (51, 66) J=4.8 Hz (14, 21) 
Figure 4.9: Examples of coupling constants extracted for peptide 3 using 
- 13 C HMBC and 1D TOCSY spectra: The cross peaks extracted from the 
HMBC experiment (black) are compared to the reconstructed multiplets (red). The 
scaling factors (calculated and estimated) are indicated in parenthesis. The values of 
coupling constants in multiplets E and F are inconsistent with the intensities returned 
by the fitting program and those measured from a dual display. 
This same approach was also tested for the determination of 1 H-'5N long-range cou-
pling constants using peptide 3. Due to the lower natural abundance and the sensitivity 
of 15N, 1856 scans were accumulated in each of 72 increments. From the experiments, 
two couplings could be extracted for Asp5 (3JNHa =1.9 Hz and 3 JNH3= 2.7 Hz). The 
values of these coupling constants are very similar to those extracted from the ' 5N 
HETLOC experiment. However, the HMBC experiment is less sensitive and the in- 
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tensity of cross peaks mediated by small coupling constants is low. These cross peaks 
are easily compromised by low signal-to-noise ratios. The time spent in obtaining the 
values of two coupling constant is considerable and 15N HETLOC experiments is a 
better option regarding the extraction of 'H- 15N coupling constants related to 0 and 
X 1 than HMBC methods. 3JHQN +1  coupling constants related to the ' angle could, 
in theory, also be measured from HMBC spectra but their amplitude of less than 1.75 
Hz makes this task difficult. 
Reconstructing the HMBC multiplets from one-bond templates: Figure 4.10 
illustrates extraction of AspS 3HC'  and Asp5 3JHaC,  coupling constants from HMBC 
spectra of peptide 3 using one-bond cross peaks as templates. 
Decoupled HMBC and refocused HMBC: Two HMBC spectra are acquired, in 
which the heteronuclear couplings are refocused. The only difference between the two is 
that the X-nucleus decoupling is either switched on or off. This yields multiplets which 
either contain the long range coupling or not. The decoupled experiment provides a 
template that is used to reconstruct the coupled multiplet in the same manner as 
the scalar coupling constant was extracted from coupled/decoupled 1D spectra of 13 C 
glucose (Fig. 4.7). 
The advantage of this experiment, in comparison with the antiphase HMBC, is that 
identical phase modulation is achieved for both the template and the coupled multiplet 
without any need for additional manipulations. Even more importantly, the scaling 
factor for the reconstruction of the multiplets is known and is 2. This simply reflects the 
fact that the template multiplet contains one less coupling constant than the coupled 
multiplet. 
Larger number of 'JCH  scalar coupling constants were be accurately determined by 
using this method (Fig. 4.11). For example, a coupling constant 2 J6HN5CI of 4.0 
Hz was obtained by this method while antiphase HMBC experiments yielded 1.0 Hz. 
Coupling constants Cys6 3 JHNCF and Asp5 3HC'  illustrate this point. The coupling 
constants determined by reconstructed multiplets are Cys6 3 JHNC!=1.4 Hz and Asp5 
3JHc,=3 . 8  Hz which differed dramatically from those obtained by the reconstruction 
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Figure 4.10: Extraction of long-range coupling constants from OBMB HMBC experi-
ments on peptide 3. 
of antiphase HMBC multiplets. 
The same coupling constants were determined by the intensity-based method using 
cross peaks mediated by 2  J6HN5CI and 2j5H20C,  coupling constants. Based on the ratio 
of intensities between the two-bond and three-bond cross peaks the ratio 2J/3 J was 
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Figure 4.11: Extraction of long-range coupling constants from refocused and 
decoupled HMBC experiments on peptide 3: Corresponding decoupled and 
coupled multiplets are shown in the top and middle panels respectively. The coupling 
constants Asp5 3 HC" 5HC , Cys6 
3  JHNCI and 2 J6HN5C/ correspond to columns 
A to D, respectively. The bottom panel shows non-decoupled cross peaks (black) are 
overlaid with the reconstructed cross peak obtained using the decoupled HMBC spectra 
(red). 
determined as 3.33 and 0.41 for 6H   and 5H. This yielded the coupling constants 
Cys6 3JHNCF=1.5 Hz and Aps5 3JHc,=3.6  Hz, i.e. close to the values obtained by 
multiplet reconstruction. 
These experiments were particularly useful in determination of coupling constants of 
quaternary carbons. The presence of the water near the H region prevents reliable 
coupling constants determination of these protons. Accurate values could not be ex-
tracted for the 3JHNCa coupling constants but qualitative information, obtained via 
intensity-based estimate was helpful when analyzing dihedral angles. A small change 
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Figure 4.12: Extraction of 3HH  and 	from complicated multiplets 
using 1D COSY and 1D TOCSY spectra: Spectra were acquired at 800 MHz 
for peptide 2 in DMSO at 298 K using 1024 scans and acquisition time of 853 ms. 1D 
'H spectrum (A) shows overlap in the region of the HO of the lysine residue. The 1D 
TOCSY and 1D COSY are shown in (B) and (C). Expansion of HO multiplets in (B) 
and (C). The reconstructed "decoupled" multiplets in (D) and (E). The chemical shift 
difference (Hz) between these identical multiplets corresponds to the coupling constant 
between H and HO protons is indicated by dashed lines. 
for the intensity ratio for 2 Jand 3J cross peaks can return a very different value for 
the estimated coupling. Assuming an error of ±0.5 Hz would therefore prevent any 
misinterpretation of these couplings in terms of structural restraints. The absence of 
a cross peak is also an indication of a small coupling constant and values < 1Hz were 
used. 
Determination of 3HHI coupling constants via 1D TOCSY and 1D COSY: 
Using the principles of DIfference Sum with COsy (DISCO) analysis [99], addition of 
inphase and antiphase multiplets yielded simplified multiplets in which the antiphase 
splitting was removed, but was preserved as the chemical shift difference between the 
two resulting multiplets (Fig. 4.12). 
Corresponding TOCSY and COSY multiplets were manually added and subtracted 
and the resulting peaks were shifted and added while the integral of the final signal 
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Table 4.1: Experiment used to extract the coupling constants. 
Coupling constants Experiments 
q5_  dihedral _angle 
3JHNHa 15N HSQC 
3 JHNCF 13 C HMBC decoupled and refocused (multiplet 
reconstruction or intensity-based method) 
13C HMBC decoupled and refocused (multiplet 
reconstruction or intensity-based method) 
3JHNCI3 13C HETLOC and HMBC using the signal in- 
tensities 
x'_  dihedral _angle 
3HH'JHcIHJ3 2 	 3 
1D 	TOCSY 	for 	resolved 	multiplets, 	1D 
TOCSY/11) COSY for unresolved multiplets 
3jHOC, 
3HC' 13C HMBC decoupled and refocused (multiplet ' 3 	 2 reconstruction or intensity-based method) 
3 JHaC 13 C HMBC decoupled and refocused (multiplet 
reconstruction or intensity-based method) 
' NH 	NH 2 
15N HI'TLO 
was minimized by a computer. The displacements of the peaks corresponded to the 
three-bonds coupling 3HH and . Crucial to success of these experiments was 
the use of a z-filter in the TOCSY sequence yielding pure absorption peaks. 
This method was successfully employed to extract the homonuclear couplings con-
stants 3HH and 3 JHIIHOfrom all peptides with non degenerate H protons. This is a 
straightforward method offering good signal-to-noise ratios and a simple, reliable proto-
col for extraction of coupling constants. Its limitation is the required initial separation 
of resonances used for selected excitation (i.e. the H protons) 
Table 4.1 summarizes the experiments that were used to determine coupling constants 
for all peptides. The coupling constants presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 do not include 
those obtained in antiphase HMBC experiments due to the insufficient accuracy of this 
method. The estimated error of the coupling: peak picking ±0.2 Hz ; computerized 
methods ±0.3 Hz (1.5 times the digital resolution) ; manually or intensity based ±0.5 
Hz. 
Several coupling constants related to x' angles could not be extracted because of 
overlapping of 15N or 13 C resonances in the 2D spectra or the proximity of the water 
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Table 4.2: Summary of extracted coupling constants related to the 0 dihedral 
angle: The values in italics were measured using the intensity-based methods. The 
values in parenthesis were determined manually. "s" stands for small (< 1Hz) coupling 
constants. 
Residue P1w P2w P3w P4w P2d  
3 JHNH111 coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi 7.4 7.7 7.5 7.5 8.2 
Cys2 6.9 7.4 7.4 6.8 - 
Arg3 7.5 8.1 7.9 8.0 8.6 
G1y4 5.9a 6.0a 6.2a 6.1a 7.4a 
5.7' 5.4' 5 . 4' 5.3' 3 .0' 
Asp5 7.6 7.7 7.6 7.5 - 
Cys6 7.4 7.9 7.9 7.9 9.7 
Phe7 6.9 8.0 7.6 7.7 8.6 
Cya8 7.8 7.9 7.6 7.4 8.6 
3 JHNCF coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi s - - - - 
Cys2 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.9 2.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 - 
Arg3 1.2 s 1.0 - - 
G1y4 1.1 1.3 - - - 
Asp5 - s - - - 
Cys6 2.4 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.2 - 
3 JHaC_ 1 coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi - - - 2.0 2.6 
Arg3 (1.0) - - - - 
G1y4 2.8a 2.2a 2.5a 3.2a 2.0' 2.2a 
54b 5 • 2b 5b 5.4' 52b 44b 
AspS 2.2 - - - - 
Phe7 (5.2) - 2.8 2.3 - 
CyaS - - - - 2.2 
3JHNCP coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi 1.8 1.7 - 1.2 1.6 s 
Cys2 0.4 0.4 1.03 0.6 1.0 s 
Arg3 - 1.9 1.6 1.9 s 
Asp5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.3 1.9 2.0 - 
Cys6 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 
Phe7 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 s 
Cya8 1.1 0.9 - 0.2 (0.85) 0.5 
° and ' refer to down and high field protons 
signal for 3  JHC  coupling constants. In these cases, coupling constant could be neither 
measured or given an approximate value. Similarly, degenerate 11 0 protons prevented 
3H$C' and 3NHI  from being measured. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of the coupling constants related to the x' dihedral 
angle: The use of parenthesis have identical meaning as in table 4.2. 
Residue I P1w P2w P3w P4w P2d 
3 JH- H13 coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi 5.6 5.6 - 5.7 5.4 
9.1 9.1 - 9.1 9.3 
Cys2 - - - - - 
5.0 - - - - 
Arg3 5.7 5.6 - 5.7 7.0 
9.0 9.1 - 8.9 8.7 
Asp5 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.0 5.4 
8.0 7.4 7.5 7.4 6.8 
Cys6 5.1 4.9 4.4 4.2 - 
5.1 5.1 5.5 5.6 - 
Phe7 7.2 - - - 5.2 
9.0 - - - 8.2 
CyaS 6.6 - - - 6.3 
6.6 - - - 6.8 
3H$C' coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi 2.4 - - - - 
3.4 - - - - 
Arg3 3.0 - - - - 
3.4 - - - - 
AspS 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.4 - 
3.8 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.8 
Cys6 5.6 5.6 4.6 4.8 - 
2.2 2.0 2.4 (1.2) - 
Phe7 6.5 - - - 2.4 
2.2 - - - 3.8 
Cya8 3.6 - - - - 
________ 3.4 - - - - 
3 JHQCY coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi 2.8 1.9 2.8 3.0 2.6 
Arg3 - - - - (2.9) 
AspS 4.8 - 2.2 2.0 3.6 
Phe7 <3 - 2.4 - 2.4 
'JNHO coupling constants (Hz) 
Lysi - -3.6 (-1.4) - -2.3 
- -1.7 (-0.7) - -1.3 
Cys2 -1.7 - - - - 
-3.0 - - - - 
Arg3 - -3.4 -2.4 - -9.0 
- -1.7 -6.3 - -1.7 
Asp5 -3.0 -2.9 -3.0 -3.0 -4.6 
-2.5 -2.1 -2.1 -1.9 (-0.2) 
Cys6 -1.5 -1.7 -2.1 (4.2) -2.1 -0.9 
-3.2 -3.0 -2.9 (-3.8) -2.9 -3.6 
Phe7 - - - - -0.9 
- - - - -3.0 
Cya8 - - - -. -1.7 
- - - - -2.9 
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4.4 From scalar coupling constants to dihedral angle re-
straints 
NOE enhancements are the principal experimental data used in NMR structure deter-
mination. However, for small peptides, the ratio number of distance-restraints/surface 
is low compared to proteins. Three-bond coupling constants are therefore a valuable 
supplement to NOEs. They are capable of restraining the local geometry of molecules 
as they can be converted into dihedral angles via Karplus-type equations. Interpre-
tation of coupling constants in terms of dihedral angles is, however, not trivial and 
several points must be considered. The degeneracy of the Karplus equations implies a 
non-unique relationship between the dihedral angles and 3J coupling constants. The 
Karplus-type equations have a general form of (f o g)(x) with g(x) = cos(x) and 
f (x) = Ax' + Bx + C. Hence, one coupling constant could lead to two or four solutions 
- dihedral angles. Moreover, the measured coupling constant can be time averaged, 
reflecting a flexibility of peptides. 
Both of these problems can be addressed by combining information contained in several 
coupling constants related to the same dihedral angle [100]. As the sizes of coupling 
constants depend on the substitutions, Karplus curves have to be parameterized indi-
vidually for different couplings. Several sets of coefficieits have been described/used 
for Karplus type equations in peptides/proteins [56, 57, 62, 101]. Although very sim-
ilar, the coefficients vary slightly depending on the authors and techniques employed 
to parametrize the Karplus equations. We have decided to use angles those employed 
by Kessler's group, who have been working on RGD peptides [100] for 0, angle those 
proposed by Polshakov et al. [56] and parameters of Wasylishen et al. [102] for the 
analysis of 3 JHCY coupling constants for x'. 
The Karplus coefficients presented in Table 4.4 were parametrized experimentally using 
rigid molecules and are the results of the best fitting for an ensemble of data or were 
derived from ab initio calculations [57, 1011. 
A case-by-case interpretation of the measured coupling constants was undertaken. The 
reason for this prudence is that the slopes of the Karplus curves vary and when the 
slope is close to zero a given value of a coupling constant corresponds to a range of 
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Table 4.4: Coefficients A, B and C of Karplus-type equations and the phase shift 
(phase) that relates the dihedral angle to certain coupling constants. 
Coupling constant and substituents I A 	I B 	I C 	I phase 
Related to the q dihedral angles  
3 JHNCO 4.7 -1.5 -0.2 60 
3 JHNCI 5.7 -2.7 0.1 -180 
3JHQC:_1 9.0 4.4 0.8 120 
3 JHNHQ 6.98 -1.38 1.72 -60 
Related to the 	dihedral angles  
3JHQN, 1 -0.88 1 -0.61 -0.27 -120 
Related to the x' dihedral angles  
3J H-H 9.5 -1.6 1.8 -120 
JHaH 9.5 -1.6 1.8 0 
JHaC 7.1 -1 0.7 120 
3NH -4.4 1.2 0.1 120 
3j 	0 -4.4 1.2 0.1 -120 
7.2 -2.04 0.6 0 
7.2 -2.04 0.6 120 
dihedral angles. Furthermore, one has to take into account the uncertainty in the 
parameterization of Karplus curves that can also lead to increased error bounds that 
have to be set when interpreting the values of coupling constants. 
When all of the coupling constants were converging onto one dihedral angle, this angle 
was restrained according to the value returned for the 3 JHNH coupling constant. This 
coupling constant was chosen because of the high accuracy of its measurement and 
reliable parametrization of the Karplus curve for proton-proton coupling constants. 
Error bounds of ±30 degrees were set for dihedral angles converging towards a unique 
angle. This error is large enough to compensate for possible inaccuracies of the Karplus-
type equations and some limited flexibility that is supported by unrestrained molecular 
dynamics. In cases where the lack of data led to two solutions (usually between - 
180 degrees and 0 degrees) the error bounds were set to ±90 degrees. Finally, if 
coupling constants were not converging to a particular dihedral angles, the angle was 
not restrained. The different cases described above are illustrated in Fig. 4.13, using an 
example of 4 angles for selected residues of peptide 2 in DMSO. The dihedral angles 
were calculated from Karplus equation-types using a home written program for the 
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analysis of Karplus equations. The glycine was not included because of the lack of 
parameters for Karplus equation. 
Starting with residue 8 of peptide 2 dihedral angles were calculated for all coupling 
constants [100, 103]. The inspection of dihedral angles allowed inconsistent values to 
be excluded as illustrated in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5: Determination of dihedral angles using the exclusion method. The 
coupling constants of residue 8 of peptide 2 in DMSO. Bold values correspond to the 
dihedral angles remaining after the exclusion of the inconsistent values. 
Coupling constants Value (Hz) Angles (degrees) 
3 JHNH 8.56 -146.36 	-93.64 
3HC_1 2.22 -90.83 -149.17 	-7.40 	127.40 
3 JHNC$ 0.55 -6.14 	-113.86 	45.70 	-165.70 
Interpretation of coupling constants for this residue 8 also illustrates that the quanti-
tative approach should be supplemented by a qualitative inspection of Karplus curves. 
For this residue three coupling constants were extracted; this should be enough to 
restrain the dihedral angle, unless signs of flexibility are uncovered during the analysis 
of these coupling constants. The values of 3 JHNH and 3JHC'1  indicated solutions 
for angle at -146 or -94 degrees. However, the value of 3  JHNC,3 was slightly out of 
this range (the solutions were -166 and -114 degrees). Two assumptions guided the 
choice of the restraint. (1) The coupling constants 3 JHNHQ indicates a relatively rigid 
conformation as the value is above 8 Hz, which cannot be an average of smaller values. 
(2) Visually it can be seen that the dihedral angle of -166 as implied by the 3 JHNCI3 
coupling constant, is closer to the -146 corresponding to the 3 JHNHa of 8.6 Hz. 
In the absence of data for residue AspS the q5 angle could not be restrained. Except 
for residues 2 and 5, the 3 JHNHQ coupling constants were always larger than 8 Hz, 
consequently possible solutions were restricted to the 0 to -180 degrees region. Only 
one coupling constant was obtained for residues Phe7 and Arg3; consequently their 
dihedral angles were weakly restrained. The dihedral restraint 2 was set -120 ±40° and 
2  Refers to the statement CDIH in CNS which constrains the dihedral angle to a value and associates 
an error. This is expressed in degrees 
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Figure 4.13: Interpretation of coupling constants related to the 0 dihedral 
angle. An example of peptide 2 in DMSO: Figures A to G refer to residues 1, 
2, 3, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. The Karplus curves obtained using coefficients given 
in Table 4.4 for 3 JHNH (red), 3HC_1  (violet), 3 JHNC/ (blue) and 3 JHNCF (green). 
Possible solutions are for the measured coupling constants (see Table 4.2) are indicated 
by squares. 
no coupling restraint 3 was used. Coupling constants of Lysi ( 3 JHNHQ and 3JHaC' 1 
showed that two solutions are compatible with both coupling constants (-150 and -90) 
and the dihedral was set as -120 ±600,  the coupling restraints were not set. The value 
of 3 JHNC coupling constant (less than 1 Hz) of Cys2 is compatible with four values 
of the angle. In the absence of any other coupling constants, the 3JHNC  coupling 
constant could not be interpreted and the 0 angle was left unrestrained for this residue. 
Refers to COUP statement in CNS and is a strict interpretation of the coupling constants using 
Karplus-type equations. It is expressed in Hz. 
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Qualitative interpretation of coupling constants can also provide valuable information 
about the local geometry. The lack of long-range cross peaks in certain experiments can 
be interpreted as a sign of very small values of coupling constants. This information 
can also be interpreted in terms of dihedral angles [100]. 
In general, the values of the dihedral restraints were based on the value of the 3 JHNHa 
coupling constant which shows a high amplitudeand could be measured for most of 
the residues. When all the coupling constants converged to one dihedral angle, the 
error was set to ±30°. For coupling constants converging to similar angles but with 
two solutions, the error was set to ±60°. In the case where no convergence could be 
found but certain angles could be excluded, the error, was ±90°. In the latter case, 
these exclusions were based on the examination of two ambiguous solutions arising 
within the same region of the curves, e.g. the coupling constants of Phe7 of peptide 
2 indicate two solutions for 0 angles at -150 and -90 degrees. This ambiguity was 
reduced to -90±90° because none of the solutions converged to the other allowed 
angle (according to Ramachandran plots and steric effects) which is near +60°. High 
values of the 3JHNHa  coupling constants (above 8.5 Hz) unambiguously indicated that 
the angles were located around -120° for which an error of ±40° was given. This was 
reduced to ±20° for the particular case of Cys6 in DMSO where 3 JHNH (9.7 Hz) 
and 3  JHNCO converged toward a unique solution. Finally, if the analysis did not yield 
consistent dihedral angles, the dihedral angle was not restrained. 
The set of restraints used in the structure calculation of peptides 1-4 is summarized in 
the Table 4.6. It can be seen that the error bounds vary and in general are on the large 
side. Such weak restraining of dihedral angles takes into account possible inaccura-
cies in the measured coupling constants arising primarily from limited signal-to-noise 
ratio of spectra. This is' also taking into account limited flexibility and inaccurate 
parameterization of Karplus curves. 
Using the Newman projections, the three staggered conformations (Fig. 2.5) can be 
analyzed and the conformation of the x' dihedral angles can be established by compar-
ing the coupling constants related to the this angle (Table 4.3) and the distances d(N) 
and d(a ) [56, 104-106]. This analysis also allows the prochiral assignment of the H 
protons of the side chain. The analysis of coupling constants related to the x 1  failed to 
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Table 4.6: Dihedral restracnts deduced from the coupling constants. 
Residue 1 1 (1120) 2 (1120) 3 (1120) 4 (H20) 2 (DMSO) 
Dihedral angle q5 (degrees) 
1 Lys -84±30 -87±30 - -84±30 -120±60 
2 Cys -160±30 -150±30 -156±30 -120±60 - 
3 Arg -120±60 -89±30 -86±30 -92±30 -120±40 
4 G1 90±90 90±90 90±90 90±90 90±90 
5 Asp -86±30 -90±90 -86±30 -85±30 - 
6 Cys -156±30 -154±30 -152±30 -150±30 -111±20 
7 Phe - -90±90 -90±90 -120±60 -120±40 
8 Cya 1 -87±30 -90±90 -155±30 -156±30 -150±20 
Dihedral angle ,b (degrees) 
4 GLY -90±90 -90±90 -90±90 -90±90 -90±90 
a according the glycine filter discussed page 112 
converge to any of the staggered rotamers (-60, 60 and 180) in all peptides indicating 
a conformation averaging of side chains. The measured values of coupling constants 
correspond to angles of 0, 120 or -120 degrees which are the average angles observed on 
the NMR time scale. These energetically unfavorable dihedral angles clearly indicate 
flexibility of side chains. 
The stereospecific assignments can be achieved by using a statistical approach imbed-
ded in the Pacshler's equations. This approach has been extensively used to perform 
stereospecific assignments of the methylene prochiral protons [106-111]. The popula-
tion of each rotamer can be assessed by combining the coupling constants 3 JHaH$ and 
3HC', which show large variations as a function of x'. This model assumes relative 
populations PT, PIT and Pill of the three staggered conformers with 1 =-60, 180 and 
60° yielding an average observed coupling constants which is a weighted average of the 
three corresponding coupling constants [112]. 
Jobs 	Pi ji 	 (4.2) 
z 
Three equations can be written for 3HH  coupling constants: 
P1 = JH03PrO_ft J3C Jap—Jsc 
P11 = H"Ipro—S 	 (4.3) Jap—Jsc 
Pill = 1 - P1 - P11 
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and for 3HIC'  coupling constants: 
P11 = H13pro—RC'sc' sap' —Jsc' 
Pill = Hf3pro—SC 1 sc' 	 (4.4) J0 , — Jsc' 
P1 = 1 - P11 - P11 
The coupling constants for the antiperiplanar (ap) and synclinal (sc) conformations 
are: Jap=13.6 Hz, J 3 =2.6 Hz, Jap'=8.5 Hz and J 8 '=1.4 Hz [106] where apostrophes 
indicate the heteronuclear coupling constants. Two sets of calculations were performed 
assigning the down field H alternatively as a Pro-R or a Pro-S proton for both 3 JHaH$ 
and 3HCO  coupling constants. The combination which yielded the best match be-
tween the Pi values obtained with both types of coupling constant represented most 
likely the correct stereospecific assignment. Because of the degeneracy or strong cou-
pling of most of the H 13 protons, this analysis could only be carried out for Asp5, Cys6 
and Phe7 at most. Using these values, the stereospecific assignments of the HO protons 
was carried out and is reported in Table 4.7. The stereospecific assignment of the pro-
tons of residues Cys6 and Phe7 agreed with the assignment of these protons returned 
by CNS in structure calculations without the specific assignments. 
Calculated populations of rotamers show that no single side chain conformation is 
preferred. Based on the values of the coupling constants and established averaging 
of the side chains, the conformation of the x' angles were not restrained during the 
calculations. 
4.5 Temperature coefficients of amide protons 
Measurements of temperature coefficients are performed routinely on peptides in order 
to assess the presence of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. This is an attractive method 
for small peptides because of their thermal stability and small number of amide protons 
which allows a large range of temperature range to be covered, while acquiring simple 
1D spectra. 
The chemical shifts of the backbone amide protons were measured over a range of 40°C 
from 275 to 320 K. A series of 1D TOCSY, with selective excitation of the aliphatic 
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Table 4.7: Rotamer populations of xl angles and stereospecific assignments: 
"d" indicates degenerate 13  protons. Only the population based on the correct stere-
ospecific assignment are presented. For each peptide, the left and right columns indi-
cate rotamer populations based on homo- and heteronuclear couplings, respectively. 
Peptide 	1 (1120) 	2 (1120) 3 (H20) 4 (1120) 2 (DMSO) 
Cys6 
PT 23 
; 
29 	23 
; 
31 26 ; 40 28 ; 54 
P11 23 	11 21; 9 17; 14 15; -3 
Pill 54 
; 
60 	56 ; 60 57 ; 46 58 ; 48 
—*Pro-R 
; 
H 	—Pro-S 
Phe7 
P1 42;17 	d d 57;51 
P11 58 ; 71 d d d 29 ; 24 
Pill 0 ; 12 	d d d 14; 25 
water: 11 1  —Pro-R; H2 	Pro-S 
DMSO: H 2  —*Pro-R H' —Pro-S 
Asp5 
PT 33 for all 
P11 33 for all 
Pill 33 for all 
No prochiral assignment possible 
protons, was carried out to remove the overlap in the amide region. The duration 
of the selective pulse and the mixing time were optimized individually. A typical 
mixing time of 60 ms was used for excitation of Ht protons while 40 ms was used for 
for 11a  protons. The spectra were referenced using the water signal according to the 
pH, salt concentration and the actual temperature of the sample using the parameters 
described in 3.8. The number of scans varied depending on the efficiency of the TOCSY 
transfer. At low temperature, the number of scans was increased to 2 K, 128 scans 
were sufficient for higher temperatures. Each residue had at least one isolated peak 
that could be selectively excited and from which magnetization of its amide proton 
could be built. 
Figure 4.14 shows an example of the determination of temperature coefficients using 
peptide 3 in H20. 
The temperature coefficients were determined for peptides 1 to 4 in water and for 
peptide 2 dissolved in DMSO. Only the amide protons of the backbone were considered 
(residues 1 to 8). The chemical shifts of the amide protons varied linearly with the 
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Figure 4.14: Series of 1D TOCSY spectra of Lys 1 in peptide 3 where the H proton 
is selectively excited and the magnetization is transferred to the aliphatic protons and 
H  proton. 
temperature (Appendix G). 
The temperature coefficients were calculated from the slope of a linear regression of 
proton chemical shifts vs. temperature and are summarized in Table 4.8. 
Overall the temperature coefficients were very similar for all peptides in H 20. Large 
absolute values of the temperature coefficient of residue 8 in peptide 'l could be ex-
plained by the presence of the PEG tail attached at the end of this residue in peptides 
2-4. This has protected the amide proton from the solvent and slowed down the rate 
of exchange in other peptides. Temperature coefficients for residues 1-8 in all peptides 
were in the range of -5 to -9 ppb/K with an exception of the already mentioned H' of 
residue 8 in compound 1 and HN  of Cys6 in all compounds. The latter is indicative of 
a hydrogen bond formed with this HN  proton. 
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Table 4.8: Temperature coefficients (ppb/K) for peptides 1-4: In water, at 
least five temperatures where used to calculate the coefficients - from 275 to 320 K. In 
DMSO, the range 293 to 333 K was used. 
Residue P1w P2w P3w P4w P2d 
Lysi -9.2 -7.8 -7.8 -8.1 -5.4 
Cys2 -5.2 -5.9 -5.0 -5.2 -0.1 
Arg3 -7.5 -7.6 -7.6 -7.7 -5.3 
G1y4 -9.3 -8.6 -8.3 -8.2 -6.0 
Aps5 -8.8 -7.8 -8.0 -8.2 -7.6 
Cys6 -2.7 -3.5 -3.1 -3.5 1.3 
Phe7 -5.1 -7.1 -6.3 -6.4 -3.4 
Cya8 -12.5 -8.6 -8.9 -9.0 -7.1 
These observations contrast somewhat with the behavior of amide protons in DMSO. 
Generally, the temperature dependence of H   chemical shifts is lower than these ob-
served in water with an exception of Asp5 H   which is comparable to the coefficient 
calculated in water for P2w. 
The temperature coefficients are disscussed further in chapter 5. 
Chapter 5 
Structure calculations 
The structures of the cyclic peptides were calculated by means of restrained molecular 
dynamics where the restraints were derived from NMR data. This chapter describes 
the design of templates for the unusual parts of the molecule and the implementation 
of the NMR experimental restraints for the structure calculations. 
5.1 Parametrization of the unusual peptides for CNS and 
XPLOR 
Structures calculations are based on molecular mechanics and empirical parameters 
defined for all parts of the molecule. These empirical parameters are used to calcu-
late energies (Eqn. 2.31). Any residue undefined in the force field must therefore 
be designed first. In general, molecules are described by their topology (connectivity, 
nomenclature), properties of the atoms (charge and volume) and covalent geometry 
(bonds, angles, torsion angles). For a particular molecule, these parameters are gath-
ered in a structure file, connecting the force field and, the molecular topology. 
The geometry of the unusual parts of the cyclic peptides were created from existing 
residues or designed ex nihilo using molecular the modeling program HYPERCHEM 
[113]. The first step consisted of creating the topology for each residue followed by 
adding covalent geometries, as explained in the following parts. New residues were 
kept short to ease the assignment of NMR resonances and to create structure files that 
resembles those of proteins (i.e. residues separated by amide bonds). 
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5.1.1 Parameters for the modified cysteine (Cya) 
Cya residue was created starting from CYsteine by adding an Acetyl (Cya) moiety to 
the sulfur atom (Fig. 5.1.1). The side chain of this modified cysteine was attached to 
the N terminus of the lysine and formed the second bridge in the structures of these 
cyclic peptides. This peptide-like construct was advantageous because it allowed Cya 
to be connected to other residues via peptide-like bonds. The force field parameters for 
the new residue Cya were based on the existing cysteine parameters. The parameters 
for the new parts of the modified cysteine could be copied from existing parameters 
of other amino acids (methionine and aspartic acid) meaning that no new atom types 
had to be created for this residue. 
	
0 	 0 
s'- O-~ 
s-^Y 
N 	 N 
CYSTEINE 	
MODIFIED CYSTEINE 
Figure 5.1: Design of the modified cysteine residue, Cya. 
The atom types and atom names of the residue are presented in appendices C and D. 
The nomenclature for the side chain follows the Greek alphabet (a,, 3, -y, 8, e)  in line 
with the convention used for amino acids. 
5.1.2 Parameters for the backbone to side chain link (CLL) 
The new Cya residue had to be bonded to the N-terminal Lys residue. This side-chain/ 
backbone link is not defined in the standard setup and had to be created (see appendix 
E). The new Cya Lys Link (CLL) was designed as a peptide bond. The parameters 
and the geometry of this unusual peptide bond were copied from the standard peptide 
bond defined in the force field. This link was implemented in the file which generates 
the structure file' as a "patch", in the same manner as the disulfide bonds or the 
peptide bonds are generated. 
1  psf file for XPLOR and mtf file for CNS 
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Figure 5.2: Formation of the second cycle via CLL link: The atoms and bonds 
involved are represented in red. 
5.1.3 Parameters for the polyethylene glycol tail (Ncc) 
The parameters of the central part of the Nee residue (named from the first three atoms 
of the N-terminus, NCC) were derived from the parameters of the tetra ethylene glycol. 
These parameters were obtained from "Hie-up" database [87]. The terminal parts of 
the residue could be found in the force field and the N and C-terminus and did not 
require the creation of new atom types. Only one atom type, at position o, was 
created (atom type was called "CH2N") to avoid any conflict with the carbon alpha 
of the glycine (called "CH2G" in the parameter file). Similarly to Cya, the Greek 
alphabet was used to to name the atoms (figure 5.3). 
This residue has N and C termini as any other amino acid. The creation of repeated 
Nee residues in peptides 3 and 4 was naturally accomplished by a peptide bond. 
5.1.4 Amide in C-terminal 
In all the peptides either Cya or Ncc residues ended with an amide group. This 
group is defined in the force field but also had to be added to the unusual residues. 
Describing these residues as amino-acids, the implementation of terminal NH2 groups 
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Figure 5.3: Structure and nomenclature of residue Ncc. 
required the addition of the name of these unusual residues to the list of amino acids. 
The modifications are shown in appendix E where only the peptides relevant to the 
structures are reported. 
5.1.5 Parameters of a modified lysine residue (Lym) 
It was decided to include the metal bind site (MBS) within a modified lysine for two 
reasons. Firstly, iworder to compare directly the different peptides, it was desirable to 
keep the same numbering, i.e. from residue number 1 for the lysine to residue number 
8 for the modified cysteine. Second, it became evident from the analysis of NMR 
data, that most of the resonances belonging to the MBS were degenerate reflecting 
the symmetry of this moiety. Thus, resonances could not be individually assigned 
and the three-dimensional structure of the MBS could not easily be solved by NMR. 
Indeed, the situation is very different from the degenerate methylene protons of amino 
acids where a pseudo-atom correction can be added to account for the ambiguity of 
the assignment. In MBS case, protons of both branches are degenerate which makes 
geometrical interpretation impossible from either NOEs or coupling constants. Based 
on these observations, the modified lysine (Lym) was sub-divided into three parts 
creating a sequence Lys-link-MBS. The parameters for the lysine are already defined 
and no further atom types were needed for the "link". The use of Greek letter notation 
was not practical beyond the "link" (Fig. 5.4) and individual atoms of MBS were 
annotated with numbers. 
NH 
	
0 
LY 
NH2 
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Figure 5.4: The structure of a new residue Lym: (A) Different parts of the new 
residue Lym; common part with lysine in blue, link in green and MBS in black. The 
atoms newly defined in the force field are indicated in one of the the branches of the 
MBS. (B) Numbering of the link and MBS parts of Lym. One branch of MBS is 
fully numbered and the other shows only the numbering of the heteroatoms and labile 
hydrogens. 
The topology of the Lym residue was created and added to the overall topology file. 
At this point, it was necessary to describe bonds, angles, improper angles for the newly 
created atom types. Overall, five new atom types were defined for Lym. They were 
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named CTM, HON, NOH, ONC and CNI where the first letter corresponds to the 
element described. The non-bonded interactions of these atoms were based on similar 
atoms of the original force field. To start with a good geometry, residue Lym was 
drawn in the molecular modeling program HYPERCHEM. The conformational space 
was searched via molecular dynamics in vacuum using the OPLS force field, followed 
by energy minimization in order to optimize the geometry of Lym (Table 5.1). The 
molecular dynamics starts at high temperature to allow large conformational changes 
and ended at 300 K, the temperature at which the parameters are defined in the force 
field. 
Table 5.1: Parameters of the optimization of Lym residue in HYPERCHEM. 
Conformational search Parameters 
Molecular Dynamics 	Initial temperature = 1000 K ; Final tempera- 
ture = 300 K ; Temperaturç step 10 K 
Step size = 1 fs ; Total time of the run = 10 Ps 
Cooling time = 1 Ps 
Minimization 	 Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient algorithm 
with a convergence to 0.1 kcal.A 1 
Equilibrium parameters were extracted from the minimized structures using "learn.inp" 
in CNS (Appendix B) from Cartesian coordinates and appended to the parameter file. 
The new atom-type based parameters appended to the original parameters required 
checking for any potential errors. Also the bond length, torsion angles or the angles 
generated by HYPERCHEM can diffei slightly from those defined in CNS. Any po-
tential errors could be corrected by calculating the structures of cyclic peptides using 
the empirical parameters only. This analysis was carried out using peptide 4 which 
contains all the unusual residues. Template structures were calculated after each mod-
ification. These modifications concern the angles and impropers that contribute most 
to the total energy. First, the energy and the geometry of the template structure were 
examined to check the correctness of the implemented topologies. This was particu-
larly true for the improper angles whose parameters were not intñitive. Subsequently, 
the thresholds of the violations for the empirical parameters were lowered in order to 
examine the major contributors to the total energy and the parameters were itera-
tively modified to optimize the structure for CNS. The violations of the equilibrium 
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parameters, small but numerous, occurred mainly for the angular parameters of the 
unusual residues. This observation was interpreted as a mismatch between the values 
used for the original force field and those set for the unusual parts of the molecule. The 
modifications dramatically reduced the energy of the structure. Table 5.2 shows the 
result of the optimization of empirical parameters for the unusual residues of peptide 4. 
After iterative adjustments of parameters, the angular energy decreased dramatically 
while the other energies were kept low. 
Table 5.2: Optimization of the empirical parameters of peptide 4: The ta-
ble shows the result of the optimization of the empirical parameters after iterative 
adjustments. 
Energy (kcal.mol') Total Bonds Angles Impropers VDW 
Initial parameter set 
Final parameter set 
75.183 
35.392 
0.586 
0.735 
69-141 
25.608 
3.005 
1.654 
2.450 
7.395 
The energies of the empirical parameters were compared between the peptides. Be-
ing the smallest compound and having most of its structure defined by usual amino 
acids, compound 1 was expected to present the lowest total energy. The increase of 
energy occurring in the other compounds can be attributed to the unusual parts of the 
peptides. 
Table 5.3: Energies of the template structures of the cyclic peptides 1-4. 
Energy (kcal.mol') Total Bonds Angles Impropers VDW 
Peptide 1 3.100 0.058 2.532 0.164 0.346 
Peptide 2 8.164 0.136 6.653 0.732 0.643 
Peptide 3 19.400 0.324 14.735 1.225 3.115 
Peptide 4 35.392 0.735 25.608 1.654 7.395 
5.2 NOE restraints 
The intensity of the cross peaks in NOESY/ROESY spectra is related to the inter- 
atomic distance. However, the distances derived from the NOE intensities are im- 
precise since the relationship between the two variables is distorted by the use of the 
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two-proton approximation, internal dynamics and spin diffusion. The process of cali-
bration of NOE intensities into distance restraints normally starts with calibration of 
cross peaks volumes. The most convenient way of calibrating distances is to use the 
CH2 proton as the distance between the two HO protons or the H  protons of the glycine 
is known (1.78 A). Other possibilities include distances from methyl to methyl (valine, 
leucine) or aromatic protons in tyrosine [61]. Using CH2 protons suffers from spin dif-
fusion artifacts and tends to miscalibrate the long distances which can severely affect 
the outcome of the calculations. Moreover, the intensities of cross peaks considered for 
the calibration would have to be taken at short mixing times, when the spin diffusion 
is negligible. At these mixing times the zero-quantum effects are significant and for 
protons with small a chemical shift separation, the volume of the cross peaks cannot be 
completely measured, due to the dispersive pattern arising from zero-quantum effects, 
even by using the latest z-filters [65]. Preliminary structure calculations using cross 
peak volumes calibrated on methylene protons yielded large violations of distances for 
both NOESY and ROESY data. Hence, further calculations were not performed using 
calibrated cross peaks. Instead, the cross peak volumes were converted into distances 
more loosely and arranged into the usual four classes corresponding to strong, medium, 
weak and very weak intensities [114]. 
The intensities extracted from two dimensional NOESY or ROESY experiments were 
converted into distances using the program "ansig2rdb", written by A. Raine, which 
generates normalized intensities as: 
N = 	Ii 	 (5.1) 
where Ni is the normalized intensity and I the intensity. 
The distance restraints were generated by the program "Connect" from the package 
AZARA. This program converts the normalized intensities into inter-proton distances 
with lower and upper limits. The choice of these limits had a notable effect on the 
calculated structures and several iterations were performed in order to adjust their val-
ues. The criteria during this process were the number of distance restraints violations 
and the NOE energy relative to the total energy. A 250 ms mixing time 2D NOESY 
spectrum of peptide 3 was chosen to set up the distance limits. A set of structures was 
initially calculated using the standard ranges of inter-proton distances as usually used 
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in protein structure calculation (Table 5.4). 
Table 5.4: Conversion of normalized cross peak intensities into interatomic distances. 
Original values Modified values 
Normalized inten- Interatomic Normalized inten- Interatomic 
sity distance (A) sity distance (A) 
0 - 0.3 0 - 6 0 - 0.2 2.7 - 5.2 
0.3 - 1.5 0 - 5 0.2 - 1.4 2.5 - 4.5 
1.5 - 2.9 0 - 3.3 1.4 - 2.9 1.8 - 3.3 
more than 2.9 0 - 2.7 more than 2.9 1.8 - 2.7 
The absence of lower limits and setting the upper limit to 6 A did not restrain the 
structures at all. Although no violations were observed, the NOE energy was close to 
zero and the rmsds of the structures were high. Several modifications of the original 
Connect script were tested. The main premise was that, operating close to the crossover 
enhancement on the NOE curve, the maximum distance of 6.0 A was too long and this 
was subsequently lowered to 5.2 A. This was accompanied by an adjustment of the 
distance classes and normalized intensities. 
The modified distance classes are presented in table 5.4. This set was used for the 
structure determination of all peptides in water using a single mixing time. The classes 
in DMSO were left to the original setting as setting the upper distance to 5.2 A using 
the modifed class in Table 5.4 led to many violations. This reflects the higher intensity 
of the NOEs in DMSO. Concerning the full relaxation matrix, intensities from the 
NOESY spectra were directly used as a restraint. In this case, the distances are based 
on the build-up curve and the motional model during structure calculations. Hence no 
distance classes have to be generated. 
Another modification included the addition of 0.88 A to all distances that involved 
degenerated CH2 protons. These modifications dramatically improved the quality of 
the structures without bringing further violations. 
Structures calculated using the parameters outlined above were partially unrefined 
or adopted several conformations with similar energies. Further improvements were 
brought about to the structures by filtering the generated conformations rather than 
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restraining them further. 
The glycine filter. First calculated structures yielded glycine residues adopting 
several conformations. The back-calculated distances showed discrepancies between the 
experimental data and the structures. In particular, the intensity of ROESY or NOESY 
cross peaks, between 411N411a  and 511N4a  proton pairs were not reproduced. In order 
to produce only structures consistent with NMR data, a loop was implemented in CNS 
to reject any structure that would not satisfy the pattern of cross peak intensities 
shown in Figure 5.5. The strategy used to filter the structures did not require any 
stereospecific assignments.. 
A) 	5HN 	 4HN 
ppm 	 - 
4Ha2 B) a 	SHn a 
Ha2 	Hal 	 Ha2 
/\ /\ 
3.9 
4.0 	
411a1 	
Hal 
8.50 	8.45 	8.40 	 ppm 	 0 4Hn 	 0 4H 
Figure 5.5: Analysis of G1y4-Asp5 conformation: (A) Expansion of a 200 ms 800 
MHz NOESY spectrum of peptide 2 showing 4HV411  and 5H N -411' cross peaks. (B) 
Schematic representation of the two possible arrangements that satisfy the experimen-
tal restraints. 
At the heart of the glycine filter, is a comparison of the cross peak volumes as this can 
be interpreted in term of distances. According to the cross peak pattern observed in 
Figure 5.5, the relationship between their volumes is: 
Vol G1y4HNG1Y4Q2 > Vol G1y4HNG1y4cxl 
and 	 (5.2) 
V0IA sp5HN_G1y4a2 <VO1A sp5HN_Gly4al 
Which when translated into distances gives; 
DSt(Gty4N_Gly4a2) < Dist(c1U4N_G141) 
and 	 (5.3) 
Dist(A35N _c142) > Dist(A$5N _c1Y4 , 1 ) 
In essence, if 5HN  is closer to 4H than 4H, 411N  must be closer to 4H than 4H. 
Because the stereospecific assignment is unknown, two solutions are possible. A loop 
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was implemented in CNS by defining the parameter Li as follows: 
(Dist(G4Nc42) - DiSt(G4N_G1 y4c 1))(DiSt(D5N_G4 cx 2) - Dist(D5N_c41)) = Li ( 5.4) 
Only negative values of Li satisfy the experimental NOESY intensities. The value of 
Li was evaluated in regularized structures and the calculations were repeated when 
positive values of Li were obtained. The filtering process is simple and effective but 
increases the computational time 5 to 10 times. All filtered structures can only have 
and 0 angles with opposite signs for the glycine, unlike the unfiltered structure which 
yielded all combinations. Combined use of the distance restraints and the glycine filter 
yielded positive values for 04  and negative for 04  in all peptides. 
Based on this result, a similar outcome was achieved by setting the dihedral restraints 
for G1y4 with 0 and 0 angles of 90±90° and -90±90° respectively. This reduced the 
computational time considerably. 
Anti-Distance Restraints. Anti-distance restraints (ADR) were also added to the 
restraint files. These correspond to non-observable cross peaks in the spectra and were 
implemented only when the lack of a cross peak could be positively identified, i.e. using 
the dispersed regions of the spectra such as the fingerprint region. Anti-restraints were 
implemented when it was noticed that some protons in some structures which were 
close in space did not show cross peaks in 2D NOESY or 2D ROESY spectra. For such 
instances the inter-proton distance were restrained to fall into the range of 4.5 A to 15 
A. Assuming that the longest observable distance in the calculations was set to 5.2 A, 
the lower limit of 4.5 A was considered to be a safe choice. 
For peptides 1 and 2, the NOEs were weak and 2D ROESY were acquired to overcome 
the problem of weak enhancement. A ROESY spectrum of peptide 3 was acquired for 
a comparison. When the ROESY spectra were used for the structure calculations using 
the modified distances classes (Table 5.4) the structures showed many violations. The 
cross peaks originated from the ROESY spectra and non-observed in the 2D NOESY, 
were therefore added to the distance restraints if the cross peaks belonged to two 
different spin-systems. Their intensity being small, they were set to a distance class of 
0-6 A. 
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Modification of the original protocol described here and the extra distance restraints, 
i.e. the anti restraints and additional ROESY restraints, produced high quality struc-
tures. 
5.3 Structure calculations 
The first round of calculations made use of single sets of distance restraints and the rela-
tionship between the normalized cross peaks intensities and the inter-atomic distances 
given in Table 5.4. The energy profiles, both the total and the NOE energies, were 
rather flat most of the time, without significant jumps. Arbitrarily, the first twenty 
structures, out of one hundred, were analyzed. This cut-off was chosen as none of the 
structures showed any violations of experimental restraints and an equal number of 
structures was required for the comparison between various structure calculation pro-
tocols. In this first stage, the conformation was searched via restrained MDSA starting 
from random coordinates and progressively increasing the weight of the experimental 
restraints (see chapter 3 for details). Backbone rmsds of 20 structures were calculated 
in MOLMOL [115] for residues Cys2 to C ya8, which are common to all cyclic peptides 
in this study. 
Unlike water-refined structures, the set of restraints used to calculate the structures of 
peptide 2 in DMSO was obtained from the 100 ms mixing time 2D NOESY spectrum. 
The first attempts using a 200 ms mixing time NOESY spectrum led to too many 
violations and energy profiles where the evolution of the total energy and NOE energies 
were not consistent. - 
The structures calculated using dihedral restraints in vacuum are used as the start-
ing structures for the FRM refinement in vacuum for both FRM only and FRM + 
dihedral restraints calculations. The iterative calculations of the FRM protocol adjust 
the distances and reduces the R-factor by comparing the theoretical and measured 
distances using 5 or 6 sets of distance restraints obtained at different mixing times. In 
XPLOR, the internal correlation time is assumed to be much shorter than the overall 
correlation time. This approximation reduces the description of the spectral density to 
two adjustable parameters: the order parameter S and the overall correlation time r. 
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These parameters are set for particular proton-proton vectors. This approximation, 
which works well for proteins did not yield therefore satisfactory results for small pep-
tides like peptides 1-4. Positive NOE cross peaks, observed in NOESY the spectra for 
Ncc residues and side chain-side chain NOE of long residues (Arg3 and Lysi/Lymi), 
and negative NOE for the peptide backbone and short side chains could not be re-
produced at the same time. This clearly indicates that the tumbling is not uniform 
within the molecule. It was therefore decided not to include positive cross peaks in 
the refinement. A complete set of cross peaks was used during the calculations i.e. if 
certain cross peaks appeared only for longer mixing times these were included. Only 
unambiguously assigned cross peaks were used in calculations (unlike the calculations 
using a single set of restraints where the ambiguous assignments can be treated and 
analyzed with ARIA). These included the prochiral H' and G1yH protons, the assign-
ment of which was swapped during the calculations. Calculations were only performed 
for peptides 2-4 for which sets of NOESY experiments were acquired. 
5.3.1 Structures of all the peptides 
The following sections present the structures of all peptides calculated using protocol 
A-D. For all peptides, ensembles of structures calculated with and without dihedral 
restraints were represented in black and red, respectively. For each of these ensembles 
of structures, the corresponding Ramachandran plot showed thedispersion of the back-
bone dihedral angles. For simplicity, all peptides were represented with a similar view 
and only peptide 1 was numbered. Finally, final structures being discussed in section 
5.7, the discussion concerned only the intermediate calculations. 
5.3.1.1 Peptide 1 
Protocol A: A comparison of the energies of the structures calculated with or without 
dihedral restraints did not show any significant variation in either the experimental or 
the empirical component. On the other hand, the rmsd of the latter structures has 
dropped dramatically (from 0.74 to 0.24 for the backbone). This is because the un-
restrained structures mainly adopted two different conformations with approximately 
equivalent energies while the restrained structures converged to one of them. The 
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Figure 5.6: P1w. Ensembles of 20 lowest-energy structures calculated with (red) and 
without (black) dihedral restraints and corresponding Ramachandran plot. 
conformation of the NOE only structures diverged for residues 2 and 3 in particular. 
The Ramachandran plot shows the following combinations of 0 and -L' angles Arg3 (60, 
60) / Cys2 (-90, -60) and Arg3 (-160, 60) / Cys2 (-160, -160). This shows that the 
conformation of one residue directly influences that of the next. Inclusion of dihedral 
restraint act as a filter which directs the conformation search toward the later con-
former. The dihedral energy of the restrained structures stayed at zero. This means 
that all the low energy structures satisfy dihedral restraints. These restraints were set 
rather loosely and therefore can be completely satisfied without providing any energy 
penalty. 
Protocol B: For peptide 1, structures calculated after inclusion of dihedral restraints 
adopt conformations that exist in structures where dihedral restraints were not used. 
These dihedral-restrained structures are calculated without violations of experimental 
restraints. Moreover, no increase of potential energy increase was observed. The 
convergence of the structures is also improved by the dihedral restraints (0.75-0.42 
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A for backbone atoms of the peptide ring). Only remaining ambiguity is observed for 
residues Phe7 and Cya8 for which two conformations concerning the dihedral angles 
07 and 48  are compatible with experimental restraints (76+15 ,-73+10) or (-16+7 
-116±5). In water, a hydrogen bond between 611N  and 4C0 is formed in most of the 
structures. The existence of a hydrogen bond involving 611N  is supported by the high 
temperature coefficient of 611N  but this was not used as an explicit restraint during 
the structure calculations. As a consequence, some residues change their conformation 
compared with calculation in vacuum. This was the case for Asp5 in which the '' angle 
changed from 700  to 501 . Similarly the 0 angle of Gly4 is rotated from 120° to 1000. 
In vacuum the absence of dihedral restraints leads to appearance of two conformations 
for Arg3 and Cys2 with a similar energies, while the water-refined structures converged 
to one conformation only with 0 and '& angle at (-151,172) and (-138,88) for Cys2 and 
Arg3, respectively 
5.3.1.2 Peptide 2 
Protocol A: Similarly to P1w, the rmsds for P2w decreased after inclusion of dihedral 
restraints. This time, however, the effect was much smaller. A characteristic feature 
of this structure calculation is very low NOE energies. This small number of medium 
range restraints, only 6, as compared with 14,m 21 and 18 in other peptides in water. 
Analysis of the structures calculated using dihedral restraints showed that their inclu-
sion led to dihedral angles being pushed to their boundary values. This could be seen 
for example for 0 angle of G1y4 and 0 angles of residues 3, 5 and 6. Such distribution 
of the dihedral angles along a single value illustrates the weak influence of the distance 
restraints during the process of calculation. 
Protocol B: Similarly to the structure of peptide 1 in vacuum, the rmsds did not 
change significantly between the water structures refined with or without the dihedral 
restraints. In absolute terms, the rmsds of peptide 2 structures calculated in vacuum 
and water are the largest amongst all the peptides. As discussed previously, this is 
caused by the low number of medium range NOEs. 
Protocol C: Incidentally, the rmsd values for structure calculated with a single set 
of restraints obtained from 200-250 ms mixing time NOESY spectrum are similar to 
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Figure 5.7: P2w. Ensembles of structures calculated with and without dihedral re-
straints. 
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those observed after FRM refined. It was noted before that the the NOE energy was 
too low in the former structures implying that these were not adequately restrained. 
The dihedral angles observed in FRM structures fall into the allowed regions of the 
Ramachandran plot shows which was not always the case with the previous set of 
structures (e.g. Phe7). This resulted in a relatively large changes in the backbone 
dihedral angles of residues Arg3 (-102, 103) to (-128, 87), Cys6 (-113,-174) to (-148, 
153) and Phe7 (-166, 90) to (-124, 107). Inclusion of dihedral restraints did cause only 
minor changes, with exception of dihedral angles of Arg3 for which changed from (-102, 
103) to (-119, 89). 
Protocol D: For peptide 2 refined with protocol D, structures calculated with and 
without dihedral restraints are similar as, shown by the structure statistics (Table 5.9) 
and the Ramachandran plot (Fig. 5.7). 
5.3.1.3 Peptide 3 
Protocol A: Similarly to P1w, Cys2 and Arg3 in Pw3 structures adopt two con-
formations in structures calculated with distance restraints only, while the structures 
calculated with the dihedral restraints converge toward a single conformation. This 
is accompanied by a significant lowering of rmsds without any substantial increase in 
the total energy. Major changes are observed for residues 2 and 3. The dihedral angle 
4' and of these residues changes from (80,120) / (-140,160) to (-100,150) for Arg3 
and from (-120,-60) / (-160,160) to (-160,160) for Cys2. The structures calculated 
with dihedral restraints are similar to P1w. Once again changes of two dihedral angles 
affect the conformation of the rest of the molecule. Dihedral angle for Arg3 appears 
to be pushed towards the edge of the interval allowed by the dihedral restraints. How-
ever, unlike in peptides 1 and 2, these dihedral angles were not observed in structures 
calculated with distance restraints only. 
Protocol B: Unlike peptide 1, the structure of peptide 3 is similar in vacuum and 
in water, i.e. the conformations which satisfied the presence of the hydrogen bond 
611N ... 4C0 seen in the water refined structures of peptide 1 is already present in 
the vacuum structures of peptide 3. As observed previously, the dihedral restraints 
orient peptide 3 into one of the conformations observed in NOE only structures. The 
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Ramachandran plot shows that Arg3 does not satisfy both the distance restraints and 
the dihedral restraints and 03 angle is responsible for increasing of the dihedral energy. 
Protocol C: Similar distribution of dihedral angles is observed for the single mixing 
time structures and the FRM refined structures for peptide 3 with an exception of 
Arg3. After inclusion of dihedral restraints its 4 angle rotates by 400.  Compared to 
the starting structures this residue in the FRM refined structure this angle is pushed 
to the boarder value of the dihedral restraint. 
5.3.1.4 Peptide 4 
Protocol A: A comparison of P3w and P4w structures shows that both peptides 
have similar conformations. As for Pw3 the rmsd of the structures of P4w structures 
improved dramatically for the structures calculated with dihedral restrains. Similarly 
to P3w structure, the dihedral angle 0 of Arg3 in structures with dihedral restraints 
was not observed in the structures calculated with distance restraints. 
Protocol B: The observations made for peptide 3 are also valid for peptide 4. The 
values of the dihedral angles did not change significantly with water refinement and 
Arg3 is again pushed to the edge of the allowed region when dihedral restraints are used. 
The only noticeable change, compared with the vacuum structures, involved Phe7 
angle which changed from 1400  to  1200  in both dihedral-restrained and unrestrained 
structures. 
Protocol C: Similarly to peptide 3, larger differences between the dihedral angles in 
structure restrained only by NOEs and dihedral angles were observed for residue Arg3 
which is displaced from (-148, 135) to (-117,134) 
5.3.1.5 Peptide 2 using H2 0/D20 data 
Protocol A: The Ramachandran plot and the ensemble of structures shows that the 
structures calculated using 1120 and D20 restraints are similar to those calculated 
using the H20 restraints only. The energy profiles now show larger NOE energies com-
parable to those seen for other compounds in this series of structure calculations. The 
rmsds have improved and are now comparable to those obtained for P3w structures, 
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which were based on similar number of NOE restraints. As was the case for 1120 struc-
tures obtained by inclusion of dihedral restraints, the 1120 and D20 structures show 
that dihedral angles for some residues are pushed towards the edge of the restrained 
region. this is observed for residues Cys2, Arg3 and Asp5 in structures calculated with 
1120 and D20 restraints. 
Protocol B: The water refinement rotate the 0 angle of Asp5 closer to the value 
observed in peptides 1, 3 and 4 which is more consistent with the formation of a 
hydrogen bond between 611N  and 4C0. The 0 and 0 angles of Phe7 shows a large spread 
of values particularly for structure without dihedral restraints and on average rotates 
with regard to the vacuum structures by about +50° in the NOE only structures. Arg3 
comes also in a better agreement with the dihedral restraints. Unlike P3w and P4w, 
the 0 angle is not constantly pushed towards the edge of the restraining region. These 
changes bring P2w structures closer to P3w and P4w structures. This seems reasonable 
comparing between various peptides the experimental data (section 5.9). 
Protocol C: FRM protocol for structure calculations based on combined 1120 and 
D2 0 data was set in such a way as to distinguish the labile protons from the aliphatic 
and aromatic ones. Two groups of restraints were created, the first for the labile protons 
(extracted from 1120 spectra) and the second containing non-labile protons (extracted 
from D20 spectra). This separation was necessary as to account for the frequency at 
which the two sets of data were acquired (800 MHz for D20 and 600 MHz for 1120). 
Structures obtained using the full relaxation matrix from spectra measured in H20 and 
D20 brings the structures in a better agreement with the dihedral restraints compared 
to the structures calculated with protocol A. When dihedral restraints are included, 
residues AspS and Cys2, which were pushed towards the edge of the restraining region 
in protocol A, are in the regions defined by dihedral restraints. Similarly to the other 
structures calculated with protocol C, Arg3 remains the only residue pushed by the 
dihedral restraints. Overall, the structures of P2w calculated from H 2 0 and D20 
resemble more those calculated with H20 restraints only, exception with residue Phe7 
which angles are (-125, 110) in 1120 and (-75, 111) in 1120 + D20 structures. 
As expected, the precision of structures improved by the addition of more distance 
restraints (282 distance restraints in 1120 for FRM against 494 in 1120 / D 2 0 from 
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the series of NOESY spectra). The precision and the number of restraints are also 
comparable to those found for P3w and P4w. 
5.3.1.6 Peptide 2 in DMSO 
Protocol A: Large values of 3 JHNHQ coupling constants together with a limed set 
of other coupling constant, were are used to restrain the dihedral angles. These ex-
perimental data (Table 4.2) indicate that 0 angles of residues 3, 6, 7 and 8 should 
be around -120°. For some residues, the inclusion of dihedral restraints cause a large 
rotation of 0 angle (e.g. -40° for Cys6). 
Protocol B: The most important changes between the vacuum and DMSO structures 
occur for 1' angle of residue 5 and 0 angle of residue 6. This is the case for both 
dihedral-restrained and unrestrained structures. The dihedral angle '' and 05  rotate 
on average by 60° and -60°. The rotation of Or, reduces the distance between the 
backbone 611N  and the carboxylate of Asp5 making a hydrogen bond backbone to 
side chain possible. At the same time, the carbonyl of Asp5 become available for an 
hydrogen bond with 311N  Smaller adjustments of 07 and  07  angles favor a formation 
of the hydrogen bond between 1C' and 7HN  but also between 7C' and 111N•  Prior 
to these conformational changes, no hydrogen bonds were observed in the structures 
calculated in vacuum. After refinement in explicit DMSO all hydrogen bonds are 
observed in most of the structures. 
Protocol C: The use of FRM brought about several rearrangements of dihedral angles. 
In particular, 6 and 7 undergo rotations of about +30° and -20° respectively.The 
conformation of the other residues is only slightly or not at all changed. 
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Figure 5.11: P2d. Ensembles of structures calculated with and without dihedral re-
straints. 
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5.3.2 Structure statistics for peptides calculated with protocols A-D 
The calculations were carried out without stereospecific assignment of the prochiral H 
protons as these cannot be unambiguously determined for most of the residues. The 
distance restraints are classified as: intra-residue, sequential and medium range. The 
medium range category corresponds to cross peaks observed between residue i and i+2, 
i+3 or i+4. Due to the cyclic nature of these short peptide (8 residues) none of the 
amino acids can be more than 4 residues apart. This classification does not include 
ambiguous assignments and distances to the metal binding site (MBS) or polyethylene 
glycol tail (Ncc) moieties. Anti-distance restraints (ADR) based on the analysis of the 
finger print region were used. This section presents structure statistics for all peptides 
according to the protocol employed for structure calculations. 
P1w 
15.98±0.69 16.09±0.47 
1.87+0.07 1.88+0.06 
3.07+0.40 3.25+0.40 
0.33±0.21 0.46±0.13 
7.00+0.21 7.07±0.26 
3.69±0.26 3.43±0.29 
0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 
P2w 
15.84+3.02 14.78 ±0.17 
1.66±0.09 1.62+0.01 
6.31±0.28 6.20±0.03 
0.19±0.04 0.18±0.01 
6.58±0.34 6.47±0.10 
1.11±2.34 0.31±0.19 
0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 
P3w 
25.98±0.34 26.57±0.20 
1.85±0.03 1.90±0.02 
13.89±0.17 14.23±0.11 
0.73±0.05 0.75±0.02 
6.80+0.15 6.97±0.07 
2.71±0.11 2.72±0.14 
0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 
164 
73,53,18,8 
0 	 0 
0 0 
2-8 2-8 
0.19±0.08 0.04±0.03 
1.17±0.32 1.14±0.33 
Table 5.5: Structure statistics for peptides 1-4 calculated using protocol A: 
Peptides 
Epot 
Ebofid 
ang 
Eimpr 
floe 
Edjh 
Dist. rest. 
Intr.,Seq., Med., ADR. 
Viol. > 0.3 A 
Dih. rest. 
Viol. > 50 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 
Backbone 
Heavy atoms 
p4w 
32.02±0.18 32.94± 0.15 
1.72±0.01 1.76±0.01 
21.54±0.03 21.91±0.06 
0.96±0.00 1.07±0.01 
6.40±0.02 6.39±0.02 
1.39±0.14 1.81±0.10 
0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 
112 118 177 
57,32,14,9 51,27,6,8 74,56,21,12 
0 0 0 0 0 	0 
2 8 2 9 2 8 
0 0 0 0 0 	0 
2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
0.7±0.5 0.2±0.1 0.48±0.26 0.37+0.14 0.56±0.36 	0.13±0.05 
2.2±0.7 1.6±0.4 1.49±0.49 1.31±0.30 1.40±0.46 1.06±0.29 
Peptides = 	P2w D20+H20 [ 	P2d 
Epot 23.00 ± 0.12 24.95 ± 0.28 16.45 ± 0.22 20.70 + 1.21 
2.11 ± 0.03 2.14 + 0.02 1.83 + 0.02 2.09 ± 0.29 
Eaflg 6.97 + 0.06 7.36 ± 0.11 6.34 ± 0.11 9.09 ± 0.77 
Eimpr 0.24 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.16 
Evdw 7.20 ± 0.12 7.55 ± 0.08 6.26 ± 0.03 6.31 ± 0.14 
Enoe 6.47 ± 0.16 7.61 + 0.23 1.85 ± 0.08 2.40 ± 0.09 
Ecdjh 0.00±0.00 0.03±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 
Dist. rest. 113+64 159 
Intr.,Seq., Med., ADR. 104,48,10,8 75,51,5,0 
Viol. >0.3A 0 0 0 0 
Dih. rest. 2 9 2 9 
Viol. >5° 	11 0 0 0 0 
Pairwisermsd(A) 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.42 ± 0.29 0.14 ± 0.10 0.23 ± 0.10 0.15 ± 0.08 
Heavyatoms 1.30±0.41 1.08±0.41 1.38+0.36 1.16±0.32 
ND 
00 
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Figure 5.12: Energy diagrams for structures of all the peptides using proto-
col A: For each peptide, NOE and total energies are represented in black and red, 
respectively. Calculations performed with dihedral restraints and without are on the 
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Table 5.6: Structure statistics of peptide 1-3 calculated using protocol B: 
Peptides P1w P2w [_P3w 
E 0 -3291.98±266.33 -3327.24±117.09 -4422.84±225.40 -4434.90±281.76 -6709.11±291.30 -6638.53±446.57 
Ebond 104.15 ± 9.09 105.99 + 4.49 142.26 ± 9.51 142.92 ± 10.23 225.87 ± 10.42 223.03 ± 15.30 
Eang 22.94 ± 6.18 27.67 ± 3.97 24.63 ± 2.85 24.73 ± 1.53 49.27 ± 3.94 47.70 ± 3.54 
Ezmpr 3.97 ± 1.31 5.26 ± 1.44 73 ± 0.78 3.27 ± 0.86 5.45 ± 1.75 5.27 ± 0.76 
Evdw 414.34 ± 39.68 425.62 + 20.76 544.86 ± 45.82 553.71 ± 42.87 850.14 ± 48.11 830.04 ± 66.65 
Enoe 15.69 ± 2.39 16.61 ± 1.70 4.59 ± 1.16 5.34 ± 0.97 18.61 ± 2.81 20.89 ± 1.29 
Edh 0.01 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 + 0.01 0.01 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.00 0.55 ± 0.18 
Viol. dist.> 0.3 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Viol. dih.> 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.75 ± 0.35 0.42 ± 0.17 0.75 + 0.25 0.74 ± 0.26 1.07 ± 0.64 0.27 ± 0.10 
Heavy atoms 	j 1.97 ± 0.55 1.81 ± 0.40 2.11 ± 0.58 1.78 ± 0.39 2.57 ± 1.23 1.28 ± 0.29 
Peptides p4w P2w D20+H20 	T P2d 
E 0 -8685.28±517.98 -8929.41±570.58 -4241.59±204.20 -4240.84±223.20 -3241.07±142.23 -3212.99+79.52 
Ebd 293.63 ± 18.24 305.09±21.42 141.38 ± 7.85 142.64 ± 7.87 6.51 ± 0.45 6.80 ± 0.40 
Eang 68.78 ± 2.46 72.08 ± 3.30 33.11 ± 5.05 34.95 ± 3.66 29.64 ± 3.77 29.26 ± 2.60 
Eimpr 5.94 ± 0.63 8.52 + 1.35 3.91 ± 1.27 4.79 ± 1.32 4.86 ± 0.95 5.35 ± 1.02 
E,,dw 1097.56±82.48 1136.82±106.33 537.90±40.41 544.28 ± 37.39 -1166.42± 64.89 -1148.82± 38.52 
Enoe 17.86 + 1.93 25.54 ± 1.56 29.61 ± 2.83 32.53 ± 2.35 9.96 ± 1.29 12.50 ± 2.70 
Edh 0.00 ± 0.00 0.58 + 0.28 0.00 + 0.00 0.29 ± 0.22 0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.02 
Viol.dist. > 0.3 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Viol. dih.> 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 1J 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.35 ± 0.17 0.28 ± 0.10 0.39 ± 0.22 0.46 + 0.22 0.55 + 0.27 0.41 ± 0.14 
Heavy atoms 1.18 ± 0.32 1.25 ± 0.35 1.44 ± 0.36 1.55 + 0.40 1.67 + 0.45 1.37 ± 0.35 
Table 5.7: Structure statistics of peptides 2-4 calculated using protocol C: 
Pntids 	if 	P2w 	 1 	P3w 	- 	 P4w 
Epot 94.92 + 6.83 99.69 + 5.85 360.66 + 15.77 	358.68 + 13.39 247.20 + 13.07 259.07 ± 
13.30 
Eb0d 1.56 + 0.18 1.66 + 0.20 6.66 + 0.57 6.75 + 0.52 4.31 ± 0.59 4.66 ± 0.62 
Eang 21.28 + 1.03 21.95 ± 1.08 55.88 + 2.52 55.99 ± 1.94 79.61 + 2.10 79.14 ± 2.05 
Eimpr 1.68 ± 0.22 1.85 + 0.24 3.10 ± 0.40 3.09 ± 0.32 4.29 + 0.54 4.19 ± 0.34 
Evdw 1.10 + 0.49 1.07 ± 0.54 3.10 ± 6.17 1.55 ± 0.61 1.85 ± 1.06 1.68 ± 1.07 
Ereia  69.29 + 6.08 72.96 + 5.47 291.93 + 17.14 	291.09 ± 11.89 157.14 + 10.32 169.11 ± 10.90 
Edh 0.00 + 0.01 0.19 ± 0.11 .00 + 0.00 0.19 ± 0.08 0.00 + 0.00 0.30 ± 0.13 
Noesy Tmjx (ms) Number of cross peaks  
55 38 42 51 
75 46 50 58 
100 50 66 75 
150 93 89 
200 71 102 94 
400 77 117 107 
Total 282 470 474 
Pairwise rmsd (A) I[ 	2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.34 ± 0.14 0.37 + 0.16 0.31 + 0.24 0.19 + 0.07 0.20 + 0.09 0.19 + 0.08 
Heavy atoms 1.34 + 0.31 1.34 ± 0.31 1.24 + 0.39 1.14 + 0.30 1.18 + 0.35 1.20 ± 0.35 
C) 
C) 
C-) 
Table 5.8: Structure statistics of peptide 2 in H 2 0H2 0 and DMSO calculated using protocol C: 
Peptides p2w D20 P2d 
EP.t 206.27 ± 8.96 	217.89 + 14.01 298.19 + 14.13 	297.93 ± 11.83 
Ebond 4.11 ± 0.29 4.81 ± 0.41 4.52 ± 0.24 4.57 ± 0.31 
Earig 25.21 + 1.14 	26.67 ± 4.76 28.12 + 1.84 30.84 ± 2.26 
Eimpr 1.87 ± 0.52 2.24 + 0.60 2.37 + 0.28 2.72 ± 0.27 
E,dw 0.91 + 0.32 	1.26 ± 1.43 1.15 ± 0.50 0.91 ± 0.26 
Ereta 174.17 ± 7.86 182.73 ± 7.31 262.04 ± 13.26 	258.85 ± 12.59 
Ecdjh 0.00 ± 0.00 	0.18 + 0.14 1 	0.00 + 0.00 0.05 + 0.03 
Noesy Tmjx (ms) Number of cross peaks 
55 38+19 100 
75 46+29 132 
100 54+44 159 
200 71+56 188 
400 77+64 204 
Total 282+212 470 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 2-8 	 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.19 ± 0.07 	0.18 + 0.06 0.24 ± 0.09 0.18 + 0.07 
Heavy atoms 1.17 + 0.43 1.19 ± 0.44 1.40 + 0.39 1.13 ± 0.30 
(ID 
It 
Ci 
C) 
Table 5.9: Structure statistics of peptides 2-4 calculated using protocol D: 
Peptides 
E 0 
Ebod 
Eang 
Eimpr 
Evdw 
Ereta 
Edh 
Pairwise rmsd ( 
Backbone 
Heavy atoms 
P2w 
-4321.01 +303.34 -4303.09±312.74 
141.91 + 11.38 140.14 ± 11.34 
25.51 ± 2.22 26.35 + 2.62 
3.17 + 1.16 3.53 + 1.27 
556.24 + 55.85 545.45 ± 57.45 
54.18 + 8.07 57.58 + 5.51 
0.00 + 0.00 0.01 + 0.02 
2-8 2-8 
0.74 ± 023 0.77 + 0.29 
2.22 + 05.7 1.96 + 0.49 
P3w 
-6506.74+369.17 -6534.51+355.43 
226.59 + 13.30 228.51 ± 13.99 
51.06 + 4.84 51.72 ± 5.48 
4.61 + 0.80 4.61 + 0.80 
849.33 + 57.85 851.75 + 70.23 
180.21 + 14.48 180.21 + 14.48 
0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 + 0.02 
2-8 2-8 
0.54 + 0.18 0.54 + 0.17 
1.43 + 0.33 1.52 + 0.40 
P4w 
-8774.48±711.57 -8804.15±685.62 
300.70 ± 25.71 304.10 ± 26.62 
63.42 ± 2.36 64.36 + 2.70 
4.29 + 1.35 5.44 ± 1.27 
1130.47 + 122.47 1136.97 + 134.29 
108.17 + 9.84 115.44 + 10.32 
0.00 + 0.00 0.08 + 0.13 
2-8 	 2-8 
	
0.66 + 0.23 	0.62 ± 0.28 
1.69 ± 0.40 1.57 + 0.37 
C) 
Peptides p2w D20 P2d 
E 0 -4289.02 + 221.07 -4267.66 ± 218.99 -3156.66 ± 132.97 -3231.45 + 85.04 
144.89 ± 7.49 145.00 ± 9.12 9.52 + 0.69 9.22 + 0.68 
Eang 33.10 + 4.11 31.30 + 3.15 36.06 + 4.20 36.11 + 4.93 
Eimpr 4.02 + 1.46 4.23 ± 1.77 5.29 ± 1.20 5.62 ± 1.16 
Evdw 554.94 + 44.09 555.17 ± 44.00 -1271.66 ± 55.15 -1303.35 ± 44.56 
Ereia 140.47 ± 14.09 137.13 + 9.58 236.85 ± 10.26 232.43 + 9.90 
Edh 0.00 + 0.00 0.02 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.03 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 
Backbone 0.62 ± 0.23 0.55 ± 0.19 0.46 + 0.17 0.38 ± 0.15 
Heavy atoms 1.74 ± 0.36 1.70 ± 0.36 1.55 + 0.46 1.32 ± 0.31 
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5.4 Free molecular dynamics in explicit solvent 
Free molecular dynamics simulations (free MD) were carried out for 1 ns in XPLOR 
to investigate conformational stability of the low energy structures obtained via NMR 
restrained molecular dynamics. The closest to the mean structures obtained using 
calculations in water were soaked in a solvent box (water or DMSO) as described in 
chapter 3. The system was equilibrated prior to free molecular dynamics simulation to 
avoid any temperature instabilities. Starting positions of the solvent molecules do not 
correspond to the equilibrium state and close contacts between the water molecules 
and the peptide increase the van der Waals energies. Initial equilibration is therefore 
required. The relaxation of the water molecules was achieved by two minimizations 
where the coordinates of the solute were successively fixed and restrained by a harmonic 
function holding the coordinates close to their initial state. Once the water molecules 
were relaxed, the system was brought to equilibrium at 300 K by means of two molec-
ular dynamics runs. The coordinates of the solute were restrained using a harmonic 
function during the first 10 ps and released during the following 20 Ps. These steps 
allowed the system to reach the desired temperature without dramatic fluctuations and 
to start the conformational analysis from an equilibrated system. The SHAKE [116] 
algorithm was used to fix the length of bonds involving hydrogen atoms (solvent and 
solute). The trajectory was saved every 0.2 ps during the free MD and analyzed in 
VMD-xplor [117]. 
The stability of the system (solute+solvent) during the simulation was monitored by 
computing the evolution of the available physical parameters 2 . Parameters such as 
temperature, Van Der Waals energy and the improper angle energy were constant 
during the 1 ns simulation, revealing the relative stability of the system over the entire 
simulation. This means that the volume of the thin layer surrounding the peptide 
was constant (otherwise the VDW energy would drop dramatically) keeping the solute 
soaked during the entire simulation. The stability of the improper energy, arising from 
the solute, shows that the structures were in relatively stable geometries during the 
calculations (Fig. 5.13). 
2  The pressure and the volume cannot be controlled in XPLOR. 
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Figure 5.13: VDW energy, impropers energy and temperature monitored over the 
entire unrestrained molecular dynamics run. 
In order to gain a more quantitative insight into the conformational flexibility of the 
compounds, the dihedral angles of the peptide core and the distances of the putative 
hydrogen bonds were followed over the course of the simulation. The values of the 
dihedral angles bi and 4+1  are interdependent and, because most of the experimental 
data available are related to these angles, they are the focal point of the following 
analysis. The rmsd of the entire peptide backbone that encompasses both rings and 
that of the CRGDC loop only were also computed. The comparison of these two types 
of rmsd is expected to give an indication about the flexibility of the RGD motif. 
Free molecular dynamics in water 
The standard deviations for 0 angles during the simulation are summarized in Table 
5.10. Previous studies showed that fluctuations of c.a. ±40° for the backbone dihedral 
angles are not to be interpreted as a conformational change for standard amino acids 
[118, 119]. According to Pfeiffer et al. [120] the standard deviations encountered in 
folded regions of a protein have an amplitude of less than 300.  In the present work, 
except for the 04  angle in P4w and P2w, the standard deviation of the q angles did 
not exceed 32° (Table 5.10). 
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Table 5.10: Average values and standard deviation of the 0 dihedral angles (in degrees) 
during the free molecular dynamics. 
Residue peptidel peptide 2 peptide 3 peptide 4 
Lysi / Lymi -104±15 -116±14 -85+13 -83±12 
Cys2 -123+32 -97±21 -89±14 -89+16 
Arg3 -109±19 -89±11 -72±17 -82±13 
G1y4 101±19 -92±44 121±19 156±72 
Asp5 -90±20 -102±24 -120±23 -113±27 
Cys6 -85±15 -143±20 -100±20 -150±17 
Phe7 -95±15 -87±14 -113±13 -89±24 
Cya8 -116±26 -103±18 -99±21 -109±19 
This suggests that the peptides in water fluctuate around one conformation, albeit to 
a varying degree of flexibility. This flexibility will be examined using the time series 
of the dihedral angles and the backbone rmsd (either those of the CRGDC motif or 
entire backbone). 
In water, fast fluctuations of dihedral angles of order ±20° are observed throughout the 
course of the free molecular dynamics and appear as noise in the trajectories presented 
in Fig. 5.14. In addition, continuous changes or sudden jumps were also observed. For 
example, residues 2 and 3 in P1w clearly display two conformations whereas the ç 
angle varies in a more progressive manner. 
The trajectories for 0 angles (Fig. 5.14) shows that, overall, no concerted motion 
occurs for the peptides in water. For example, despite a large rotation of 04  angle of 
glycine, 4 angles of the neighboring residues in P4w and P2w are not affected. On 
the other hand some correlation can be found for peptide 1 for residues 1-3 or 4-6. 
Nevertheless, these simulations show that the studied peptides do not exist in several 
distinct states and that the molecules can accommodate local flexibility in number of 
ways, resulting in conformations that are close to the original one. The inspection of 
the putative hydrogen bonds shows that the hydrogen bonds 611N . . 4C0 found in 
many experimentally-restrained structures is poorly conserved during the unrestrained 
simulations. The corresponding distance donor-acceptor is systematically above 2.5A 
which is too large to be classified as a hydrogen bond (typically less than 2.4A). This 
distance is well correlated with the fluctuation of the 4755 angle (figure 5.15) which 
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Figure 5.14: Dihedral angle variation of q5 during free MD simulation with explicit 
water. The dihedral angle q5 is plotted as a function of the simulation time (ps). 
suggests that the long-range interactions influence the conformation of 05. 
The rmsds were calculated for the backbone atoms (N,Cl,C)  of the CRGDC loop and 
also for all backbone atoms (Fig. 5.16). These plots shows that the rmsd of the peptide 
core varies in the same way as the loop does in peptides 2, 3 and 4. This contrasts with 
peptide 1 where the RGD loop seems to be less flexible than the rest of the molecule. 
The fluctuations seen during the simulation in peptide 1 (0 to 200 p5 ; 370 to 470 
03 
ps ; 590 to 720 Ps ; 770 to 840 ps and 930 to 1000 ps) (Fig. 5.16) show that there 
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Figure 5.15: Correlation between the Ø (line) angle and the distance 6H  ... 4C0 
(points) for peptide 4 in water. 
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Figure 5.16: Backbone rmsd values with respect to a representative restrained struc-
tures. For comparison, the backbone rmsds of all residues (black) are plotted together 
with the backbone rmsds of the CRGDC loop (red). 
is no direct correlation between the rmsds of the CRGDC loop and the conformation 
of the complete peptide. This indicates that peptide 1 can adopt several low energy 
conformations. According to the restrained structures of peptide 1 (see page 116), 
residues 7 and 8 can show two conformations. These are also observed during the free 
60 
0 
-60 
-120 
—' -180 
1000 
molecular dynamics. These conformational changes account for the large rmsd values 
of the complete peptide backbone observed from 370 ps and indicate that they occur 
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in the 12678 ring while the conformation of the CRGDC ring is largely stable. The 
starting structure can be characterized as having a closed conformation, stabilized by 
an electrostatic interaction between the C-terminal of Cya8 and the amide proton of 
G1y4. 
No characteristic pattern emerged from the analysis of the simulations of peptide 2. 
The backbone rmsds do not seem to correlate with the fluctuations of any one partic-
ular angle. Unlike peptide 1, the conformation of the CRGDC loop fluctuates in the 
same manner as that of the complete peptide backbone (Fig. 5.16). The structures 
extracted from the trajectories confirm that the conformational changes mainly con-
cern RDG residues and the mutual orientation of the 3-4 and 4-5 peptide planes. This 
rearrangement is due to rotations of the 04  and 05 angles. 
The rmsds of the CRGDC loop and the time series of the dihedral angles show a 
stabilization of the peptide 3 after 410 Ps. The analysis of the structures reveals that 
this coincides with the formation of two hydrogen bonds between 6H  ... 2C0 and 
5H  ... 2C0 (Fig. 5.17) that were not seen in experimentally determined structures. 
The orientation of the NH bonds of Asp5 and Cys6 prevents the formation of the 6H  
4C0 bond observed in the experimental structures. As shown in figure 5.14 such 
stabilization is achieved by small but concerted variations of several dihedral angles 
(less than 30°) after 410 Ps. 
B) 
Figure 5.17: Comparison of rmsd of the CRGDC loop (A) and the distances 6H  
2C0 (black) and 5HN . . . 2C0 (red) (B) and 6H  . . . 4C0 hydrogen bond (C). 
Unlike in peptide 3, no hydrogen bonds are seen throughout the simulation for peptide 
4. This absence of hydrogen bond is accompanied by the flip of 04 angle by + 120° and 
the rotation of 4' (-125--*-75°). After 330 ps, the rmsd of the CRGDC loop decreases, 
to 0.5 A and is stable until the end of the 1 ns simulation although no hydrogen 
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bonds stabilize the structure from this point onwards (Fig. 5.16). The backbone rmsd 
increases on the other hand from 0.75 A to 1 A. This is particularly due to the rotation 
Of (-125--65°) 
Fluctuations of the 0 angles indicate that the peptides are not rigid in solution. The 
backbone rmsds of the peptide core (up to 1.5 A, over 1.0 A for the CRGDC loop) 
indicate that peptide 1 behaves differently than the rest. As pointed above, this is 
mainly due to the fluctuations of the five member ring CFBKC of peptide 1 and can 
perhaps be attributed to the absence of substituents in this part of the molecule. The 
rmsds of peptides 2, 3 and 4 are in order of 1 A and 0.75 A for the backbone and 
the CRGDC loop respectively. These relatively small values indicate that the overall 
backbone conformation remains close to the starting structures. Despite starting the 
free molecular dynamics from very similar structures, the outcome of the simulations 
vary with the peptide concerned. The 611N  ... 4C0 bond observed in many NMR 
restrained structures appears to be too weak to conserve the conformation of the start-
ing structures. The analysis of the trajectories show that once the coordinates of the 
restraint molecules are released, competing hydrogen bonds alter the original geome-
try of residues Arg3, Gly4 and Asp5. These hydrogen bonds are temporally formed 
during the free molecular dynamics to create y-turns centered on Arg3, G1y4 and Asp5 
(already observed in the NMR restrained structures). 
Free molecular dynamics in DMSO 
The time series of the 0 angles (Fig. 5.18) show that the geometry of the backbone 
is much more conserved during the free molecular dynamics in DMSO than was the 
case in H2 0. The standard deviations of the q angles do not exceed 24° (Cys6) and 
the values of the backbone rmsds are low (Fig. 5.19). These results indicate that the 
structures in DMSO are significantly more stable than the structures in water. 
The most significant variations concern the 0  angle. This dihedral angle oscillates 
on the time scale of the simulation between two equally populated sites at -105° and 
-155°. The 03 dihedral angle also displays small fluctuations around 400 p5 (-115 to 
-75°) but as its value settles at -115° for the rest of the simulation, this change cannot 
be correlated with the changes seen for 06  angle. 
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Figure 5.18: Dihedral angle variations during the free MD simulation with explicit 
DMSO. 
The average rrnsds of 0.34 A and 0.77 A were observed for the CRGDC loop and the 
entire backbone, respectively. These values indicate that the restrained structure is 
relatively rigid and in a low energy conformation. As already mentioned, only two 
angles rotate during the free molecular dynamics: 46  and  03.  The rotation of the 06 
angle does not correlate with backbone rmsd. This can be explained by the absence of a 
hydrogen bond between Cys6 and the backbone. On the contrary, an increase in rmsds 
(both the entire backbone and the CRGDC loop) at about 400 Ps is accompanied by 
the formation of a hydrogen bond 5HN . . . 3C0 and coincides with the rotation of 03 
angle. This corresponds to the formation of a 3-turn centered on the glycine residue 
which is however not seen in the experimental structures. 
Figure 5.19: Average values and standard deviation of the 0 dihedral angle in explicit 
DMSO for residues 1 to 8 (table). Backbone rmsd of the CRGDC loop (red) and those 
of peptide core (black) computed along the free molecular dynamics trajectory for 1 
ns (graph). 
The energy of the hydrogen bond (4 to 42 kJ/mol) is related to the distance between the 
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acceptor and the donor. These bonds maintain atoms close in space and stabilize the 
secondary structure. The hydrogen bonds seen in the NMR-restrained structures were 
followed over the simulated trajectory (Table 5.11). Three of these hydrogen bonds are 
well conserved during the simulation ( iHN . 7CO 3 7H  ... 1CO and 6H  . . 506). 
However, the hydrogen bond 311N . . 5C0 seen in 85% of the experimental structures 
disappears while the hydrogen bond 5H  . . . 3C0 not observed in experimental struc-
tures is formed in 15 % of the structures during the free molecular dynamics. The 
absence of 311N . . -5C0 and the formation of 511N 3C0 indicates the only dif-
ference between the experimental (see Table 5.19) and the simulated structures, The 
changes of hydrogen bonds corresponds to the rotation of the 03  and 02 angles which 
changes from an equatorial to an axial orientation with respect to the plane formed by 
the backbone. 
Table 5.11: Occurrence of hydrogen bonds seen in NMR restrained structures 
during unrestrained MD simulation of peptide 2 in DMSO: The occurrence is 
calculated as the percentage of donor-acceptor distance less than 2.4 A. The length of 
the hydrogen bond is time averaged over the entire time of the simulation 
Donor Acceptor Occurrence (%) Distance A 
lH'' 7C' 91 2.07 
711N 1C' 89 2.10 
611N 062 96 1.93 
311N 5C' 0 	-- 3.18 
Compared to the peptides in water in general and P2w in particular, the stability of the 
restrained conformer is obvious. The rmsd values are significantly smaller in DMSO for 
both the backbone and the RGDC loop. Compared to the q angle of the experimentally 
restrained structures, 03  is the only significant change which is presumably due to the 
formation of the hydrogen bond between 5H   and 3C0 as previously discussed. 
5.5 Structure refinement protocols - an example of pep-
tide 3 
A detailed analysis of peptide 3 highlights the main structural changes occurring during 
the successive refinement steps. The mean structure was calculated using the command 
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"mean" in MOLMOL and the rmsds compared to the mean structure were computed 
with the "RMSD" command in MOLMOL. The lowest rmsd structure calculated using 
the backbone atoms (residues 2 to 8) was taken as the representative structure of the 
ensemble. 
Lym 1 
LYdO 
Figure 5.20: Representative peptide 3 structures calculated using protocols A (cyan) 
and B (magenta) overlaid using backbone atoms. 
Examination of the dihedral angles of the representative structures of peptide 3 indi-
cates that water refinement has a minor influence on the conformation of the backbone 
(Fig. 5.20). As reported by Linge et. al [91], the water refinement decreases the pre-
cision of the ensemble of structures. The backbone rmsds of peptide 3 are 0.13A and 
0.27A for protocols A and B, respectively. 
The structures calculated using protocol A were refined using the full relaxation matrix 
calculations of protocol C. Full relaxation matrix calculations use, as a input, the cross 
peak volumes extracted from a series of NOESY spectra. These are converted into inter 
proton distances which are iteratively adjusted during the course of the calculations. 
The criterion for convergence is the difference between the measured and calculated 
distances. By analogy with the R value commonly used in crystallography, a calculated 
R value measures the goodness of the fit. The R value is monitored during the full 
relaxation matrix calculations and is used to assess the progress of the refinement. A 
major advantage of the full relaxation matrix approach over the single mixing time 
calculations is that it accounts for the effects of spin diffusion and can therefore more 
accurately relate the cross peak volumes to the inter proton distances. This requires 
the spectra acquired at different mixing times to be processed identically in order to 
generate correct NOE build-up curves. Overall, this reduces somewhat the number of 
cross peaks that can be used, as, for example, overlapping cross peaks or flexible parts of 
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of the R-factor during the full relaxation matrix refinement. 
The first sequence (A to B) corresponds to the refinement in vacuum. The relaxation 
matrix is recalculated 301 times for 1000 steps of MD and 90 steps of minimization. 
The final refinement (B to C) of the structures is performed in water (B to C) using 
3750 steps of MD and 300 steps of minimization. Overall the relaxation matrix is 
recalculated 2620 times. 
the molecule with different tumbling regime. This contrasts with the single mixing time 
spectra where the processing was optimized (e.g. window function, baseline correction, 
noise level, individual integration) to maximize the number of cross peaks. For the full 
relaxation matrix calculations, a tolerance  was set to 0.04 A and the relaxation matrix 
was updated once every 3 steps during the MD. The initial "R" value decreased during 
the course of the refinement (Fig. 5.21) and most of the conformational search is 
achieved by the molecular dynamics and simulated annealing (MDSA). 
For peptide 3 the R value of the starting structure and the final structure were 0.149, 
and 0.126 respectively. The small difference between these two values shows that the 
structures calculated from a single set of distane restraints were already close to the 
refined structures. The overlay of the backbones of peptide 3 calculated with protocols 
A and C (Fig. 5.22) reflects this and shows that similar overall shape of the peptides is 
conserved. The differences are mainly due to rotations of the dihedral angles 0 2 (from 
-129 to -163°) and /'i  from -48 to -3°). 
The relaxation matrix is updated is the atoms move more than the distance tolerance. The distance 
set by the tolerance compares the calculated position and those at the last update of the relaxation 
matrix 
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Figure 5.22: Representative peptide 3 structures calculated using protocols A (cyan) 
and C (magenta) overlaid using backbone atoms. 
Representative structures calculated using the protocols A and C are shown in Fig. 
5.23 
Lym 1 
rg3 
Figure 5.23: Comparison of the representative structures of peptide 3 calculated using 
protocol A (cyan) and C (magenta). Residues which underwent the largest conforma-
tional change are shown in green. 
Similarly to protocol B, the conformational search in explicit solvent using the FRM 
(protocol D) is achieved at relatively low temperature while the empirical parameters 
of the force field (angles and impropers) are weakened and progressively brought back 
to the values defined in the force field. The values of the R factor follow this annealing 
procedure. 
Starting from the FRM refined structures in vacuum, the R factor falls from 0.126 to 
the final value of 0.111 and the final structure (0.110) is similar to the starting one as 
shown in Fig. 5.21. 
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5.6 A comparison of structures calculated in vacuum and 
water 
In the following, the structures calculated using the FRM in vacuum (protocol C) and 
water (protocol D), with exception of peptide 1 calculated in vacuum with protocol A 
and in water with protocol B, are compared. The conformations of the representative 
structures are showed in Fig. 5.26 for the structures calculated in vacuum and in water. 
Table 5.12 shows the distance between the carbonyl of residue 4 to the amide proton 
of residue 6 where a hydrogen bond was found in several structures. 
Table 5.12: Distances between 611N  and 4C0 in NMR restrained structures calculated 
in vacuum and water (A). 
Structure P1w P2w P3w P4w 
Vacuum 2.68 3.04 2.99 3.11 
Water 1.84 2.53 2.25 2.10 
Although the conformational changes can best be visualized using a single, closest 
to the mean structure, analysis of an ensemble of structures (typically 20) is equally 
important in order to evaluate their convergence of structures. For peptide 1, water 
refined structures converged to two conformations that differed, in particular, in 07 
and 08  dihedral angles as indicated by their large standard deviations (Table 5.13). 
This is also the reason why these dihedral angles are so different from those of other 
peptides. During the refinement in water, changes of <30° occur for the 02, 03 and 05 
angles. These however, did not dramatically change the conformation of the backbone 
but rather increased the frequency of the occurrence of the hydrogen bond 6H  . 4C0 
(50% in vacuum vs. 95% in water). 
The conformation of peptide 2 is essentially the same for the structures calculated in 
vacuum and in water although the precision of the latter set of structures decreased. 
This can be seen from the increased rmsd of the backbone atoms (Tables 5.7 and 5.9) 
and those of dihedral angles (Table 5.13). The only systematic change occured for V58 
which rotated from 70 to 105° albeit without modifying the conformation of the peptide 
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5.6 A comparison of structures calculated in vacuum and 
water 
In the following, the structures calculated using the FRM in vacuum (protocol C) and 
water (protocol D), with exception of peptide 1 calculated in vacuum with protocol A 
and in water with protocol B, are compared. The conformations of the representative 
structures are showed in Fig. 5.26 for the structures calculated in vacuum and in water. 
Table 5.12 shows the distance between the carbonyl of residue 4 to the amide proton 
of residue 6 where a hydrogen bond was found in several structures. 
Table 5.12: Distances between 611N  and 4C0 in NMR restrained structures calculated 
in vacuum and water (A). 
Structure P1w P2w P3w P4w 
Vacuum 2.68 3.04 2.99 3.11 
Water 1.84 2.53 2.25 2.10 
Although the conformational changes can best be visualized using a single, closest 
to the mean structure, analysis of an ensemble of structures (typically 20) is equally 
important in order to evaluate their convergence of structures. For peptide 1, water 
refined structures converged to two conformations that differed, in particular, in 07 
and 08  dihedral angles as indicated by their large standard deviations (Table 5.13). 
This is also the reason why these dihedral angles are so different from those of other 
peptides. During the refinement in water, changes of <30° occur for the 02,  03 and 05 
angles. These however, did not dramatically change the conformation of the backbone 
but rather increased the frequency of the occurrence of the hydrogen bond 611  . . . 4C0 
(50% in vacuum vs. 95% in water). 
The conformation of peptide 2 is essentially the same for the structures calculated in 
vacuum and in water although the precision of the latter set of structures decreased. 
This can be seen from the increased rmsd of the backbone atoms (Tables 5.7 and 5.9) 
and those of dihedral angles (Table 5.13). The only systematic change occured for 08 
which rotated from 70 to 105° albeit without modifying the conformation of the peptide 
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Figure 5.26: Vacuum (cyan) and water (magenta) refined structures of cyclic peptides 
1-4. Significant differences between the two sets of structures are indicated in green. 
core. Similarly to peptide 1, the frequency of 6H  . . 4C0 hydrogen bond (30% in 
water vs 20% in vacuum) accompanied by s
hortening of the interatomic distance (2.53 
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vs 3.05A) occured. 
The modification occurring in peptide 3 were discussed in section 5.5. 
In peptide 4 the largest rotations are observed for angles 02, 02, b3 and V58 (table 
5.13). During the water refinement, the 06  angle converges to 1600  for one of the two 
conformations (1300  and 1600)  present in vacuum. Also in this peptide, the refinement 
in explicit solvent brought the 6H' and 4C0 atoms closer in space (3.11 to 2.10 A for 
the closest-to-mean structures) and favored the formation of a hydrogen bond (increase 
from 5% to 35% of the population of the NMR structures). Once again this distance 
shortening was accompanied by small changes in average backbone dihedral angles of 
G1y4 (117, -78 vs. 104, -70) and Asp5 (-115, 49 vs. -101, 68). 
The agreement between the calculated structures and the dihedral restraints was im-
proved in water refined structures as can be seen from the decreased dihedral energy in 
water and the formation of hydrogen bonds in between 611N and 4CO in most of the 
structures. This situation is illustrated by the 05 angle of peptide 4 (Ramachandran 
plots in Fig. 5.9) 
Table 5.13: Summary of the backbone dihedral angles of peptides 1 to 4 calculated by the FRM in vacuum (protocol C) and in water 
(protocol D). The mean values and the standard deviations are calculated for each residue. 
Residues P1w P2w P3w P4w 
dihedral angles  
vac. wat. vac. wat. vac. wat. vac. wat. 
1LYS or 1LYM -95±2 -92±4 -120±2 -105±15 -73±8 -110±13 -119+2 -117±7 
2CYS -136±15 -151±6 -165±9 -147±15 -152 ± 11 -150 ± 7 -175+3 -146+9 
3ARG -160+6 -138+15 -119±2 -112±10 -119±0 -115+4 -118±3 -117±3 
4GLY 115±14 115 ± 20 169±12 151±30 126+13 125+27 117±6 104±18 
5ASP -85±12 -85+4 -108±18 -113±18 -113±2 -105±22 -115±6 -101±12 
6CYS -167+ 7 -171 ±10 -149±8 -144±18 -144+6 -160+7 -140±4 -150±10 
7PHE -70±11 -79+11 -125±8 -110±14 -93+9 -94±13 -90±15 -109±19 
8CYA -73±9 -97+39 -116 ±20 -117+20 1 	-125 +8 -112 +18 1 -128±5 -133±10 
& dihedral angles  
1LYS or 1LYM 39±4 24+8 69±5 63+10 -16+13 36±15 48±5 59+8 
2CYS -164+6 172±4 158+8 166±10 160±4 169±10 141±6 162±10 
3ARG 80±17 88+18 89±12 89+23 124±12 78±15 134+4 107±18 
4GLY -85±13 -67+12 -97±12 -101+21 -82±3 -78±14 -79±7 -69+7 
5ASP 73±12 50±12 60±6 75±21 47+3 67+7 49±3 68±6 
6CYS 170±8 172±4 154+5 158+8 162+9 166±7 144±17 160±11 
7PHE -15.4+7 12±46 110±15 102±20 90+6 89±15 86±6 72±8 
8CYA -83+8 -116±5 1 	70±14 105±29 46+25 92±41 1 95±14 137±18 
C) 
CA 
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Consequences of water refinement 
The structures of peptides 2, 3 and 4 obtained by a full relaxation matrix protocol 
in explicit water refinement adopt similar conformations, even more so than the full 
relaxation matrix structure in vacuum. The backbone rmsd for the closest-to-mean 
structures overlaid on residues 2 to 8, dropped from 0.45 to 0.36 A in water refined 
structures. There is good experimental evidence to show that the conformations of 
these compounds are indeed similar: structure calculations carried out in explicit sol-
vent indicate the presence of a hydrogen bond between 6H   and 4C0 in many water 
refined structures (Table 5.12). These are supported by low temperature coefficients 
observed for this 11N  in all compounds. The analysis of chemical shifts presented in 
section 5.8.1 supports the notion of a similar conformation between the studied pep-
tides. 
5.7 A comparison of the final structures of peptides 1-4 
in water 
The structures refined in an explicit solvent are more realistic than their vacuum coun-
terparts. As mentioned above, the peptide cores, after final refinement in water, tend 
to converge toward a similar conformation. This is confirmed by the analysis of di-
hedral angles from the ensemble of structures (Table 5.13), which show no significant 
differences for the majority of angles (Fig. 5.27). The only considerable difference 
concerns the angles 07 and qs  of peptide 1. Figure 5.27 shows the dispersion of the 
dihedral angles for peptides 1 to 4. 
Due to nonstandard structural elements, residues 7 and 8 are not recognized as peptides 
by MOLMOL and are therefore not presented in Fig. 5.27. As mentioned above, 
dihedral angles 07  and  08  can take two conformations in peptide 1 at (-90±10 , 76±15) 
and (-143h30 , -115±4) or (-73±7 , -16±7) and (-73±10 , -116±5). The two sets of 
structures differ in the orientation of the amide group in residue 8. The values of the 
dihedral angle in the first set of structures are very similar to those calculated for the 
other peptides. In these the carbonyl group of residue 8 points out of the peptide ring. 
This contrasts with the second set of structures where this group points inwards and 
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Figure 5.27: 
Dihedral angles of the ensemble of structures calculated using protocol D 
(or B for peptide 1) versus residue number in peptide 1 (black), 
2 (red), 3 (grey) and 
4 (blue). The 4 
and angle are plotted in the upper and lower parts of the figure, 
respectively. 
is close in space to the amide proton of G1y4. 
Particular attention is paid to the angle 037 
as this is always pushed to the edge of 
the allowed region when the dihedral restraints are used. This results in a very small 
standard deviation of this angle. Based on the values of the coupling constants (Table 
4.6), the 03 angle was restrained to -90±30' 
for the peptides 2, 3 and 4 with the 
resulting structures showing values close to 
1200 (this angle was not restrained for 
peptide 1 because of the lack of value of the coupling constant 3JHNCP). 
Calculations 
performed without dihedral restraints show that the 03 
converges to values between 
1100 and 1600. The mean values for peptides 2, 3 
and 4 were -116° 3  -125°, -131° 
respectively which are close to those calculated with the dihedral angle restraints. 
Despite such small differences, the fact that the angles are pushed towards the edge of 
the allowed region indicates that the distance restraints are not compatible with the 
dihedral restraints which was interpreted as a sign of flexibility. 
Figure 5.28 
shows an ensemble of the water refined structures for peptides 1 and 
2 to 
4 (see 5.3). 
Two different views for each peptide illustrate the fact that the structures 
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share very similar conformations. 
C..?' 
'1: 	0 
Figure 5.28: Peptide backbones overlaid for an ensemble of 20 l owest-energy refined 
structures P1w (black), P2w (red), P3w (grey) and P4w (blue) structures. 
The closest-to--mean structures from the ensembles of structures shown in Fig. 5.28 
are overlaid in Fig. 5.29. Figure 5.30 shows the structures including side chains. 
Figure 5.29: Stereo-views of the backbone of the representative structures of peptides 
1 (red), 2 (green), 3 (cyan) and 4 (magenta). 
Conformation of side chains was analyzed using x1 
angles. A statistical approach was 
used to determine the population of side chain rotamers in peptides using the Pachler's 
equations as explained in section 4.4 [106, 108, 110, 111, 121]. In the peptides in water 
the HO protons of residues 2, 7 and 8 are strongly coupled or degenerate - which by itself 
is a sign of conformational averaging. The coupling constant extracted from residues 
1, 3, 5 and 6 and the intensity of the NOE cross peaks indicate that conformational 
averaging takes place also for these residues. Experimental data thus indicate that the 
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Figure 5.30: Com
parison of the structures also showing side chains for pep-
tides: 
1 (red), 2 (green), 3 (cyan) and 4 (magenta). A and B show two different 
views, C an overlay of peptides 1-4; D Ramachandran plot for the residues 2 to 7 of 
the structures shown in C. 
side chains of the peptides are not rigid, and are involved in conformational exchange. 
This also applies to the cysteine side chains with a consequence that no preferred 
conformation could be established for the disulfide bridge. The HO protons of Cys2 
residue are degenerate or strongly coupled, therefore no coupling constant could be 
extracted for the Cys2 xi angle. The coupling constants extracted for Cys6 
x' con-
verged towards a dihedral angle of 120° which is impossible 
considering the geometry 
of the side chain. Together, these data suggest that the disulfide bridge undergoes a 
conformational averaging in all the peptides in water. 
The Rainachandran plot given in Fig. 5.30D illustrates the similarities between the 
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conformations of peptides 1-4. These similarities must be supported by the experi-
mental data that were not used to restrain the structures: temperature coefficients 
and chemical shifts. These will be inspected next. 
5.8 Consistency of the calculated structures with NMR 
data 
Unlike proteins, where the overall shape of the backbone is determined by long-range 
interactions, the conformation of small peptides is driven by short range interactions. 
The structures of studied peptides were solved by converting NOEs and vicinal coupling 
constants to geometrical restraints and using molecular dynamics calculations. It was 
observed that omitting or adding restraints could dramatically change the shape of 
the molecules without creating violations. Therefore, it is essential that the structures 
obtained are cross-validated against a different type of data than that used to derive 
these structures and also additional experimental data that were not used during the 
process. Here we look first at the relationship between the backbone dihedral and the 
cross peaks. 
It can be observed that in the peptide structures, 0 dihedral angles are restricted to 
the region (0 , 1800) and 1 falls in the region between 0 and +1800  (apart from the 
glycine and 07  which adopts two conformations). These conformations are supported 
by the cross peak intensities observed in the 2D NOESY and ROESY spectra for intra- 
and sequential cross peaks. The comparison of the distances (related to the intensities) 
d,,,, (i, i) and d,,,,, (i, i+ 1) shows that dflQ (i, i+ 1) is systematically shorter than dna(i, i). 
Meanwhile, due to the geometry of amino acids, the distance d(i,i) can oscillate 
between 2.8 A and 2.2 A [79] which means that dna(i,i+1) must be shorter than 2.8 
A. This distance corresponds to a positive value for the b angle. Now, considering 
that the distance d(i,i+1) in the favorable positive regions for 0 varies between 2.2 
and 2.6 A, the distance d(i,i) must be larger than 2.6 A. Alongside with the weak 
(i, i + 1), these observations match with a combination of 0 - angles of the 6-sheet 
region of the Ramachandran plot and confirm the results of the calculated structures. 
All of the bicyclic peptides share an identical peptide core and are structurally homo- 
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geneous. The suggested homogeneity of structures can be validated by comparing the 
experimental data such as chemical shifts, temperature coefficients and amplitude of 
the coupling constants between the peptides. 
5.8.1 Chemical shifts 
The chemical shifts are sensitive to the chemical environment and the conformation 
of the molecules and are a good indicator of structural homogeneity/differences. In 
this work the values of the chemical shifts were compared in order to assess structural 
homogeneity between the peptide cores [41]. For peptides 1-4 a comparison of backbone 
chemical shifts is presented in Fig. 5.31. The similarity in ' 5N , C' and H   chemical 
shifts for residues 2 to 6 indicates structural homogeneity of the RGD motif of these 
peptides. Larger differences were only observed for residues 1, 7 an 8 between peptide 
1 and the other peptides. These differences are likely a result of two contributions. 
Differences in the primary structure (attachment of tails to residues 1 and 8 and) and 
conformational differences where residues 7, 8 and CLL link are arranged differently 
in peptide 1. 
5.8.2 Hydrogen bonds 
Hydrogen bonds were calculated in MOLMOL using ensembles of structures and min-
imum acceptor-donor distance of 2.4 A and maximal (0—H-N) angle of 350 
The hydrogen bond 611N . . . 4C0 was observed in many water refined structures (Table 
5.15). The presence of hydrogen bonds in peptides often correlates with low temper-
ature dependence of the donors, the amide protons. A temperature coefficient higher 
than -4.5 ppb.K' has been suggested to indicate H-bonded protons [122, 123]. Ac-
cording to the temperature coefficients of the peptides (Table 4.8), it appears that 
6HN is the only possible donor. Its temperature dependance (-3.5 ppb.K') is lower 
than that determined for the other residues in all peptides where values between -5.0 
and -12.5 ppb.K' were obtained. Large temperature coefficients of other amide pro-
tons in all peptides indicate that these protons cannot be involved in hydrogen bonds. 
However, cyclic peptides are generally less structured than globular proteins, and the 
temperature dependent changes of H   chemical shifts - from which the temperature 
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of the H  , C' and N (top to the bottom) chemical shifts for 
peptides 1 (red), 2 (green), 3 (blue) and 4 (magenta). 
coefficients are derived - must be interpreted carefully [27, 121, 124, 1251. Depending 
on the exchange regime, conformation averaging can also cause temperature depen-
dent movement of chemical shifts. It has also been shown that the ring current of 
aromatic amino acids can lower the temperature dependence of protons in the neigh-
boring residues [551• In all peptides, residues Cys6 and Phe7 are sequential and the 
ring current of the latter could influence the values of the temperature coefficients of 
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611N protons. However, the distance between the phenyl ring and the 611N  proton 
exceeds 7 A in all peptides and the ring current would therefore be observed preferably 
on 7HN  or  8HN  protons which are closer to the phenyl ring than on the 611N  proton. 
The presence of a hydrogen bond 611N . 4CO 3 repeatedly found in all peptides is 
consistent with the temperature dependence of 6H   protons. However, considering 
a limit at -4.5 ppb.K 1 , the values of the temperature coefficient indicate that this 
is a weak or transiently formed hydrogen bond. Another supporting evidence for 
the existence of this bond comes from a relatively weak water6HN  cross peak in 
the ROESY spectra indicating that this amide proton is partially protected from the 
solvent. Finally, the line width of the 611N  protons decreases with higher temperature 
for all compounds. This correlates with slower quadrupolar relaxation of 14 N at higher 
temperature causing decreased line broadening. Therefore this amide proton is in slow 
exchange with the solvent and small temperature changes of its chemical shift can 
safely be related to the existence of a hydrogen bond. As illustrated in figure 5.32, this 
contrasts with the amide proton 1H   which shows an increase in linewidths at higher 
temperature, indicating faster exchange with water for all peptides. 
	
Cys6 HN 
	
Lysi HN 
r7.77 Kj\ 
7.88 	7.86 	7.84 	7.82 	 ppm 
	
8.75 	 8.70 	 8.65 	 8.60 	 ppm 
A~'31 17.34 
wV'JL 
7.80 	7.78 	7.76 	1.74 	7.72 	 pp. 
	
8.45 	 8.40 	 8.35 	 ppm 
Figure 5.32: Amide protons 6H  and  1HN  in peptide 1 acquired at 287.77K and 
317.34K illustrate the opposite trends in line broadening of the amide protons at dif-
ferent temperatures. 
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The temperature coefficients of the other residues in all compounds (smaller than -5.0 
ppb.K 1 ) indicate that no stable intra molecular hydrogen bonds are formed in the 
peptides. The temperature coefficients can also be compared to the "random coil" 
temperature coefficients calculated in water at pH 5 [55] (Table 5.14). 
Table 5.14: Comparison of experimental and random coil temperature coef-
ficients ppb.K': The random coil temperature coefficients were measure at pH 5 in 
water. The pH of the peptide solution is described in chapter 3. 
Amino acid Random coil value P1w P2w P3w P4w 
Lysi -7.9 -9.2 -7.8 -7.8 -8.1 
Cys2 -7.4 -5.2 -5.9 -5.0 -5.2 
Arg3 -7.7 -7.5 -7.6 -7.6 -7.7 
G1y4 -7.0 -9.3 -8.6 -8.3 -8.2 
Asp5 -6.4 -8.8 -7.8 -8.0 -8.2 
Cys6 -7.4 -2.7 -3.5 -3.1 -3.5 
Phe7 -8.1 -5.1 -7.1 -6.3 -6.4 
Cya' -8.0 -12.5 -8.6 -8.9 -9.0 
a Without values for unusual residues, Cya was compared to the random coil value of Met 
Experimental temperatures coefficients are similar to those of the random coil values 
for residues 1 and 3, lower for residues 4, 5 and 8 and higher for residues 2, 6 and 7 
(in P1w only). The temperature coefficients smaller than the random coil values can 
be accounted for by fully exposed protons or conformational averaging. The relatively 
high values of Cy2 amide temperature coefficients can be accounted for by partially 
populated turns stabilized by a hydrogen bond. This temperature coefficient could be 
explained by transitory H-bond 2H  . . . 8C observed in some structures (Table 5.15). 
Table 5.15: Population of hydrogen bonds (in %) observed in peptides 1-4. The pop-
ulation with 20 FRM water refined structures of water refined structures. 
Donor Acceptor Peptide 1 Peptide 2 Peptide 3 Peptide 4 
6H 	4C' 	95 	30 	65 	35 
2H 8C 15 30 0 5 
The temperature coefficient of residue 7 in P1w can be explained by the random ori- 
entation of the ring in P1w which decreases the temperature dependence of 7HN.  In 
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other peptides, this orientation is not entirely random as NOE cross peaks are observed 
between Ncc9 and the protons of the phenyl ring, therefore orientating the phenyl ring 
towards Ncc9 and Cya8. 
5.8.3 Structures based on T-ROESY spectra 
T-ROESY 
Test structure calculations were also carried out with the data extracted from ROESY 
and T-ROESY experiments. Calculations performed using ROESY data showed dis-
tance violations involving side chains, presumably because of the TOCSY artifacts. 
The advantage of T-ROESY experiments compared to ROESY experiments is that 
they effectively remove the off-resonance effects and the TOCSY transfers, yielding 
more reliable intensities, albeit with some reduction in cross peak intensities. It was 
noticed that the HN HN region did not give rise to as many cross peaks as seen in 
NOESY spectra. In T-ROESY spectra, it was possible to calibrate the distances us-
ing the isolated spin-pair approximation using the methylene proton cross peak of the 
glycine. The distances were calibrated and given an error of ±20%. 
Nevertheless, the data obtained from T-ROESY spectra yielded structures similar to 
those calculated using one mixing time NOESY spectrum and the set of distances given 
in Table 5.4. SInce the full relaxation matrix was used to calculate the final structures 
for peptides 2-4 and since the NOESY spectrum of peptide 1 at 900 MHz yielded 
accurate structures, T-ROESY experiments were not used for structure determination 
of all peptides. 
Structures of peptide 2 calculated based on cross peak intensities extracted from 200 
ms mixing time T-ROESY spectra can be compared with those calculated using the 
full relaxation matrix approach and a series of NOESY spectra. These structures are 
referred to in this chapter as P2tr and P2frm. Structural statistics of P2tr are given 
in Table 5.16. 
Both ensembles of structures show similar rmsds of 0.35 (C2tr) and 0.37 A (C2frm) for 
20 best structures with similar backbone conformation for almost all residues (Table 
5.17). 
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Table 5.16: Structure statistics for 20 structures of peptide 2 calculated with T-ROESY 
restraints and refined in explicit solvent 
Potential energies DR 
Etot -4192.03 + 237.03 
Ebond 136.80 + 7.88 
Eangle 34.22 ± 5.65 
Eimpro 5.25 + 2.04 
Evdw 528.54 + 36.48 
Enoe 19.36 + 12.00 
Ecdih 0.04 ± 0.08 
Distance restraints used in calculations 98 
Intra., seq., med., adr. 58, 21, 8,0 
Violation > 0.3A 10 
Dihedral restraints used in calculations 9 
Violations > 5° 0 
Pairwise rmsd (A) 2-8 
backbone 0.35 ± 0.13 
non-hydrogen 1.29 ± 0.33 
Table 5.17: Comparison of dihedral angles for structures calculated with FRM and 
T-ROESY data. 
Residues T-ROESY I FRM 
dihedral angles 
Lysi -87 + 5 -105 + 15 
Cys2 -159 ± 14 -147± 15 
Arg3 -111 ± 8 -112 ± 10 
G1y4 156 ± 17 151± 30 
Asp5 -92 ± 8 -113± 18 
Cys6 -135 ± 9 -144± 18 
Phe7 -99 ± 9 -110± 14 
Cya8 -118 ± 19 1 -117 ± 20 
b dihedral angles 
Lysi 10±5 63±10 
Cys2 140 ± 10 166 ± 10 
Arg3 102 ± 16 89± 23 
G1y4 -104 + 12 -101± 21 
Asp5 41±12 75+21 
Cys6 167±7 158±8 
Phe7 91 ± 14 102+ 20 
Cya8 60±35 1 105+29 
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Significant differences were only observed for 'b1 and 08  dihedral angles. The compared 
distances also show that P2tr is somehow more compact that P2frm. This is indicated 
by systematically shorter distances d(cQcO)  in P2tr compared to P2frm (Table 5.18). 
Yet, these distance differences do not have dramatic effect apart from the largest effect 
Table 5.18: Comparison of distances of peptide 2 calculated with the full relaxation 
matrix approach and T-ROESY data.  
Residuel Atomi Residue2 Atom2 dTR  (A) dFRM  (A) dTR-dFRM  (A) 
Lysi ca Cys2 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Lysi Ca Arg3 ca 6.9 7.0 -0.1 
Lysi ca G1y4 ca 9.6 9.8 -0.2 
Lysi Ca Asp5 ca 10.6 11.0 -0.4 
Lysi Ca Cys6 ca 8.0 8.8 -0.8 
Lysi ca Phe7 Ca 8.9 9.3 -0.4 
Lysi Ca Cya8 ca 6.9 7.2 -0.3 
Cys2 ca Arg3 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Cys2 Ca Gly4 Ca 6.0 6.4 -0.4 
Cys2 Ca Asp5 Ca 7.4 7.6 -0.2 
Cys2 Ca Cys6 Ca 5.9 6.3 -0.4 
Cys2 Ca Phe7 C' 7.9 8.3 -0.4 
Cys2 Ca Cya8 Ca 6.7 7.7 -1 
Arg3 ca Gly4 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Arg3 Ca Asp5 Ca 6.8 6.8 0 
Arg3 cc, Cys6 Ca 6.4 7.3 -0.9 
Arg3 cc, Phe7 Ca 8.1 10.0 -1.9 
Arg3 Ca Cya8 C 6.6 9.8 -3.2 
G1y4 Ca Asp5 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
G1y4 Ca Cys6 Ca 5.4 6.0 -0.6 
Gly4 Ca Phe7 Ca 8.0 9.1 -1.1 
G1y4 Ca Cya8 Ca 8.3 10.1 -1.8 
Asp5 Ca Cys6 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Asp5 Ca Phe7 C 7.0 7.2 -0.2 
Asp5 Ca Cya8 Ca 8.9 9.6 -0.7 
Cys6 Ca Phe7 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Cys6 Ca Cya8 Ca 5.8 6.3 -0.5 
Phe7 Ca Cya8 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
seen for Arg3-Cya8 which is the consequence of changes in 0 angles for residues 1 and 
8. This results in a change of the conformation of the bridge connecting residues Lysi 
and Cya8. In fact, P2tr adopts a conformation which is closer to conformations of 
peptides 3 and 4. This can been seen from Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.33. 
Similarly to structures calculated from NOESY data, a hydrogen bond is observed 
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Figure 5.33: The comparison of the the ensemble of structures calculated for P2frrn 
(red), P2troe (black) and peptide 3 (blue). 
between 6H  and 4C0. It is found in 85 % of P2tr structures. 
In conclusion, structures calculated from off-resonance ROESY yielded conformations 
that agreed well with the NOESY-derived structures. It was decided that the full 
relaxation matrix approach using a series of NOESY spectra with different mixing 
times is a better way of determining the inter-proton distances. When signal to noise 
ratio is an issue, the T-ROESY experiment should he used. 
5.9 Structure of peptides 1-4 in H 20 
The conformation of residue 8 and CLL link in peptide 1 are the most significant differ-
ences between this and the other peptides. Residues 7 and 8 exist in two conformations 
in peptide 1; these can be described as closed and open. The closed conformation can-
not exist in peptides 2, 3 
or 4 because of the steric effects of the Ncc residues which 
prevent the carbonyl group of residue 8 from interacting with 411 
N. NOE cross peaks 
between the aromatic ring protons of Phe7 and Ncc9 also point to the existence of an 
extended conformation in peptides 2-4. 
Other than that, the substituentS (metal binding site and Ncc residues) have a neg-
ligible influence on the conformation of the CRGDC fragment as indicated by the 
similarities of all the NMR parameters discussed above. Presumably, the metal bind-
ing site is too far from the backbone and attached to a flexible side chain to have an 
influence on the conformation of the peptides. The influence of the Ncc residue can 
be found by comparing the experimental data of peptide 1 and 2. The chemical shifts 
(HN and C') of Phe7, Cya8 and Lysi are different between the two peptides. The 
value of the temperature coefficients also show that residues 7 and 8 are different. The 
high temperature dependence of Cya.8 for peptide 1 can be related to the flexibility of 
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this residue in the absence of Ncc which can stabilize the conformation. 
Based on the similarity of the NMR parameters and convergence of all peptides to 
similar structures, we can conclude that the conformation of the RGD motif is deter-
mined by the arrangement of the ring formed by CRDGC residues and the disulfide 
bridge. The analysis of experimental data show that the conformation of the disulfide 
bridge is time-averaged. The intensity of NOESY cross peaks related to d'3(i;i) are 
equal for both non-degenerate H'3 protons of Cys6 in all spectra. For diastereotopic 
protons, equal distance would indicate a x'  angle around 1800  which is not consistent 
with the coupling constants related to this angle. The disulfide bond also displays 
signs of flexibility as none of the side chains of CH 02  protons of Cys2 and Cys6 is 
structurally restrained. The analysis of the xl  angle of Cys6 using 'H'C' and 
3 JNHO coupling constants showed that they are not compatible with a single angle; H' 3 
protons of Cys2 are degenerated for peptides 2-4 and strongly coupled for peptide 1. 
The structural flexibility of cysteine side chains contrasts with the relative rigidity of 
their backbones. The size of coupling constants ( 3 JHNHU JHNC' and 3JHNC ) and 
the distances extracted from NOESY spectra strongly indicate that the backbone of 
Cys2 and Cys6 are restrained at 0=150±30° and =150±30°. 
On the other hand, the RGD motif is more flexible. The dihedral backbone angles of 
residues Asp5 and Arg3 tend to be pushed to the edge of the allowed regions leading to 
discrepancies between the distance and dihedral restraints. This is a sign of flexibility 
and can be attributed to the lack of strong hydrogen bonding which would stabilize of 
the conformation of this turn. 
Cyclic RCD peptides are designed to mimic, but at the same time, restrain the flexi-
bility of turns occurring in proteins. The presence of a Gly-Asp dipeptide favors the 
formation of 1311'-turns [126]. The RGD loops in the NMR structures of the studied 
peptides do not meet all the criteria to be classified as beta turns. , dihedral angles 
of glycine (-120, 120) are in agreement with the j311' turn but the conformation of 
residues i+1 and i+2 deviates more than 30° from an ideal dihedral angle of fill' turn 
which is defined by i+1 (60,-120) and i+2 (-80,0). In the loop formed by residues 3 to 
6 (RGDC), the distance between C to C 3 oscillates between 5.9 and 8.2 A and no 
hydrogen bonds connect residues H 2 and C0j because of the equatorial orientation 
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of Arg3 with respect to the peptide ring and the position of the 511N•  The hydrogen 
bond between 6H   and 4C0 seen in the NMR-determined structures influences the 
05 angle pushing the 5H   to point to the outside of the peptide ring. Therefore, the 
GDC turn can be classified as a 'y-turn with dihedral angles of Asp5 occupying ideal 
values of (-79, 69) with an allowed variation of 400  and a hydrogen bond between CO 
and H 3 . 
Another turn occurs in 15%, 30% and 5% of structures calculated for peptides 1, 2 and 
4, respectively. The turn is centered on the Lysi and a hydrogen bond connects the 
residues 8COC and 211N • These small populations are consistent with the temperature 
coefficients of 2HN  which are higher than the random coil values. 
5.10 Structure of peptide 2 in different solvents 
Structural studies of potent RDG-containing cyclic ligands for a33 are often carried 
out in DMS0 [27, 38, 39, 127]. Problems of limited solubility and inefficient NOE 
transfers in H20 have been overcome by several groups using DMSO as a solvent, 
either pure or in a mixture with 1120. In this work, the results in water showed that 
the polyethylene glycol moiety and the metal binding site have no effect on the structure 
of the peptide core. Therefore only peptide 2 was taken forward for NMR studies in 
DMSO. The structure obtained is referred to as P2d. Peptide 2 was also studied in 
pure D2 0 which, when combined with the 1120 data, enabled extraction of a similar 
number of cross peaks as available in DMSO (this in particularly true for 11a  protons, 
which are obscured by the water signal in H 2 0). The P2d structure can therefore be 
compared well with the P2w structure and also with the literature structures of RGD 
ligands of a/33 in DMSO [27, 38]. 
Few examples of NMR structures of cyclic RGD peptides in either DMSO or water 
have been published thus far [27, 39, 109]. However some report experimental param-
eters and comparison of structures obtained in both solvents [36, 128]. These studies 
suggest that the conformations in DMSO are similar to those in water and imply that 
there is less conformational averaging in DMSO compared to water. Locardi et al. [39] 
systematically examined a series of six RGD containing peptides in both solvents and 
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for five of them noticed differences. In some cases a different arrangement of 0-turns 
was observed, in others the absence of coupling constants or NOE cross peaks in one 
of the solvent prevented the comparison of structures in DMSO and water. In the last 
cases, the weight of populations of different conformers was changed. 
Figure 5.34: Conformation of peptide 2 in DMSO (magenta) and water (cyan). 
The NMR-derived structures of peptide 2 in water and DMSO are very different (Fig. 
5.34) .This is despite the fact that a comparison of coupling constants and the temper-
ature coefficients does not indicate such conformational changes (Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 
4.8). However, the coupling constants used are related to the 4 angle, for which few 
differences were observed (05 and 07, Table 5.19). 
A comparison of the backbone dihedral angles illustrates the differences between P2d 
and P2w structures (table 5.19). The non-glycine residues of the P2w and P2d are all 
located in the allowed 3 region of the Ramachandran plot. No significant difference 
can be observed between the 0 
angles of P2d and P2w. This is in line with the 
measurements, carried out in this work, which show similar values of 3JHNHQ 
coupling 
constants in both solvents. However, the values of 0 angles for residues 1, 3, 4 and 5 
(all part of the loops) show large differences. 
The conformation of the disulfide bridge changes dramatically in DMSO. The H 
protons of Cys2 and Cys6 
are brought closer which rotates the disulfide bridge by 
1800 relative to the backbone plane and orients the amide protons of the cysteines 
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Table 5.19: Dihedral angle of P2w and P2d structures: the angles and the standard 
deviation are calculated from an ensemble of 20 FRM structures with solvent refine-
ment. 
Residues Peptide 2 (1120) I Peptide 2 (DMSO) 
dihedral angles 
1LYS -109 ±11 -101 + 14 
2CYS -142± 13 -125± 12 
3ARG -119 ± 2 -147 ± 13 
4GLY 126± 22 118± 16 
5ASP -105± 18 -144 ± 8 
6CYS -135± 12 -118± 11 
7PHE -79± 15 -128.5 ± 13 
8CYA -138± 14 -117 ± 7 
dihedral angles 
1LYS 58± 15 124 ± 14 
2CYS 161 ± 14 121 ± 16 
3ARG 102± 18 55 ± 10 
4GLY -127± 14 -35± 5 
5ASP 76±13 163±4 
6CYS 167 ± 7 133 ± 15 
7PHE 115± 20 83 ± 8 
8CYA 87± 15 61 ± 9 
towards the outside of the ring (Fig. 5.34). The close conformation of P2d is also 
associated with four hydrogen bonds found in P2d structures (compared to one in 
P2w structures). An antiparallel 3-sheet like structure is formed between residues 1-3 
and 6-8 (Table 5.20 and Fig.5.35). The conformation of the RGD loop could not be 
categorized into usual types of turns found for RGD peptides despite the hydrogen 
bond formed between 5H 2 and 3C0. It could be classified as a,3-hairpin connecting 
two antiparallel 0-strands formed by Lysl-Cys2 and Cys6-Phe7. 
Table 5.20: Number and occurrence of hydrogen bonds in peptide 2 in DMSO. The 
hydrogen bond 6H  . . . 50j occurs in all the structures. 
Donor Acceptor Occurrence (%) 
1H  7C' 55 
3H  50 85 
6H' 50ji 40 
611N  5052 60 
711N  1c, 95 
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Figure 5.35: The hydrogen bonds are indicated by blue lines for the peptide core of 
peptide 2 in DMSO (A) and water (B) structures. 
Overall, the conformations found in water and DMSO can be characterized as open 
and closed, respectively. The distances are changed dramatically (Table 5.21). The 
DMSO structure is arranged in a hairpin structure with Gly4 and the side chain of 
Cya8 at its extremities. 
Such large changes of the conformation between the two solvents require a careful 
examination of experimental evidence, particularly as several studies suggested that 
the conformation of the RGD containing peptide does not change in DMSO [36, 128]. 
Distance restraints 
A systematic comparison of NOESY cross peak assignments and their intensities was 
carried out for peptide 2 in order to validate the differences seen between the structure 
of this peptides obtained in different solvents. Chemical shifts, NOE enhancements 
and linewidth of amide protons were sometimes found to be different between H 20 
and DMSO samples. For example, some NOESY cross peaks could be identified in 
DMSO only because of the dispersion of chemical shifts allowed them to be observed 
readily. This does not mean that these cross peaks are not present in water NOESY 
spectra where they could be overlapped with some other cross peaks. A comparison of 
the fingerprint region of the NOESY spectra immediately shows that a larger number 
of cross peaks is present in DMSO. The inspection focused on , , W and 8H6 
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Table 5.21: C C distances for peptide 2 in water and DMSO: Distances for 
residues 1 to 8 calculated with a cutoff of 15 A. 
Residuel Atomi Residue2 Atom2 dDMSO  (A) dw (A) dDMSQ -dw (A) 
Lysi Ca Cys2 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Lysi Ca Arg3 Ca 6.6 7.0 -0.4 
Lysi Ca G1y4 Ca 9.4 9.8 -0.4 
Lysi ca AspS Ca 8.0 11.2 -3.2 
Lysi ca Cys6 Ca 5.5 9.0 -3.5 
Lysi ca Phe7 Ca 5.3 8.9 -3.6 
Lysi ca Cya8 ca 5.9 6.8 -0.9 
Cys2 ca Arg3 ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Cys2 ca G1y4 Ca 6.1 6.4 -0.3 
Cys2 ca Asp5 c& 5.4 8.0 -2.6 
Cys2 Ca Cys6 Ca 4.2 6.4 -2.2 
Cys2 C Phe7 Ca 6.5 7.8 -1.3 
Cys2 ca Cya8 Ca 8.2 7.1 1.1 
Arg3 Ca G1y4 C& 3.8 3.8 0 
Arg3 ca Asp5 Ca 5.3 7.0 -1.7 
Arg3 Ca Cys6 ca 6.5 7.2 -0.7 
Arg3 Ca Phe7 ca 8.9 9.9 -1 
Arg3 Ca Cya8 Ca 11.4 9.6 1.8 
G1y4 cce Asp5 ca 3.7 3.8 -0.1 
G1y4 Ca Cys6 ca 6.9 5.9 1 
Gly4 ca Phe7 ca 9.9 9.2 0.7 
Gly4 cc, Cya8 ca 13.0 9.9 3.1 
AspS Ca Cys6 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
Asp5 Ca Phe7 cci 6.8 7.1 -0.3 
AspS Ca Cya8 Ca 10.1 8.9 1.2 
Cys6 Ca Phe7 C& 3.8 3.8 0 
Cys6 ca Cya8 Ca 6.4 6.2 0.2 
Phe7 Ca Cya8 Ca 3.8 3.8 0 
of residues 1 to 8 (peptide core) and the most structurally important cross peaks were 
analyzed carefully. Two lists of NOE cross peaks were created for each spectrum: 
the first contained only unique occurrences (either cross peaks observed only in the 
water or DMSO NOESY spectra) while the second one contained only common cross 
peaks. The inter proton distances were measured for both compounds using their 
FRM structures and checked against the distance restraints generated from the spectra 
collected in the other solvent. When a cross peak was compatible with both structures, 
the distance was not considered as structurally important. On the other hand, when a 
cross peak from one set was incompatible with the structure obtained with the other 
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set of restraints, it was classified as structurally important cross peak. The existence 
of such cross peaks supports the differences observed between P2w and P2d structures. 
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5.22 where structurally important 
cross peaks are reported. 
Cross peaks Water 	 DMSO 
8H1211N 	+ - 
8H 2 2HN + 	 - 
1H7H1v 	* + 
71P 8H - 	 + 
4H5H 	- + 
lHN6Ha - 	 + 
2Ha 611 	- + (very intense) 
711' 8H - 	 + 
611- 5H" 	- + 
(-) not observed; (+) observed ; () impossible to observe (overlaps or noise) 
Table 5.22: Structurally important NOE cross peaks in DMSO and water: 
The differences reported concerns P2w and P2d. 
The differences in table 5.22 indicate that the segments Lysl-Cys2 and Cys6-8Cya 
are closer in space in the P2d than in P2w structure. This is supported in particular 
by the existence of intense 6H'-2H' and 1jjN7jjN  cross peaks. The identification 
of structurally important cross peaks was difficult for the RGD loop because short 
sequential cross peaks are present in both DMSO and water. 
The 6H'-2H' cross peak is very important as its existence strongly influences the 
final conformation of the peptide: When this cross peak was excluded from the list of 
restraints only a minority of structures converged to the closed conformation. Chemical 
shifts of 6H and 211 protons are very close in both solvents (Appendix F), which 
places their cross peak very close to the diagonal. To ensure that this cross peak 
is not artefactual, e.g. appears because of close diagonal peaks or that its intensity 
is not overestimated, a series of selective 1D NOESY experiments was acquired. The 
separation of the chemical shifts of 2H  and 6H protons was large enough in DMSO in 
order to selectively excite one of them. Proton 611 was chosen and the NOE buildup on 
close by protons was followed by repeating the experiments while increasing the mixing 
time. In water, the resonances of 211 and 611a  were severely overlapped and could 
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of the fingerprint region of NOESY spectra of pep-
tide 2 acquired in 1120 (200 ms mixing time) and DMSO (100 ms mixing 
time): The 11N  resonances are indicated by vertical lines. 
not be to selectively excited. A series of 1D COSY-NOESY was therefore acquired by 
generating the magnetization of 6H in a COSY step followed by a selective NOESY 
transfer from this proton. The COSY transfer started on 6W proton and the 6H,6H 
coupling was refocused prior to the NOESY step. The increase in the intensity of 
signals of 2H' and both 6H protons was followed as a function of the mixing time 
(Fig. 5.37). 
Experiments using a 2 ms mixing time were acquired in order to inspect a possibility 
of any artefactual signals. The results illustrated that clean selective excitation of 
6H in DMSO could be achieved without any partial excitation of proton 2H  (Fig. 
5.37b) and that a sufficient amount of 6H  signal is generated by COSY transfer (Fig. 
5.37f). The intensity of the 2H  proton in a series of 1D NOESY spectra in DMSO 
(Fig. 5.37b-d) increased with the increasing mixing time whilst the intensity of the 
selected 6H proton decreased at the same time. This is to be expected for a pair of 
dipolar coupled protons between which the NOE is building up. Quantitatively, these 
experiments indicates that the enhancement of 2H is slightly less, but still comparable 
with that of 6HO protons. Although the intensity of 2H  is biased by the presence of 
the nearby signal of 6H  in DMSO, the categorization of the cross peak between these 
two protons into < 3.3 A category is justified: H H' intra-residue distances of < 2.9 
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Figure 5.37: Series of 800 MHz NOE enhancements from proton 611' of pep-
tide 2: The panels on the left (A-D) show spectra acquired in DMSO, while panels 
on the right (E-F) show spectra acquired in water. A and E: partial spectra showing 
the overlap of resonances. B-D: 1D NOESY spectra with mixing times 2, 75 and 200 
ms respectively. F-H: 1D COSY-NOESY spectra with COSY transfer 611 611 and 
selective NOESY step from 6H using mixing times of 2,75 and 200 ms. An asterisk 
indicates impurity. 
A are typically observed in proteins [79]. The series of 1D NOESY experiments thus 
confirmed the existence of an intense 2H 611' cross peak observed in the 2D NOESY 
spectra of peptide 2 in DMSO indicating that the atoms 211 and 6H are close in 
space. This contrasts with peptide 2 in water where there is no evidence of spatial 
proximity between these two atoms. As can be seen in the spectrum of Fig. 5.22h, 
only a small hint of 211 signal is visible in the 200 ms mixing time spectrum, with a 
total intensity of only a fraction of the intensity of HO protons. 
Next attention was paid to the disulfide bridge. There should be clear experimental 
evidences in the spectra to confirm the observed change of its conformation (Fig. 5.34, 
5.35) between the two solvents. The position of the disulphide bridge with respect 
to the peptide backbone is intimately linked with the orientation of the H and 11N 
protons of the cysteines. In water, 11N  protons of cysteines point toward the center of 
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the peptide ring whereas in DMSO the H protons are oriented toward the center of 
the molecule. Consequently, in DMSO the H protons are closer in space to the H 
protons of the other cysteine forming the disulfide bond. To illustrate this difference, 
6H protons were extracted from 2D NOESY spectra acquired in 
F2 traces through  
different solvents (Fig. 5.38) and the intensity of 2Ha 61113
2 cross peaks was compared. 
This cross peak is very intense in the DMSO spectrum while very weak in H20. A 
higher intensity of the cross peak observed in DMSO confirmed that in DMSO these 
distances are shorter, leading to a more compact structure compared to structures in 
water 
	
DIISO 6Ha 	 2H8 	
6HB2 
4~5 	4-60 	PPM 
.. 
45 	4.70 DMSO  
H2 
WATER 2118 
4.78 	474 
WATER 
Figure 5.38: Distances 
between 2HN and 6 in P2d and P2w: F2 traces of 6H 
extracted from 2D NOESY spectra acquired in (a) DMSO and (b) D20 
. The 2W 6H 
cross peak is significantly more intense than the 6Ha 
6H  cross peak. The distances 
between 2W 611 0
protons are shown as a dashed line in P2w and P2d structures. 
A comparison of the cross peaks intensities in 2D NOESY spectra acquired at short 
mixing times (55ms) and in both solvents suggests higher flexibility of the side chains 
in water. In general a comparison of 110' 
to HO and H  to II' distances deduced from 
the relative intensities of the corre
sponding cross peaks reports on the conformation 
of the side chains 38, 1051. Nevertheless, it is instructive to compare the d
a13 and 
d13 distances in order to rationalize the differences in the conformation of side chains 
between P2w and P2d structures, e.g. Cys6 in Fig. 5.39. 
In water, the intensities of 1111 H and 11
a H cross peaks are similar as are those 
of 11N n and HN H 
 cross peaks. The implied equidistance involving H protons 
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Figure 5.39: Comparison of (HN  H' ) and (H  H' ) 55 ms NOESY cross peaks in 
water and DMSO for residue Cys6. 
is impossible considering the geometry of the amino acids. The uniform cross peak 
intensity can only be achieved by extensive averaging that takes place on NMR time 
scale. This contrasts with the unequal intensities of the NOESY cross peaks observed 
in DMSO spectra indicating some rigidity. However, as discussed before (chapter 4), 
the analysis of scalar coupling constants did not show any convergence in DMSO. 
Scalar coupling constants 
The 3 JHNH coupling constants are systematically higher in DMSO than in 1120 with 
an exception of Cys2 and Asp5 where their values could not be measured. Their size 
(>8 Hz) strongly indicate a conformational preference in residues 1, 3, 6, 7 and 8. 
These values were used to restrain 0 dihedral angles for these residues. Similarly, 
large 3 JHNHa coupling constant for glycine is interpreted as a sign of rigidity. The 
difference between JHNHQ  and JHNHC coupling constants of G1y4 indicates rigidity in 
P2d where this difference was 4.3 Hz in DMSO and less than 1 Hz in water (Table 4.2) 
[51]. Concerning the x dihedral angles, they could not be restrained in a particular 
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conformation. Similarly to water, the coupling constants did not converged towards 
any of the staggered conformers which indicates a certain degree of flexibility. However, 
the W protons were not degenerate in DMSO, with exception of 211, which contrasts 
with the spectra in water where the HO protons were degenerate for residue 2, 7 and 
8. 
Chemical shifts dispersion 
Rather than directly comparing chemical shifts of corresponding protons in different 
solvent, which is difficult to interpret, we focus on the H' protons and inspect the 
separation of chemical shifts of these diastereotopic protons from the spectra acquired 
at 800 MHz. The HO protons are degenerate (or strongly coupled) in water for residues 
Cys2, Phe7 and Cya8. In contrast, 7HO protons in DMSO are separated by 154 Hz. 
Separation of the 5HO protons has increased to 196 Hz in DMSO from 96 Hz in water. 
Similarly, H  protons of the glycine are 452 Hz apart in DMSO while only 234 Hz in 
water. These data, though qualitative, indicate larger flexibility of the studied peptides 
in aqueous solution. This is in line with observations made by others [129]. 
Temperature coefficients 
The temperature coefficients are significantly higher in DMSO than in water and sug-
gest that more hydrogen bonds are present in DMSO. High temperature coefficients 
are observed for the H   proton of residues 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7. Except for Cys2, for which 
no hydrogen bond was observed, all the other residues were involved in hydrogen bonds 
in the NMR structures of P2d (Table 5.20). 
Chapter 6 
Docking studies of peptides on 
v/33 integrin 
Docking was performed using the AUTODOCK 3.05 [94]. The closest-to-mean water-
refined NMR structures of peptides 1-4 were docked into their receptor using the X-ray 
structure of o/33  integrin solved by Xiong et al. [25]. 
6.1 Interactions of peptides docked into c,/33 integrin. 
6.1.1 Cilengitide 
AUTODOCK was initially used to verify the ability of the program to reproduce the 
complex between Cilengitide and °/33  integrin as well as the structures found by 
Marinelli et al.[29] in docking studies using AUTODOCK. For the most populated 
cluster (22 structures out of 50) (Fig. 6.1A), structures of peptides 1-4 are almost 
identical to those described in the crystal structure and found in docking studies. The 
second cluster found in docking calculations (10 structures) is also mentioned by the 
authors and presented as another possible binding mode (Fig. 6.113). This conformation 
of Cilengitide differs by the orientations of the N-methyl-valine and D-phenylalanine 
residues. In both modes of binding, the RGD triad interact in the same manner with 
the integrin. Rather than the T-shaped interaction with (/3)-T122 of conformation A, 
in the conformation B the hydrophobic peptide residues interact with integrin residues 
(f3)-K253, (/3)-N313 and (o)-I216. 
176 
in 
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Figure 6.1: 
Conformations of Cilengitide in crystal structure and after dock-
ing runs: 
The figures show the two conformations of Cilengitide after docking (con-
formations A and B in yellow and blue, respectively) compared to the crystal structure 
(red). Calcium ion are represented with green spheres. Residues forming hydrogen 
bonds (sticks) from chain c (grey) and /3 (iceblue) 
6.1.2 Peptides 1 to 4 
NMR 
studies have shown that substituents attached to residues 1 and 8 do not modify 
the conformation of the peptide core. Based on this observation, Ncc and Lym residues 
were truncated in order to improve the convergence of the docking and to reduce the 
number of rotatable bonds. 
The clusters of the lowest energy complexes were also the most populated (13/50, 4/50, 
6/50, 10/50 for peptides 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively) with an exception of peptide 2. 
Here the most populated cluster in a complex corresponds to an artifact where the 
truncated Ncc residues interacts with the receptor. These structures had energies 
3.7 
kcal.mot' higher than the lowest energy structure. The lowest energy structures of 
truncated peptides showed that Ncc and Lym do not interact with the receptor and 
these residues are oriented toward the solvent. Overall, the ligand-receptor interactions 
were not perturbed by the truncation of the peptides and it was assumed that the Ncc 
and metal binding site parts of the molecule were not interacting with the binding site 
of the integrin. 
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Figure 6.2: C omparison of peptide 4 
in the bound state using truncated and 
entire peptide: 
The truncated and the entire peptide are shown in orange and green, 
respectively. 
This assumption was confirmed by docking calculations using the entire peptides. The 
convergence of these calculations was not as good as with truncated peptides. More-
over, the analysis based on clusters was more difficult to perform because of the flex-
ibility of Ncc and Lym residues which increased the rmsds of peptide conformations. 
Clustering of the structure with a threshold of 5 A would generally resulted in popula-
tions containing no more that one individual. Hence, due to the degree of freedom and 
the flexibility of Ncc and Lym, no cluster analysis was relevant when entire peptides 
were used. Structures using entire peptides were analysed by comparing them with the 
lowest energy clusters of the truncated peptides. Typically only a few structures of the 
complex containing the entire peptide had similar conformations to the truncated ones. 
This was attributed to the existence of the large conformational heterogeneity of the 
structure of intact peptides. The occurrence of each conformation within 50 calculated 
structures was therefore low. Nonetheless, conformations of the peptide core for the 
lowest-energy structures were very similar for the truncated and intact peptides (Fig. 
6.2). This indicated that the interactions with the protein are predominefltlY mediated 
by the peptide core of the ligand. 
The peptide-protein interactions using the low energy clusters of intact peptides were 
compared to those using the truncated peptides. Similar interactions were observed 
C 
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for both cases. This confirmed that the peptides could safely be truncated without 
affecting the conformational seaich of the lowest energy conformation of the ligands. 
A 
111 
Figure 6.3: Bound conformations of peptides 1 to 4: 
(A) Overlay of the peptide 
cores of peptides 1, 2, 3 and 4 are shown in red, yellow, blue and green respectively. 
(B) Peptide 4 (green) is compared to the crystal structure of Cilengitide (red). 
In addition, the ligand-receptor interactions were similar to those observed with Cilen- 
gitide. Similarly to Cilengitide, side chains of Arg and Asp are in an extended confor- 
mation and point in opposite directions with residue Gly lying at the interface between 
the c and 0 subunits of the integrin. The Arg3 residue of the ligand is inserted into a 
negatively charged groove forming hydrogen bonds between the guanidium group and 
-D150, c-Q180 or c-13218. Side chains of Arg3 also interacts with the phenyl ring of 
a-Y178. The aspartic acid of the ligand forms ionic interaction with the calcium ion of 
MIDAS. However, this residue, unlike Cilengitide, does not interact with /3-11216 nor 
fl-N215. It forms a hydrogen bond between its carboxylate and the side chain of
S123. The interactions of Asp5 with /3-S123, in peptides, increase the distance between 
the receptor and backbone atoms of G1y4-Asp5 (Fig. 6.313). For peptides 1-4 docked, 
the location of the aspartic acid is closer to MIDAS and makes the above interactions 
impossible. The phenyl group of Phe7 is positioned into an hydrophobic pocket formed 
by the side chain of ,3-K125 and 0-Y122 but not at the same location as Cilengitide. 
This difference is a consequence of an extra residue, Cys6, inserted between aspartic 
and phenylalanine amino acids in the peptides which increases the distance between 
the aromatic ring of Phe7 and carboxylate group of Asp5 (Fig. 6.3 B). Residue c-Y178 
is placed between the side chains of Lys and Arg of peptides 1-4 and mainly interacts 
with backbone atoms of Lysi, Cys2 and Arg3 of the ligand. 
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Figure 6.4: Interactions between peptide 1 and 
c03 integrin: The electro-
static potential map of the binding site of the receptor was calculated at pH 7 us-
ing PBB2PQR [130] and CHARMM force field with Ca 
2+ parameters and Adaptive 
Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) 4.0 [131]. Negative and positive charges are indi-
cated in red and blue, respectively. For clarity, only polar hydrogens are shown on 
peptide 1. 
In addition to the above common features, some differences were observed between 
the docked conformations of individual peptides 1-4. In the top cluster of peptide 1, 
the orientation of the lysine residue of the ligand has no preferred conformation. This 
residue forms hydrogen bonds with either c-D148 or 0-D179 in peptide 1. In the case 
of peptide 2, this lysine residue is close to the negatively charged region around c-D150 
but does not form hydrogen bonds. Finally, in peptides 3 and 4, the modifed lysine, 
Lym, does not interact with the receptor. In these peptides, Ncc residues are oriented 
away from the receptor and do not interact with the RGD binding site. 
For truncated peptides, the estimated free energy of binding of the lowest energy 
structures of truncated peptides is similar -34.9, -32.9, -27.6 and -29.4 kcal.mol m  for 
peptide 1, 2, 3 and 4 respctively. Interactions and conformations of the peptides being 
similar, the difference observed between peptide 1/2 and 3/4 can be explained by the 
presence of a positively charged group (Lysine) which interacts with the receptor in 
peptides 1 and 2, which is not present in peptides 3 and 4. 
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Figure 6.5: The interactions of the docked peptides 1 
- 4 (A - D) with the 
receptor: Interacting residues of the receptor are indicated using sticks. Docked 
peptides are represented by yellow sticks. 
6.2 Conclusions. 
Docking studies showed that the binding mode of peptides 1-4 to cI33 integrin is 
similar to that of Cilengitide. Three sites are essential for the binding of these ligands 
to the a03 integrin [29, 1321: the positively charged pocket around MIDAS where the 
aspartic acid of the RGD peptide binds, the negatively charged pocket around o-D 150, 
c-Q180 and ü-D218 and hydrophobic interactions with /3-K125 
and 0-Y122 (Fig. 6.4). 
All these were also confirmed by the docking studies. 
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The conformation of the peptides is suitable to position Arg, Asp and phenyl group 
into the three pharmacophoric points which are believed to be essential for a specific 
interaction of RGD peptides with a/33 integrin. The presence of Ncc or the metal 
binding site do not conflict with the binding mode of the peptides. 
Chapter 7 
Discussion 
7.1 Summary of the measured coupling constants 
Several NMR methods were tested for their suitability for the measurement of coupling 
constants of the small cyclic peptides. Inevitably, some methods were unsuccessful, 
delaying the progress. The set of experiments that were found to work well are w1-
filtered TOCSY experiments ( 13 C and ' 5 N HETLOC), refocused/decoupled HMBC 
for the determination of heteronuclear coupling constants and 'H-' 5N HSQC, 1D 
TOCSY and a combination of 1D TOCSY and 1D COSY. The other experiments 
considered were not suitable because of inadequate sensitivity or complications with 
extraction of coupling constants. Within the suite of experiments used, some work 
only for intra-residue coupling constants, while others can also provide the inter-residue 
coupling constants. In this regard they are complementary. 
7.2 A structural comparison of RGD peptides binding 
vI33 
The structures of several ligands selectively binding a/33 integrin have been solved 
using NMR spectroscopy [27, 38, 39, 1271 or free molecular dynamics filtered by NMR 
data [36, 37]. One of the most potent ligands, Cilengitide [27] (under clinical trial) 
has also been co-crystallized with the a,/3 integrin [25]. This structure provided a 
valuable insight into the binding of RDG ligands to integrins. Until this structure 
appeared in 2002 (pdb code 1L5G) [133] the specificity of RGD ligands was thought 
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to require a distance between the ArgC 1 - AspCO atoms shorter than 6.7 A [38, 39, 
1271. This distance was based on studies of RGD containing cyclic peptides and their 
selectivity toward the c/33 integrin carried out by Kessler et al. [40, 411. However, the 
solution structure of the most potent ligand for the aV 133 integrin, Cilengitide, showed 
that this distance is 8.0 A and made the authors withdraw their claims regarding 
the distance between the 0 3 atoms. According to the crystal structure and docking 
studies carried out [29], simultaneous binding of the a and ,@ subunits of the integrin 
would be impossible for shorter distances between the 0 3 atoms. We are therefore 
going to compare cyclic RGD peptides 1-4 with the crystal structure of Cilengitide in 
complex with av133  [25]. Also available are the 3D coordinates of one peptide originally 
isolated from a phage-display peptide library. This peptide containes 4 cysteins that 
spontaneously forms two isomers with different combinations of disulfide bonds. The 
binding of these isomers was tested and their structures were solved by NMR in DMSO 
by Assa-Munt et al. [38]. One of these cyclic peptides was found to be a potent ligand 
for the a03 integrin (pdb code 1FUV). 
Cilengitide 
The rational design of RGD pentapeptides by Kessler's group led to a highly selective 
and active ligand for a/3 integrin: cyclo(RGDf-N(Me)V-) or Cilengitide [27]. The 
structure of this peptide was solved by NMR in water and DMSO, however the coordi-
nates of these structures are not available. In water, the restrained molecular dynamics 
showed conformational averaging of Cilengitide where only the turn centered on the 
Arg is distinct, the others turns are distorted. The water structures of this cyclic pep-
tide contain 'yj - - -y j turns with residues Arg, Gly and Asp occupying the central 
positions. However, when the free molecular dynamics in water was performed the 
above structural elements were only present for 36%, 31% and 15% of the time, respec-
tively. The flexibility of this compound was also manifested by the lack of a preferred 
conformation of side chains. The free molecular dynamics also revealed backbone flex-
ibility, particularly associate with the glycine, whose angle showed oscillations up to 
70°, while only 40° deviations were observed for arginine and phenylalanine. Overall, 
a single conformation was not able to satisfy NMR data obtained in DMSO indicating 
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large flexibility also in this solvent. No major differences were observed between the 
structures in DMSO and water. 
Based on the published NMR data [27], the compounds share some common features 
with the solution structure of Cilengitide. The values of the proton-proton (3 JHNH 
3JHaH 3 and 
3 
JH111
) coupling constant in water are similar for the RGD part. Further- 
2 	 3 
more, the free molecular dynamics also shows several hydrogen bonds (stabilizing the 
7-turn) appearing during the prequilibrium period and distorting the NMR restrained 
structures at the position reported by Kessler on residues Arg, Gly and Asp. However, 
none of these appear to be stable during the free molecular dynamics runs. Regarding 
the NMR data, the main difference concerns the interpretation of the temperature co-
efficients. In all peptides, there is no line broadening observed at higher temperature 
for 11N  protons thought to be involved in a hydrogen bond (Cys6). The temperature 
coefficients are also different for the RGD loop. In Cilengitide glycine has the highest 
value (the least negative). This indicates that the structure of all peptides is different 
and perhaps more rigid as also indicated by lower standard deviation (typically 20 0 ) 
of the 0 angles observed during the free molecular dynamics. 
The coordinates of the peptide in a bound state are available via Xiong et. al. (2002) 
who co-crystallized Cilengitide with the a03 integrin. A comparison of NMR struc-
tures of peptide 2 in water and DMSO (structures P2w and P2d) with Cilengitide 
bound to av03 integrin (Fig. 7.1) shows that the RGD motif of P2w is very similar to 
that of Cilengitide (backbone rmsd of heavy atoms of RGD, 0.41 A). The side chains 
(Arg and Asp) are oriented in the same manner in both peptides. The distances be-
tween the CO of the side chains are also similar with 9.OA for the ensemble of peptides 
1-4 against 8.9A for the crystal structure of Cilengitide. This contrasts with the P2d 
structure solved in DMSO were the residues 2-6 of peptide 2 form a,3 hairpin. The 
distance between the 0t3 of the side chains is 6.9 A. The backbone rmsd of the RDG 
heavy atoms of 0.69 A is also higher than with the water structure P2w (Fig. 7.1). 
The X-ray structure shows that the aromatic ring of the Phe residue of Cilengitide 
participates in the binding. The distance between the phenyl ring and the RGD loop 
is, in peptides 1 to 4, necessarily larger due to the inclusion of an extra amino-acid 
(Cys6) between the aspartic acid and the phenylalanine. Cross peaks observed between 
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Cilengitide and P2w 
	 Cilengitide and P2d 
Figure 7.1: RGD heavy atoms of Cilengitide overlaid with P2w and P2d backbone 
atoms of RGD. 
the aromatic protons of Phe and the Nec residue protons indicates that, in peptides 
2-4, this ring is in contact with the PEG moiety. This may affect the affinity of the 
binding. 
Peptide from phage display library, 1FUV 
The structure of a bicyclic undecapeptide whose sequence is ACDCRGDCFCG with 
disulfide bonds 2-10 and 4-8, has been solved in DMSO by Assa-Munt et al. [38] The 
authors used distance restraints, chemical shifts restraints and dihedral restraints to 
calculate the structure. The dihedral angle restraints were only used when 3 JHNH 
was larger than 8.0 Hz. Sides chains x' angle were restrained through a comparison 
of and This peptide forms two cycles via cysteine disulfide bridges. One of 
the isomers (1FUV) shows high specificity toward the a/33 integrin. The structure 
presents a distorted 3I-turn and a distance lower than 7 A between the COof Arg and 
Asp of the RGD loop. Contrasting with the structure of Cilengitide, the vector CC 
of the arginine and the aspartic acid of the RGD motif are almost parallel which brings 
the side chains of these residues relatively close in space. The Ramachandran plot of 
the ensemble of structures deposited in the PDB was inspected. This plot indicates 
that the residue Arg5 and Cys2 are pushed towards the edge of the region allowed by 
dihedral restraints (figure 7.2). 
The Ramachandran plot reveals that the distance restraints and the dihedral restraints 
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Figure 7.2: Ramachandran plot of the 10 best structures of 1FUV. The boxes indicate 
residues with dihedral angles that are pushed to the edge of the allowed region which 
residues Arg5 and Cys2 were set to 105±50 and 93±45, respectively. The regions of 
Gly6 and Asp7 are indicated by circles. 
did not converge toward the same conformations. This reinforces the interpretation 
of the data that, in this structure, the flexibility of the 1FUV peptide is not fully 
accounted for. In this work, it was also the case for the water-refined structures and 
residue Arg3. 
1FUV and P2w 
	 1FUV and P2d 
Figure 7.3: Heavy backbone atoms for the RGD motif 1FUV overlaid with P2w and 
P2d. Only the sequence common to FUV and peptides 1-4, CRGDCF, is represented. 
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The geometry of the backbone of 1FUV differs from that of P2w and P2d structures. 
First, the overall geometry of the peptide backbone is rather planar in all peptide 
while the structures of 1FUV is kinked. Focusing on the common sequence CRGDCF 
a better overlay is possible between 1FUV and P2d (1.62 A) than between 1FUV and 
P2w (2.50 A). The distance between ArgCa and AspC 3 is 6.9 A in 1FUV is identical 
to the one measured in P2d (6.9 A) and shorter than in P2w (8.9 A). Similarly to 
P2d structures, 1FUV forms a closed structure. Nethertheless, there are significant 
differences between the 1FUV structure and the structures of peptides 1-4. The amide 
protons of the CRGDC motif point towards the inside of the ring (located in. the 
inner part of the motif) in 1FUV whereas their orientation alternates in P2d and P2w 
structures which allows for hydrogen bonds to be formed. The Arg and Asp side chains 
(C'C'3  vectors) are both perpendicular to the plane of the turn in the 1FUV similar 
to P2d structure while they are more in the plane of the peptide ring in P2w. The 
position of the disulfide bridge relative to the peptide ring for 1FUV is similar to P2w 
(above the plane) and H  protons are pointing outside of the peptide ring in 1FUV 
which is the opposite in P2d (beneath the plane) (FIg. 7.3). Also, the phenyl ring in 
1FUV structures is close to the RGD motif whereas this group is distant from the loop 
in peptides 1-4. A comparison of the dihedral angles (Table 7.1) clearly shows that the 
shape of the molecules are completely different. This contrasts with relatively similar 
NMR parameters of 1FUV and peptide 2 in DMSO. 
The temperature dependence of the amide protons for the RGD loop resembles those 
obtained for P2d and also the 3 JHNH coupling constants are similar. However, several 
differences can be noticed. The chemical shifts of the amide protons of the first cysteine, 
Asp and Phe residues show differences of more than 0.1 ppm. Significant difference 
can also be seen for temperature coefficients of the first cysteine. Similarly to P2d, 
the cysteines surrounding the RGD motif show a large line broadening (no coupling 
constants could be measured). On the other hand the H   proton of the aspartic acid 
of the RGD loop is not broadened, which contrasts with peptides 1-4. 
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Table 7.1: Compared dihedral angles of 1FUV, P2w and P2d for the common sequence 
CRGDCF: the angles and the standard deviation are calculated from an ensemble of 
20 structures. 
Residues 1FUV 	I P2w P2d 
0 dihedral angles  
Cys -54 ± 3 -142± 13 -125± 12 
Arg -154 ± 1 -119 ± 2 -147 ± 13 
Gly -108 ±12 126± 22 118± 16 
Asp -125 ± 7 -105± 18 -144 ± 8 
Cys -91 ± 5 -135± 12 -118± 11 
Phe -62 ±15 1 -79± 15 -128 ± 13 
dihedral angles  
Cys -111 ± 4 161 ± 14 121 ± 16 
Arg -77 ±12 102± 18 55 ± 10 
Gly 17 ± 8 -127± 14 -35± 5 
Asp -48 ± 7 76 ± 13 163 ± 4 
Cys 35 ±10 167 ± 7 133 ± 15 
Phe 168 ± 5 115± 20 83 ± 8 
Table 7.2: Comparison of the NMR parameters for the common sequence of 1FUV and 
peptide 2 in DMSO. For consistency, the chemical shifts 6H  and SH' are compared 
(ppm) at the same temperature, 20°C. The coupling constant of the glycine residues is 
the sum of the coupling constants observed for each diastereotopic IP protons. Lcoef f 
are the temperature coefficients (ppb.K'). 
Residues FUV 
Ha 	3 JHNHa 2coeff H 
P2d 
 Ha 	3 JHNHa coeff 
Cys 7.69 4.70 8.5 -4.0 7.80 4.62 - -0.1 
Arg 8.49 4.48 8.5 -5.2 8.45 4.39 8.6 -5.3 
Gly 8.37 4.13 3.45 10.3 -5.0 8.40 4.08 3.37 10.4 -6.0 
Asp 8.56 4.56 8.6 -8.7 8.45 4.51 - -7.6 
Cys 7.69 4.71 - - 7.62 4.68 9.7 1.3 
Phe 8.70 4.66 8.6 -4.1 8.41 4.67 8.6 -3.4 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
The structure of four bicyclic octapeptides was determined using an extensive set of 
NMR experiments. These peptides are used as contrast agents in cancer imaging. 
They rely on binding of the RGD motif to the c,33  integrin, which is up regulated 
during angiogenesis accompanying the growth of tumors. The conformation of the 
RGD loop was compared between all peptides and the influence of the substituents 
was assessed. The methods employed discarded, as much as possible, the size problem 
which is closely related to the quantity of available distance information for medium 
sized molecules. This enabled a comparison of structures of all peptides. 
The convergence of structures was achieved by a combined use of the full relaxation 
matrix, coupling constants and refinement in explicit solvent. The full relaxation 
matrix appeared as the best method as the calculated distances rely on the variations of 
intensities of the NOEs. The use of several coupling constants also provides a valuable 
tool for determination of the local geometries of the peptides restraining them to a 
particular conformation. Finally, refinements in explicit solvents were important to 
account for electrostatic interactions and formation of hydrogen bonds. 
As indicated by the chemical shifts, temperature coefficients and coupling constants, 
the conformation of the four peptides is similar. The method employed converged, for 
all peptides, towards comparable structures. In these cyclic peptides, the conjugated 
groups have a local influence. In the case of the polyethylene glycol tail, directly 
attached to the peptide core, the conformational changes are limited to the modified 
residue. The metal binding site, conjugated to the long side chain of lysine, has no 
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influence on the conformation of the peptide core. 
The cyclic peptides form a reverse /3-turn centered on the aspartic acid of the RGD 
motif which, according to free molecular dynamics, competes with other hydrogen 
bonds. Arginine residues present a certain degree of flexibility as revealed by the 
discrepancies observed between the distance and coupling constants restraints. From 
the analysis of the coupling constants related to the side chains dihedral angles and 
the intensities of cross peaks involving HO protons, the side chains of the peptides 
were flexible and no preferred conformation could be identified, including the disulfide 
bridge. 
Based on a similar conformation for all peptides, one peptide was studied in DMSO. In 
this solvent, the conformation was more rigid, stabilized by numerous hydrogen bonds. 
Overall the shape of the backbone changed to a closed conformation arranged in a 
/3-hairpin. Structures in water and DMSO were compared to published structures of 
related compounds, Cilengitide and an RGD containing bicyclic undecapeptide, 1FUV. 
The water structures of the cyclic peptides were similar to those of the Cilengitide, a 
highly active and specific ligand for the a/33 integrin. The orientation of the side 
chain (CC) segments of Asp and Arg relative to the backbone were similar as well as 
the dihedral angle of the RGD motif. The comparison with 1FUV showed that both 
structures adopt a compact conformation in DMSO, but are different despite sharing 
a similar sequence. 
Docking studies were carried out using the structures of peptides 1-4 in water and all 
showed similar binding modes to that of Cilengitide co-crystallysed with a03 inte-
grin. Interactions between the peptides and the receptor were driven by three phar-
macophoric points of the ligand: the guanidinium of the arginine, the carboxylate of 
the aspartic acid and a hydrophic interaction of the phenyl ring of the phenylalanine. 
The RGD motif was found at the interface between the two subunits of the integrin. 
The PEG and metal binding site adopted random conformations above the receptor 
without interacting with the protein and did not influence the binding mode of the 
peptide core with the c/33 integrin. 
Structure determination of peptides in solution is a valuable tool for the design of RDG 
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ligands as the specificity of the peptide-receptor interaction is strongly related to the 
conformation of the ligand. These solution structures can be used as a starting point 
for rational design of more potent ligands or to select receptor subtypes by restraining 
the conformation of the RGD loop and interacting residues. This can be achieved by 
rational modifications using, for example, bulky groups conjugated to the ligand or 
substitutions of amino-acids of the ligand. Using a combination of dihedral restraints 
and full relaxation matrix refinement, as described in this work, conformation of a 
library of RGD peptides can be rapidly accessed and evaluated by docking studies. 
The design of more potent ligands can be supplemented by interaction studies using 
computational methods when no crystal structures of the integrins are available. Inte-
grins head groups can be constructed in silico, by comparing the amino-acid sequences 
of integrins, and used to dock ligands. 
The design of contrast agents for medical imaging is based upon the optimisation 
of the structure of a lead compound. This involves maximising their in vivo effects 
while allowing metal bonding and other ligands to be attached to the core structure. 
However, these modifications might alter the pharmacophoric potential of the lead 
molecule, decreasing the affinity or the selectivity. Based on structural studies of four 
peptidic analogues, it was shown that the conformation of the pharmacophore and the 
binding to cev,33 were not modifed in the presence of functional groups. These peptides 
are therefore attractive templates to which various labelling groups can be conjugated, 
allowing angigogenesis to be detected using different techniques that vary insensitivity 
and spatial resolution. 
Appendix A 
Amino acids: usual and unusual 
letter code 
Amino acid Three letters code One letter code 
Alinine ALA A 
Arginine ARG R 
Asparagine ASN N 
Aspartic acid ASP D 
Cysteine CYS C 
Glutamic acid GLU E 
Glutamine GLN Q 
Glycine GLY G 
Histidine HIS H 
Isoleucine ILE I 
Leucine LEU L 
Lysine LYS K 
Methionine MET M 
Phenylalanine PHE F 
Proline PRO P 
Serine SER S 
Threonine THR T 
Tryptophan TRP W 
Tyrosine TYR Y 
Valine VAL V 
Modified cysteine CYA B 
PEG tail NCC X 
Modified lysine I 	LYM J 
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CNS learn.inp 
flags exclude * 
include bonds angles dihedrals impropers 
end 
7 
structure @residue.mtf end 
parameter 
reset 
end 
parameters 
learn initialize sele=(all) 
mode statistics 
'mode average 
end 
end 
7 
coordinates @compound3_template .pdb 
parameters 
learn accumulate 
end 
remarks verbose 
end 
parameters 
learn 
terminate 
end 
verbose 
end 
parameters 
reduce sele(all) mode=average end 
end 
write 
parameters output=NewParameters param 
end 
stop 
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Appendix C 
Topology file 
set message off echo off end 
autogenerate 
angles=true 
dihedrals=false 
end 
residue LYM 	modified Lysine 
group 
atom N type=NH1 charge=-0.360 end 	atom HN type=H 	charge= 0.260 end 
atom CA type=CH1E charge= 0.000 end atom RA type=HA charge= 0.100 end 
atom CB type=CH2E charge=-0.200 end 	atom HB1 type=HA charge= 0.100 end 
atom HB2 type=HA charge= 0.100 end atom CG type=CH2E charge=-0.200 end 
atom HG1 typeHA charge 0.100 end 	atom HG2 type=HA charge 0.100 end 
atom CD typeCH2E charge=-0.200 end atom HD1 typeHA charge 0.100 end 
atom HD2 type=HA charge 0.100 end 	atom CE typeCH2E charge -0.200 end 
atom HE1 type=HA charge= 0.100 end atom HE2 type=HA charge 0.100 end 
atom NZ type=NH1 charge -0.3 end 	atom HZ type=H 	charge 0.3 end 
atom CH type=C 	charge= 0.480 end begining of the link 
atom OH typeO charge=-0.480 end 	atom CQ typeCH2E charge=-0.200 end 
atom HQ1 typeHA charge=0. 100 end atom HQ2 type=HA charge=0.100 end 
atom CI typeCH2E charge=-0.200 end 	atom HI 1 typeHA charge=0.100 end 
atom H12 typeHA charge=0.100 end atom CK type=CH2E charge=-0.200 end 
atom HK1 typeHA charge0.100 end 	atom HK2 typeHA charge0.100 end 
atom CL typeC 	charge0.480 end atom OL type=O 	charge-0.480 end 
atom C type=C charge= 0.480 end 	atom 0 typeO charge-0.480 end 
atom NOl type=NH1 charge=-0.3 end 1 begining of the matal bindind site 
atom H02 typeH 	charge0.3 end atom CO3 type=CH2E charge-0.2 end 
atom HMI typeHA charge=0.1 end atom HM2 typeHA charge=0.1 end 
atom C06 typeCH2E charge=-0.2 end atom HN1 typeHA charge=0. 1 end 
atom HN2 type=HA 	charge=0. 1 end atom C09 type=CH1E charge=-O.1 end 
atom Hil type=HA charge0.1 end atom Cli typeCH2E charge-0.2 end 
atom HP1 type=HA 	charge=0.1 end atom HP2 type=HA charge0.1 end 
atom C14 type=CH2E charge-0.2 end atom HR1 typeHA chargeo. 1 end 
atom HR2 type=HA 	chargeo. 1 end atom N17 type=NH1 charge-0.3 end 
atom H18 type=H charge=0.3 end atom C19 typeCTh charge=0.1 end 
atom C20 typeCNI charge=0. 1 end atom N21 type=NOH charge=-0.2 end 
atom 022 typeONC charge-0.2 end atom H23 typeHON charge0.2 end 
atom C24 typeCH3E charge=-0.3 end methyl branched @ 7 
atom HS1 typeHA charge0.1 excl=(HS1 HS2 HS3) end atom HS2 typeHA charge=0.1 excl(HS1 
atom HS3 typeHA charge0.1 excl(HS1 HS2 HS3) end atom C28 typeCH3E charge-0.3 end 
atom HS4 typeHA charge=0. 1 excl= (H23 HS5 HS6) end atom HS5 typeHA charge=0.1 excl (H23 
atom HS6 typeHA charge=0.1 excl (H23 HS5 HS6) end atom C32 typeCH3E charge=-0.3 end 
atom HT1 typeHA charge0.1 excl(HT1 HT2 IfF3) end atom HT2 type=HA charge=0.1 excl (HT1 
atom HT3 typeHA charge0.1 excl(HT1 HT2 HT3) end atom C36 typeCH2E charge=-0.2 end 
atom HP3 typeHA charge=0. 1 end atom HP4 typeHA charge=0. 1 end 
atom C39 typeCH2E charge-0.2 end atom HB.3 typeHA charge0.1 end 
atom HR4 typeHA cbarge=0. 1 end atom N42 type=NH1 charge=-0.3 end 
HS2 HS3) end 
HS5 HS6) end 
HT2 HT3) end 
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atom H43 type=H 	charge=0. 3 end atom C44 type=CTM charge=0. 1 end 
atom C45 type=CNI charge=0. 1 end atom N46 type=NOH charge=-0.2 end 
atom 047 type=ONC charge=-0.2 end atom H48 type=HON charge=0 .2 end 
atom C49 type=CH3E charge=-0.3 end 	I methyl branched @ 7 
atom HS7 type=HA charge=0. 1 excl(HS7 HS8 HS9) end atom HS8 type=HA charge=0. 1 excl=(HS7 HS8 HS9) end 
atom HS9 type=HA charge=O. 1 excl=(HS7 HS8 HS9) end atom C53 type=CH3E charge=-0.3 end 
atom HS10 type=HA charge=0.1 excl=(HS1O HS11 HS12) end atom HS11 typeHA charge=0.1 excl(HS1O HS11 HS12) 
atom HS12 type=HA charge=0.1 excl=(HS10 HS11 HS12) end atom C57 type=CH3E charge-0.3 end 
atom HT4 type=HA charge=0.1 excl=(HT4 HT5 HT6) end atom HT5 type=HA 	charge=0.1 excl=(HT4 HT5 HT6) end 
atom HT6 type=HA charge=0. 1 excl=(HT4 HT5 HT6) end 
bond N uN bond N CA bond CA HA bond CA CE bond CB HB1 bond CB HB2 bond CB CG bond CG HG1 bond CG HG2 
bond CG CD bond CD HD1 bond CD HD2 bond CD CE bond CE HE1 bond CE HE2 bond CE NZ bond NZ HZ 
bond NZ CH bond CH OH ! LINK start bond CH CQ bond CQ HQ1 bond CQ HQ2 
bond CQ CI bond CI HIl bond CI H12 bond CI CK bond CK MEl bond CK HK2 
bond CK CL bond CL OL 	LINK end bond CA C 
bond C 0 bond NO]. CL bond H02 NOl bond NOl CO3 bond CO3 HM1 bond CO3 HM2 
bond CO3 C06 bond C06 EN1 bond C06 HN2 bond C06 C09 bond C09 H1O bond C09 Cli bond Cli HP1 bond Cli HP2 
bond Cli C14 bond C14 HR1 bond C14 HR2 bond C14 N17 
bond N17 Gig bond N17 H18 bond C19 C20 bond C20 N21 bond N21 022 bond 022 H23 
bond C19 C24 bond C24 HS1 bond C24 HS2 bond C24 HS3 bond C19 C28 bond C28 HS4 bond C28 HS5 bond C28 HS6 
bond C20 C32 bond C32 HT1 bond C32 HT2 bond C32 HT3 bond C09 C36 bond C36 HP3 bond C36 HP4 
bond C36 C39 bond C39 HR3 bond C39 HR4 bond C39 N42 bond N42 C44 bond N42 H43 bond C44 C45 
bond C45 N46 bond N46 047 bond 047 H48 bond C44 C49 bond C49 HS7 bond C49 HS8 bond C49 HS9 
bond C44 C53 bond C53 HS10 bond C53 HS11 bond C53 HS12 
bond C45 C57 bond C57 HT4 bond C57 HT5 bond C57 HT6 
dihedral CG CB CA N dihedral CD CG CB CA dihedral CE CD CG CB dihedral NZ CE CD CG 
dihedral NZ CH CQ CI dihedral CH CQ CI CK dihedral CQ CI CK CL 
dihedral NOl CO3 C06 C09 dihedral CO3 C06 C09 Cli dihedral C06 C09 Cli C14 
dihedral C09 Cii C14 N17 dihedral Cli C14 NiT C19 dihedral C14 N17 C19 C24 
dihedral C14 N17 C19 C28 dihedral N17 C19 C20 C32 
dihedral N17 C19 C20 N21 dihedral CO3 C06 C09 C36 dihedral C06 C09 C36 C39 dihedral C09 C36 C39 N42 
dihedral C36 C39 N42 C44 dihedral C39 N42 C44 C49 dihedral C39 N42 C44 C53 dihedral N42 C44 C45 C57 
dihedral N42 C44 C45 N46 
improper HA N C CB improper HE]. HB2 CA CG improper HG]. HG2 CB CD 
improper HD]. HD2 CG CE improper HE1 HE2 CD NZ improper CE NZ CH CQ improper CE NZ CH OH 
improper HZ NZ CH CQ improper CH OH NZ HZ improper HQ1 HQ2 CI CH improper HIl H12 CQ CK 
improper HK1 HK2 CI CL improper CK CL NOl CO3 improper H].O C06 Cli C36 improper MEl HM2 NOl C06 
improper HP1 HP2 C09 C14 Cli improper HR1 HR2 Cli N17 
improper HS1 HS2 HS3 C19 improper HS4 HS5 HS6 C19 improper HT1 HT2 HT3 C20 improper 022 N21 C20 C19 
improper 022 N21 C20 C32 improper HP3 HP4 C09 C39 improper HR3 HR4 C36 N42 improper HS7 HS8 HS9 C44 
improper HS10 HS11 HS12 C44 improper HT4 HT5 HT6 C45 improper 047 N46 C45 C44 improper 047 N46 C45 C57 
end 
residue NCC !ethylamine, atom CH2N based on CH2G from GLY 
group 
atom N type=NH1 charge-0.36 end atom HN type=H charge=0.26 end atom CA type=CH2N charge=-0.20 end 
atom HAl type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom HA2 type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom CB type=CH2E charge=-0.20 end 
atom MEl type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom HB2 type=HA charge=0.10 end atom OG type=OE charge=-0.50 end 
atom CD type=CH2E charge=0 .05 end atom HD1 type=MA charge=0. 10 end atom HD2 type=HA charge0.10 end 
atom CE type=CH2E charge=0 .05 end atom MEl type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom ME2 type=HA charge=0.10 end 
atom OZ type=OE charge-0.50 end atom CH type=CH2E charge=0.05 end atom HH1 type=HA charge=0.10 end 
atom MM2 type=HA charge=0.10 end atom CQ type=CH2E charge=0.05 end atom HQ1 type=HA charge=0.10 end 
atom HQ2 type=HA charge=0.10 end atom 01 type=OE charge-0.5 end atom CK type=CH2E charge=0.05 end 
atom HE]. type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom HK2 typeHA charge=0. 10 end atom CL type=CH2E charge=0.05 end 
atom ELi type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom HL2 type=HA charge=0. 10 end atom NM type=NH1 charge=-0.36 end 
atom MM type=H 	charge=0.36 end atom CN type=C charge=0.48 end atom ON type=0 charge=-0.48 end 
atom CX type=CH2E charge=0 .20 end atom HX1 type=HA charge=0.15 end atom HX2 type=HA charge=0.15 end 
atom 00 type=OE charge=-0.5 end atom CP type=CH2E charge=-0.20 end atom HP1 type=HA charge0.10 end 
atom MP2 typeHA charge=0. 10 end atom C type=C charge=0 .48 end atom 0 type=0 charge=-0.48 end 
bond N HN bond N CA 
bond CA HAl bond CA HA2 bond CA CB bond GB HB1 bond CE HB2 bond CE OG bond OG CD bond CD MD1 
bond CD CE. bond CE HE1 bond CE HE2 bond CE OZ bond OZ CH bond CH Hill bond CH HH2 
bond CH CQ bond CQ HQ1 bond CQ HQ2 bond CQ 01 bond 01 CK bond CK MEl bond CK HK2 
bond CE CL bond CL HL1 bond CL EL2 bond CL NM bond NM 104 bond NM CN bond CN ON 
bond CN CX bond CX MEl bond CX HX2 bond CX 00 bond 00 CP bond CP HP1 bond CP HP2 
bond CP C bond C 0 dihedral N CA CB OG dihedral CA CB OG CD dihedral CB OG CD CE 
bond CD HD2 
dihedral OG CD CE OZ dihedral CD CE OZ CH dihedral CE OZ CH CQ 
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dihedral OZ CH Ca 01 dihedral CM CQ 01 CK dihedral CQ DI CX CL 
dihedral 01 CX CL NM dihedral CX CL NM CN dihedral CL Nil CN CX 
dihedral NM CN CX 00 dihedral CN CX 00 CP dihedral CX 00 CP C 
improper HAl HA2 N CB improper HB1 1132 CA OG improper HD1 111)2 OG CE improper HE1 HE2 CI) OZ 
improper HIll HH2 OZ CQ improper HQ1 HQ2 CH 01 improper HK1 111(2 01 CL improper fiLl HL2 CX NM 
improper CL NM CN CX improper NM NM CN CX improper CL Nil CN ON 
end 
residue CYA !modified cys : CYS-S-CH2-CO 
group 
atom N type=NH1 charge=-0.36 end atom fIN type=H charge= 0.26 end atom CA type=CH1E charge= 0.00 end 
atom HA type=HA charge 0.10 end atom CB type=CH2E charge=-0.20 end atom 1131 type=HA charge= 0.10 end 
atom HB2 type=HA charge= 0.10 end atom SG type=SM charge=-0.05 end atom CD type=CH2E charge=-0.15 end 
atom HD1 type=HA charge= 0.1 end atom HD2 typeHA charge= 0.1 end atom CE type=C charge= 0.48 end 
atom OZ typeo charge=-0.48 end atom C type=C charge= 0.48 end atom 0 type=0 charge=-0.48 end 
bond N RN bond N CA bond CA HA bond CA CB 	bond CB HB1 	bond CB 1132 bond CM SG bond SG CD 
bond CD CE 	bond CD HD1 	bond CD HD2 bond CE OZ bond CA C 
bond C 0 improper HA N C CB improper HB1 1132 CA SG improper HD1 HD2 SG CE 
dihedral SG CB CA N dihedral CD SG CB CA dihedral CE CD SG CB dihedral OZ CE CD SG 
end 
presidue CLL 	Cya Lys Link 
add bond ICE 2N add angle lCD ICE 2N add angle ICE 2N 2CA add angle 1OZ ICE 2N add angle ICE 2N 2HN 
add improper 1OZ ICE 2N 2CA add improper 2HN 2N ICE lCD add improper lCD ICE 2N 2CA 
end 
set echotrue end 
Appendix D 
Parameter file 
setecho off message off end 
checkversion 1.1 
BOND 	CH3E CNI 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 	1.511 BOND 	CH3E CTh 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 	1.544 
BOND 	CNI 	CTM 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 1.529 BOND 	CNI 	HUH 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 1.292 
BOND 	CTh 	Hill 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 1.457 BOND 	HON 	ONC 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 	0.941 
BOND 	HOH 	ONC 1000.000 {sd= 	0.0011 1.293 ANGLe 	CH2E CH1E CH2E 	500 {sd 	0.0311 	111.5218 
ANGLe 	CH2E NH1 CTh 500 {sd= 	0.0311 	117.7235 ANGLe 	CH3E CHI 	CTh 	500 {sd= 	0.0311 120.1329 
ANGLe 	CH3E CNI NOH 500 {sd= 	0.0311 	118.3587 ANGLe 	CH3E CTM 	CH3E 	500 {sd= 	0.0311 108.7556 
ANGLe 	CH3E CTM 	CNI 500 {sd 	0.0311 	109.2507 ANGLe 	CH3E CTh 	Hill 	500 {sd= 	0.0311 109.8513 
ANGLe 	CHI 	CH3E HA 500 {sd 	0.0311 	109.902 	ANGLe 	CNI CTh 	NH1 	500 {sd= 	0.0311 109.7335 
ANGLe 	CNI 	NOH 	ONC 500 {sd= 	0.0311 	125.7441 ANGLe 	CTh CH3E HA 500 {sd= 	0.0311 110.512 
ANGLe 	cm CNI NOH 500 {sd= 	0.0311 	121.4885 ANGLe 	CTh NH1 	H 	500 {sd= 	0.0311 109.1780 
ANGLe 	HON 	ONC 	HUH 500 {sd 	0.0311 	120.7046 
IMPRoper C CH1E NH1 CH2N 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-0.0382 
IMPRoper C CH2N N CuE 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 -179.9669 
IMPRoper C CH2N Hill ME 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	0.0484 
IMPRoper C CH2N Hill CH2N 	500.00 {sd 	0.0311 0 	-0.0248 
IMPRoper C CH2N OC OC 500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 0.0223 
IMPRoper C 0 	Hill CH2N 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 -180.0127 
IMPRoper CH1E C Hill CH2N 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 -180.0018 
IMPB.oper CH1E H 	C CH2N 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	179.9856 
IMPRoper CH1E HH1 	C CH2H 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 -179.9916 
IMPRoper CH2H C CH2P H 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-0.0151 
IMPRoper CH2E C 	Hill CH1E 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 -179.9900 
IMPRoper CH2H C H Mill 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	180.0020 
IMPRoper CH2H C 	N CH2P 	500.00 {sd 	0.0311 0 	-0.0116 
IMPRoper CH2N C Hill CH2N 	500.00 {sd 	0.0311 0 	179.9899 
IMPRoper CH2N C 	Hill H 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 0.0161 
IMPRoper CH2N HH1 	C 0 500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-0.0048 
IMPRoper HC CH2N HC HC 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-66.4073 
IMPRoper C CH2E Hill CH1E 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-179.9829 
IMPRoper HA HA 	CH2H OE 500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-69.8494 
IMPRoper HA HA 	CH2E OE 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-69.8494 
IMPRoper HA HA 	OE CH2E 	500.00 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-69.8494 
{ residue LYM } 
IMPRoper CillE CH2E HA HA 	500 {sd= 0.0311 0 	-23.7146 
IMPRoper CH2E CH2E CH2E HA 	500 {sd 0.0311 0 	-65.5636 
IMPRoper CH2E Hill 	HA HA 	500 {sd 0.0311 0 	24.1307 
IMPRoper CH3E CHI 	Hill ONC 500 {sd= 0.0311 0 -172.1809 
IMPRoper Cil3E CHI 	HUH ONC 500 {sd= 0.0311 0 	0.46 
IMPRoper CNI HA 	HA HA 	500 {sd= 0.0311 0 	73.5752 
IMPRoper CTh CNI 	HUH ONC 500 {sd 0.0311 0 	178.69 
IMPRoper CTh HA 	HA HA 	500 {sd 0.0311 0 	75.5643 
{ 	 END residue LYM ====================} 
DIHEdral 	Mill CH2N OE CH2E 	0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral 	CH2H Cil2E OE CH2E 	0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
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DIHEdral OE CH2E CJi2E OE 0.00 {sd 	0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdra]. NH1 CH2E CH2E OE 0.00 {sd 	0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral CH2E MU 	C 	CH2E 0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral Nil C CH2E OE 0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral C CH2E OE 	CH2E 0.00 {sd 	0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral CH2E OE 	CH2E C 0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral CH2E OE 	CH2E CH2E 0.00 {sd= 0.0311 3 	0.0000 
DIHEdral NH1 CH2N CH2E OE 0.00 {sd 	0.0311 3 	0.0000 
{ residue LYM } 
DIHEdral Nil C 	CH2E CH2E 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 0.0000 
DIHEdral C CH2E CH2E CH2E 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 0.0000 
DIHEdral CH1E CH2E CH2E Nil 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 -205.9499 
DIHEdral CH2E CH1E CH2E CH2E 0 {sd 	0.0311 3 234.9263 
DIHEdral CH2E CH2E NH1 	CTh 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 -172.5657 
DIHEdral CH3E CNI 	Cm 	NH1 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 113.1366 
DIHEdral CH3E CTM 	Nil 	CH2E 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 -52.9527 
DIHEdral NOR CNI 	CTM 	NH1 0 {sd= 0.0311 3 -68.5117 
{ ===================== END residue LYM ==========================} 
NONBonded OE 0.1000 	2.5836 0.1000 	2.5836 NONBonded 	CH2N 0.0903 	3.3409 	0.0903 3.3409 
NONBonded CTh 0.0903 	3.3409 0.0903 	3.3409 NONionded 	CNI 0.0903 	3.3409 	0.0903 3.3409 
NONBonded NOH 0.1592 	3.0068 0.1592 	3.0068 NONBonded 	ONC 0.2342 	2.7755 	0.2342 2.7755 
NONBonded HON 0.0498 	2.2272 0.0498 	2.2272 
set echo on message on end 
Appendix E 
Link file 
remarks file toppar/protein.link 
remarks 
remarks this is a macro to define standard protein peptide bonds 
remarks and termini to generate a protein sequence. 
set echo=false end 
checkversion 1.1 
Creates peptide bond 
link pept head - arg tail + * end 
link pept head - asp tail + * end 
link pept head - cya tail + * end 
link pept head - gln tail + * end 
link pept head - glu tail + * end 
link pept head - gly tail + * end 
link pept head - lys tail + * end 
link pept head - lym tail + * end 
link pept head - ncc tail + * end 
link pept head - phe tail + * end 
Creates NH3+ group in N-terminus 
Commented out for LYS or LYM 
{first nter 	tail + lys 	end} 
{first nter tail + lym end} 
Creates amide for in C-terminus for CYA and NCC 
last ctn 	head - ncc 	end 
last ctn head - cya end 
Other Patches 	create the cyles 
* Link CYA-LYS or CYA-LYM 
patch CLL referencel(resid 8) reference2(resid 1) end 
* Disulfide bridge 
patch DISU referencel(resid 2) reference2(resid 6) end 
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Appendix F 
Resonance assignments of lH , 
l3 and 15 N 
Res Name Atom Peptide 1 Peptide 2 Peptide 3 Peptide 4 Peptide 2 DMSO 
1 LYS N 125.770 125.096 125.363 125.538 121.897 
1 LYS HN 8.567 8.527 8.496 8.499 8.212 
1 LYS CA 56.183 56.287 56.544 56.514 55.399 
1 LYS HA 4.413 4.397 4.357 4.357 4.304 
1 LYS CB 31.765 31.905 32.247 32.274 33.130 
1 LYS HB1 1.833 1.849 1.808 1.808 1.705 
1 LYS HB2 1.713 1.733 1.706 1.702 1.584 
1 LYS CG 24.745 24.747 25.122 25.085 25.432 
1 LYS HG1 1.443 1.445 1.361 1.369 1.355 
1 LYS HG2 1.376 1.378 1.300 1.303 1.289 
1 LYS CD 29.092 29.084 30.587 30.557 29.800 
1 LYS HD1 1.679 1.686 1.504 1.506 1.546 
1 LYS HD2 1.679 1.686 1.504 1.506 1.546 
1 LYS CE 42.150 42.170 41.849 41.829 41.822 
1 LYS HE1 2.981 2.990 3.151 3.153 2.772 
1 LYS HE2 2.981 2.990 3.151 3.153 2.772 
1 LYS NZ 57.273 55.292 126.260 126.426 * 
1 LYS HZ 7.432 7.512 7.936 7.943 7.711 
1 LYS C 175.473 175.565 175.669 175.613 174.08 
2 CYS N 118.798 118.767 118.475 122.241 115.779 
2 CYS HN 8.078 8.073 8.052 8.056 7.831 
2 CYS CA 54.872 54.856 55.019 54.962 54.686 
2 CYS HA 4.773 4.749 4.768 4.752 4.659 
2 CYS 1]B1 3.307 3.241 3.220 3.225 3.064 
2 CYS HB2 3.211 3.241 3.220 3.225 3.064 
2 CYS C 173.227 173.258 173.211 173.155 171.67 
2 CYS CB 44.887 44.815 44.896 44.816 46.627 
3 ARC N 122.009 122.078 122.098 118.615 120.180 
3 ARC HN 8.579 8.562 8.561 8.564 8.410 
3 ARC CA 55.445 55.789 55.837 55.819 55.212 
3 ARC HA 4.482 4.467 4.457 4.454 4.382 
3 ARC CB 30.778 30.754 30.720 30.683 31.669 
3 ARC HB1 1.849 1.849 1.847 1.850 1.723 
3 ARC HB2 1.748 1.758 1.744 1.750 1.564 
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3 ARC CG 27.063 27.098 27.073 26.018 28.244 
3 ARC HG1 1.652 1.652 1.639 1.641 1.453 
3 ARC HC2 1.693 1.694 1.579 1.582 1.430 
3 ARC CD 43.301 43.229 43.293 43.256 43.462 
3 ARC HD1 3.202 3.207 3.198 3.197 3.109 
3 ARC HD2 3.202 3.207 3.198 3.197 3.109 
3 ARC NE 84.823 85.162 79.823 84.738 84.942 
3 ARC HE 7.096 7.170 7.178 7.184 7.634 
3 ARC CZ 159.640 159.646 159.633 159.574 * 
3 ARC C 176.170 176.090 176.080 176.010 174.115 
4 GLY N 111.139 111.103 111.235 111.371 108.528 
4 CLY HN 8.378 8.376 8.380 8.383 8.348 
4 GLY CA 45.583 45.493 45.592 45.574 45.499 
4 GLY HAl 4.025 4.047 4.061 4.061 4.092 
4 GLY HA2 3.739 3.755 3.728 3.730 3.382 
4 GLY C 174.000 173.898 173.972 173.907 172.69 
5 ASP N 122.350 122.102 122.345 122.432 119.926 
5 ASP HN 8.514 8.504 8.469 8.474 8.386 
5 ASP CA 54.189 53.102 53.494 53.407 52.171 
5 ASP HA 4.618 4.666 4.676 4.682 4.532 
5 ASP CB 39.958 37.868 38.824 38.657 38.091 
5 ASP HB1 2.685 2.865 2.780 2.797 2.733 
5 ASP HB2 2.591 2.745 2.669 2.679 2.495 
5 ASP CC 178.197 177.950 178.894 178.559 174.76 
5 ASP C 174.501 174.349 174.642 174.497 172.99 
6 CYS N 118.797 118.878 118.430 118.596 115.443 
6 CYS RN 7.825 7.843 7.847 7.856 7.661 
6 CYS CA 55.481 55.310 55.451 55.400 54.802 
6 CYS HA 4.736 4.736 4.748 4.752 4.717 
6 CYS CB 44.897 45.338 45.369 45.306 47.886 
6 CYS HB1 3.294 3.314 3.299 3.304 3.046 
6 CYS 11B2 3.135 3.128 3.107 3.107 2.932 
6 CYS C 172.648 172.526 172.660 172.595 171.718 
7 PHE N 121.809 121.730 121.67 121.825 119.043 
7 PHE HN 8.469 8.552 8.538 8.544 8.392 
7 PHE CA 57.815 57.765 57.668 57.627 56.737 
7 PHE HA 4.657 4.647 4.669 4.668 4.672 
7 PHE CB 39.772 39.709 39.748 39.714 40.814 
7 PilE HB1 3.093 3.041 3.035 3.034 2.984 
7 PilE HB2 3.033 3.041 3.035 3.034 2.792 
7 PHE CG 138.887 138.895 138.901 138.899 140.57 
7 PHE HD1 7.298 7.258 7.247 7.253 7.228 
7 PHE HD2 7.298 7.258 7.247 7.253 7.228 
7 PHE CD1 131.953 131.818 131.934 131.877 132.398 
7 PHE CD2 131.953 131.818 131.934 131.897 132.398 
7 PHE HE1 7.365 7.349 7.337 7.342 7.248 
7 PHE HE2 7.365 7.349 7.337 7.342 7.248 
7 PilE CE1 131.516 131.317 131.475 131.432 131.303 
7 PilE CE2 131.516 131.317 131.475 131.432 131.303 
7 PilE CZ 129.954 129.819 129.900 129.845 129.558 
7 PHE HZ 7.310 7.310 7.299 7.300 7.183 
7 PHE C 175.072 174.811 174.862 174.780 173.909 
8 CYA N 125.425 125.094 124.729 124.878 120.863 
8 CYA HN 8.675 8.472 8.479 8.479 8.348 
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CA 55.878 55.622 55.530 55.557 55.444 
HA 4.451 4.425 4.435 4.437 4.457 
CB 36.583 36.379 36.608 36.558 38.110 
HB1 2.921 2.887 2.878 2.880 2.827 
HB2 2.869 2.887 2.878 2.880 2.759 
CD 38.226 38.031 37.957 37.933 37.855 
HD1 3.445 3.449 3.443 3.435 3.340 
HD2 3.355 3.317 3.298 3.298 3.158 
CE 174.865 174.714 174.669 174.517 172.529 
C 176.448 173.780 173.747 173.707 172.590 
t no resonance assignment could be done. 
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Appendix G 
Temperature dependence of 
amide protons 
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Figure G.1: Chemical shifts of H   proton of peptide 1 as a function of temperature. 
The solid line joins individual points. 
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Figure G.2: Chemical shifts of HN  proton of peptide 2 as a function of temperature 
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Figure G.3: Chemical shifts of 11q  proton of peptide 3 as a function of temperature. 
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Figure G.4: Chemical shifts of 11N  proton of peptide 4 as a function of temperature. 
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Figure G.5: Chemical shifts of H   proton of peptide 2 in DMSO as a function of 
temperature 
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